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DiTRODUCTION 

Much has been written on the political history 
I 

of the Silaharas, but the socio-religious and economic 

aspects have not been given due attention by scholars 

so far. Hence, it is proposed to present an C;!Ccount 
I 

of the society and religion in the time of the Silaharas 

of Konkan and Kolhapur as reflected in the epigraphical . 
evidence. 

.I 

The existence of the Silahara family came to light 

almost tvJO centurif'!S ago when a translation of the Thana 
• • 

plates of Arikesari was published in the Asiatic Resear-

ches in 1788 A.D. .Z\11 accotmt of the three brenches of 
, 

the Silahara family was therefore given by Fleet in 

Bombay Gazetteer in 1E96. However, quite a number of 

chiefs of this family not belonging to any of these 

three branches has, of late, come to light and a discus-

sian about them is made by scholars like the late P.B. 

Desai·. 1 In 1977 the Archaeological survey of India 

brought out a volume of Corpus Inscripticnum Indicarum 

ed.t,te<i by v. v. Mirashi wherein an account· of only the 

three major branches has been given. The CIT has been 

of tremendous help to the researcher because it contains 

1. B·.R. Gopal, Minor _9ynast ies of south India: 
Karnataka, v~:-p.~:-------------------
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all the inscriptions along with translation of the 

three major branches of the Silciharas on which the 

dissertation is based. The err though a comprehensive 

work on the political history of the three branches 

of the £ilaharas has its own limitation. The social 1 

economic and religious history has been only briefly 

touched upon. 

Recently in 1982 1 9.R. Gopal has come out with 

a valuable work1 "Minor Dynasties of South In::lia: 

Karnataka" Volume r. His work is based on a study 

of works mentioned above and some more new records 

discovered in the last two decades. B.R. Gopal has 

added a new dimension to the political history of the 

Silaharas by giving a valuable account of their eleven 

branches~ but other aspects have been ignored. 

The intentio'n of selecting the topic such as ''The 

Religion and Society Reflected in the inscriptions of 
;I 

the SiUiharas of Konkat: and Kolhapur" has to be dis-

cussed here. r,L'he interest of the researcher is to 
,/ 

study the minor dynasties particularly the Silaharas 

which has played an important role in the historical 

development vis-a-vis the major dynasties. 

The dissertation is based only on the thre~ major 

branches of the dilahara family~ which are (i) the 

Silaharas of North Konka11 1 (ii) the s'ilaharas of south 
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Konka!]., and (iii) the ~ilaharas of Kolhapur. These 

have .been particularly chosen in order to attempt or 

undertake a regional study of the Konkan region vJhich . 
has its OtJn geographical and cultural identity. The 

coast of Konkan stretches from Daman in the north and . 
goes as far as Goa in the south. It comprises the 

three districts cf Thana, Kolaba and Ratnagiri. The . . 
areas of the former princely states like Jan31ra and 

Sawantwadi have been merged recently in the adjoining 

. 1 terr1tory. 

From the 6th Century A.D., the name, Konkai} vishaya 

appears as a designation of the strip of territory 

2 between western ghats and the sea. Alberuni ' . ..rri ting 

about A.D. 1030 calls it KtiDkan and mentions Tana (Thana) 

3 as its capital. 

. . 

The other area of study is Kolhapur which is in 

close proximity to the Kanka~ region and compris~s of 

the districts of satara, sangali and Kolhapur of 

Maharashtra and the Belgaum district in Karnataka. 

It is bounded on the north by the district of South 

1. 'B.K. Apte, Th~_Hi1.!ory of the Maratha Navy 2.9.9 
:vie rc ha.nt ships, p. 7 o 

2. Yazdani (ed.), ~ Early_tl_!st_2Ey_ of t_!:~_Q~£S§!l, 
Parts I-IV, volume I, p.34. 

3. Ib~., p. 35. 

·'. 
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Satara; on the west by the district of Ratnagiri; and 

on the south and the east hy the Belgaurn district of 

1 Mysore State. The two regions Konkaq and Kolhapur 

have been chosen because it is necessary to compare 

the socio-religious condition of the two regions in 

order to drive at particular conclusions. 

~ 

The minor eight branches of the Silahara family 
/ / 

- {i) Silaharas of Akkalakot, (ii) silaharas of Kheda, 

I / 
(iii) Silaharas of Tarddavadi, (iv) Silaharas of 

/ ~ - ,., 
Pauthage, (v) Silaharas of Elamula, (vi) Silaharas of 

Jl.1uttc.gi, (vii) Sil~haras of umarani and (viii) Silaharas 

of Basavura 140 have been omit ted for convPnience sake, 

to attempt at a micro-level, intensive and compact 

study and to avoid unwieldiness. 

/ 
Tt;~e Silah.3ras of both the North-Konk~ and Kolha"pur 

regions called themselves as the lords of Tagara -

- I 2 -/ ~ 
Tagarapuravadhisvara or Tagarapura-paramesvara .. -

-------
1. Gazetteer of India, Maharashtra State - Kolhapur 

District, {Revised Edition) ,~.1. 

2. CII, vol.VI. This is generally noticed in the 
records of the Silaharas of Kolhapur, Bij apur and 
Akkalakot. Other branches used slightly different 
expressions such as Tagaranagaradidvara (in the 
records of the Elamela family and Tagarapuravare~
vara !in those of the Kurnul branch), ~.!-Ind., 
vol.XXVII, p.70, n.9. 

/ 

3. Ibid. This occurs in the records of the SilaharF~s 
ofN ort h. Kon kar:. 
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This may o.S well mean that the memb~rs of this family 

hailed from Tagara identified with Ter in the osmanabad 

district of t·1aharashtra. t-1irashi has also taken the 

above terms to mean that they originally hailed from 

Tagara and were ruling there. He has pressed into 

service even literary evidence~ the Sanskrit Brihatkatha ---·----
I of Harishena of c. 10th century and the Apabharamsa work 

• • 
Karakandachari"u of Kanakamara of c. 11th century. 1 

• • 
I 

B.R. Gopal ascribes .to the vie1:1 that the Silaharas 

were of Karnataka origin. They spoke Kannada. Tur, now 

in Maharashtra was then a part of Karnataka kingdom. 2 

Unlike the other b·1o branches of the Sil"'aharas of North 
I (l 

Koii kar: and Kolhapur, the si {har as of ~3out h Kon kar: did not 

claim connection with the city of Tagara in their inscrip

tions though1 it. is not unlikely that like some other 
I . 

branches of the Sil~hara family they also may have origi-

nally hailed from th~t ancient city referred by both 

3 
Ptolemy an::i 4 the Periplus of the Erythrean Sea. 

J 
All the three branches of the Silaharas under 

study trace their descent from the m·.,rt~1ical Vidyadhara 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

CII, OD. cit., Intro. 1 pp.iv-vi. __..... --

R.C. Majumdar, Cl~~_!s;al.-!-Z\.S;£.2~!}ts_2f I_~s!iA, p. 365. 

.Il:?id.l p.304. 



prince Jimutavahana, the son of Jfmutaketu, who offered 

I • to sacrifice himself to resaue a Naga name·J. Sankhachu:,;la 

1 I 
from the clut:ches of Garuda. The family :1ame Si 12hara, ., 
11 food on a slab 11

, ... ,as suppose::l to have been derived 

from this incident. 'IIhere is yet another version about 

the founder of the family stated in the Prince of Wales 

Museum Plates of Chhadvaideva. According to i.vhich1 

I -s i lara · .. vas a great w.arrior ;,.,rho served the western ocean 

when 'it was threatened by the arrow of Jamadagnya 

I -(Parasurama). His descendants thereafter ca;·-ne to be 

2 knoHn by his name. However, this story doPs not appear 

in any other early work. v. v. !'1irashi is quite right 
I . 

in pointing out that the name silahara seems to have 

been c.~·; an attempt to sanskritize the dynastic name 3 

- 4· 1 - sl -6 which is spelt variously as Silara, Silara, Siyal.3ra 
' 

1. c~I, 212· _sg., Intro., p.1.1.1. The story of Jfmuta
vahana occurred in the ori9inal Bri hatkutha in the 
Paisachi dialect, which is not ex~ant now. It occurs 
in t'..vo places in its S.=Jnskrit versions, viz. the 
Kathasaritsagara of somadeva (XXII, 16-2571 and xv, 
3-201) and the Brihatkathamanj ari of Kshemendra. 
!3oth the authors·of these Sanskrit verions flou
rished in the eleventh century A."Q. 

2. l!?id., No.4, 1 ines 28-29. 

3. lf?.t1·, Intro., p. iii. 

4. l~i::l. 1 No.9, line 5. 

5. ill~·, No.7 1 lines 21-22. 

6. l2J2·, No.4 3, lines 2-3. 
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and. s'ail3hara1 in the records of the s'ilaharas. This 

was a common tendency noticed in medieval times to 
,, 

trace the descent of royal families to eponymous heroes. 

/ 
The three branches of the Silaharas under study 

had common organic bond as they belonged to the same 

family and derived power most probably, through the sa~e 

suzerain. Unlike the other branches of North and south 
I 

Konka~, the silaharas of Kolhapur did not mention their 

allegiance to the Imperial Rashtrakutas in any of their . ' 
J 

records. sa~aphulla, the founder of the Silahara branch 

of south Konkal} obtained his principality by the favour 

of Kfishna, the Rash1!aKut'3 kinrJ who flour.ishe;J from 

2 C.A.::J. 758 to A.D. 773. Kapardin the founder of the 

North Konkal) branch rose to power a little later during 

the reign of the Rashtrakuta Emperor Govinda III {.~.:8. 
' . 

793-814).
3 v.v. Mirashi is of the view that the 'ilahar~s 

of Kolh~Jur also rose to power with the assistance of 

the Rashvaku:t;as. But this is to be found nowhere 

in their inscriptions because of their rise to power 

late in the ~ashtrakuta period, and no records of the 
• • 

1. .!.!22-~·, No. 45, line 2. 

2. IE~., No.41, line 24. 

3. Ibid., Intro., p.vi. The Kanherl Cave inscription 
of -Pullas'akti, the son of Kapardin I, is dated 
in Sa~765 (A.D. 843-44). So Kapardin I may have 
been reiq-ning tovJards the close of the reign of 
Gov.inda III. 
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1 first few generations have yet been found. 

• Our primary sources are the inscriptions. A 

rich treasure of these valuable inscriptions have 
r 

been left behind by the Silaharas. The languages 

in which these are written are Kannada, Marathi and 

Sanskrit. The langu;~<;e of the people of North Konkan 

must have been ~-1arathi. Though the first kno'..m :1arathi 

inscription, viz. the Dive Agar plate 2 is dated as 
/ 

early. as ~ 982 (A. D. 1060). Marathi '"'or.:.1s f i.)ure 

first in the s'ilahara stone inscription found at 
I 3 

Ranj al r, dated Saka 1070 (.;.D. 1148). Henceforth, 

though the general frarneHork of the inscriptions 
' 

continues to be in Sanskrit, ~1arathi sentences occasio-
. 4 

nally make their appearance. At this stage fv1arathi 

language, does not appear to be fully developed. In 

the Kolhapur region, on the other hand, Kannada seems 

to be the popular language and is noticed not only 

in the birudas of the rulers but also in small and 

1. ll>.i3·, Intro., p:xxviii. 

2. !J?..:.,_In~ica., vol.xxv:iii, pp.121 f. 

3. .f!_!, .2£>· s:i!•, see 'Rd.n}lc.hQ. Q -,..O..h\U.. No. 24, 1 ine 9. 

4. Ibi~. see S-"-~h~~~~~~-ri ~J._~~~~he..- y'-'ave~in 
No. 26, line 7. 
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large stone inscriptions. 1 I - -The Silahara inscriptions 

of the South Ko~kalj are \vholly written in Sanskrit vJith 

no Kannada birudas or express ions i!l them, though stray 

2 Kannada words like ha~2£§ are noticed therein. 

I 
The material used for the Silahara inscriptions 

are copper plates and stone. Most of these inscriptions 

are in the nature of donative records (da!]_§.i.asan~) 

recording various types of grants by different categories 

of donors for some charitable purpose including the main-

tenance of temnles, Branmanas, 3asadis and so forth. . -----~-- -------
The inscriptions can be relied upon, because almost 

all of them are dated , or can be ass,:i.gned to approximate 

dates on palaeographical groun:J.s and mention the names 

and various titles of the ruling king or kings, their 

genealOJies, the chieftains, sometimes the boundaries 

of their respective kingdoms, etc. in addition to recording 

the details of the grants, donees, purposes and occasions 

of gifts, etc. Of course, as the inscriptions sometimes 

contain literary exaggerations, myths and eulOJies, all 

the statements they contain cannot be accepted for 

reconstructing history. Moreover, some other inconvenien-

ces do crop up. Sometimes the inscr~ptions are broken 

1. 12id., see Nos.47, 49, 50, 52 and 57. 

2. lE.!~·, No. 40, 1 ine 57. 
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or mutilated or a~aded for example the Bhoighar plates 

of Chittaraja1 and Akshi stone inscriptions of Kes'ideva 

rr 2 respectively and contain some terms/the meaning of 

which cannot be ascertained satisfactorily and hence all 

the information contained in them cannot be put to an 

optimum use. But they do reflect the image of contem

porary society and thus help to a great extent in knowing 

its social, economic and religious life. 

The dissertation consists of two main chapters -

society and Religion. Society and Religion are inter-

linked. Religion is the product of the society and is 

essentially a social phenomena. Hence/it becomes essential 

to discuss the society of the concerned period and regions 

first and then examine the prevailing religious cults. 

The first chapter deals with the society as reflected 
( 

through the silahara inscrptions of Konkan and Kolhapur • 
• 

' 
This has been sub-divided into six sections - (i) the 

Brahmanas, (ii) the Kshatriyas, (iii) the Merchants and 

Traders, (iv) the Kayasthas, (v) Craftsmen and Arti8,ans 

and other professional groups, and (vi) the status of 

women. The sub-division is based in accordance to the 

material available in the §ilahara inscriptions. The 

1. 1.2.E. I N 0. 6 1. 

2. 1!:?~·, No. 35. 
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Brahmanas and the Merchants have been described at ---------
great length because of the availability of adequate 

material on them. 

Broadly the purpose of this chapter is to investi-

gate the continuity and change in the forms of social 

life and various social occupational groups which find 

I 
mention in the Silahara inscriptions of KonkaiJ and Kolha-

pur. The social changes are to be viewed in the back-

ground of the political and economic developments. Here 

it_ is attempted to examine the relations hips betvJeen the 

various social or caste groups and the rulers with parti
/ 

cular intention of finding out ho~.-.• far the above si lahar a 

chiefs alienated certain political powe~s and privileges 

to the trade guilds and the Brahmanas. The status and ___ .....,..._ 

role of the various social and occupational groups have 

also been discussed. .Z\n attempt is also madA to bring 

out the linkage between the religious and social insti-

tutions. Overall, the main idea is to challenge the notion 

of static society and project a society where both elements 

of stabi 1 ity and flexibility operate. 

'rhe second chapter is on the religion in the time 

of the S'ilaharas of Kohkag and Kolr;apur as gleaned 

through their inscriptions. This chapter is divided 

into three sub-sections: (i) Buddhism, (ii) Jainism, 
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H u·~~tnc; M and (iii ) This chapter is more 

of description than an analysis of the various prevalent 

religious cults. Here, an attempt is made to investi~ 

gate the antiquity of the various religious centres and 

the transformations if any, which took place at these 

centres. 
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CHAP'.IER I 

SOCIETY Mi REFLECTED THROUGH THE 
SILAHARA INSCRIPTIONS OF 

KONKAN AND KOLHAPTJR . 

The imperialists• writings ascribe to the view 

that Indian society over the ages, represents stagnation. 

The continuity of caste has le1 to an erroneous view 

that society in pre-British India was basically static 

and monotonous. No civilized society is static and 

early'medieval Indian society was no exception. Unlike 

political changes~ social, religious and economic changes 

are not discernible in a short period or at a superficial 

level. Viewing a given society in terms of the centuries 

of its life, however, the change is clearly perceptible 

and it is this principle that we must bear in mind when 

we speak of social and economic conditions in the early 

medieval India. 

Continuity and change in the forms of social life 

being the sUbjects of investigation, the continuity 

of cultural traditions and changes in those traditions 

are amongst the things that have to be taken into account. 

The background to soeial changes in early medieval 

India is provi:ied by certain economic developments. 

The most significant change. in the economy of the period. 

is the large scale transfers of land, land-revenues and 



land to both secular and religious elements by princes 

1 and their vassals. All this gave rise to new develop-

ments in early medieval south India ,spec!ally in the 

I<onkan and Kolhaput' region which are symptomatic of a .. 
change in the character of the state, connoting tne 

advent of the feudal age. 

After tpe replacement of the imperial Gtialukyas 
l 

by the Rashtrakutas of whom the t:larly Silaharas were • • 
the feudatories, new classes of temple-builders emerged. 

These included royal officers, fe~dataries. district 

headman, village headman, military officers, tradesmen, 

saints and ascet!cs. 2 Many of whom continued during 

" the independent reign of the Silaharas indicating the 

decentralization of their administrative and economic 

power .. 

In the background of all these political and 

econo~ic developments, the social condition durin~ the 

time of the ~i lahar as of Konkaq and I<olhapur is to b,e 

investigated as gleaned through their epigraphical 

sources. 
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In the time of the iil&haras, the theoretical 

division of the var~as was known. The concept of four 

var~as is reaffirmed and emphasized again and agatn 

in the literary sources of the period to p~oject a 

stable society. But in reality> these had .been sUb

divided into numerous castes as evidenced from epi-

graphical and other sources. Profess~ ReS. Sharma 

has remarked that in many ways the medieval period 

was an age of elaboration and proliferation. 1 Caste 

system is often seen as the most consistent form of 

social organization in India. 2 But within this 

consistency, flexibility is also to be witnessed by 

the incorp~ation of new castes into the system and 

the lowering or the enhancement of a particular caste 

in the social hierarchy in the historical context. 

Let us examine the various social and occupational 

groups as found in the §!!ahara. inscriptions. 

2. 

R.s. Sharma, Per~e!ctive in Social and Economic 
J!!!!~ of _E_ir!i_!nCi i~;-p:-2Jr.--------

B.G. Gokhale, ~£ient I~~- p.lll. 
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Section.!: BRA~~: 

The arahmanas were the most privileged casteo 

They were universally honoured for· their high starrlard 

of purity, of learning and social status. The majority 

of the Silah~ra inscriptions invariably refer to the 

gifting 9f land, land revenue .. orchards, villages and 

so forth to the learned Brahmanas individually or 

collectively. In the inscriptiors the ~6tra and s'akh~ 

t-!hich were important items in their specification and 

sometimes even their genealogy, are ~istinctly mentioned. 

Many a times gods and Brahmanas are clubbed together, 

thereb~ suggesting their social status and the honour 

bestowed on them. 

ADHYAPANA (teaching), PRATIGRAHA (acceptance of 
,_ 

gifts) and YAJNA (conducting of sacrifices) were the 

duties specially reserved for the Brahmaqssa 1 Numerous 
/ 
Silahara inscriptions refer to the donations made to 

the learned Brahmanas for the performance of the six 

religious duties such as sacrificing for oneself and 

for others, the studying and teaching of the sacred 

texts and for the performance of the pancha-rnaha yajnas 

that is BALI (offering to living creatures), CHARU 

1. Atri Smriti, 13 (SS, p.S), cited in B.,N. Sharma, 
§_~1 Lite .!!L~.2Ethern__!Elli, p. 37. 
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I -
(offering to GOds), VAISVADEVA (worship of deities)e 

AGNIHOTRA (maintenance of the sacred fire) and AT!THI

PUJANA (reception of guests}. 1 Thus one gets the 

impress ion that t.he Brahmc."'las of the discussed per icd 

and region were well performing the duties specially 

reserved for them~ 

The Brahm~1as were allowed to study different 

other branches of leqrning apart from the ~das, chief 

amongst these being the yedanga with its six. limbs viz. 

(1) s'fKSHA (phQet~cs), (2) KALPA (rituals of solemn 

vedic and domestic sacrifices), {3) vYAKAR~A (grammar), 

(4) NIRUKTA (etymology), (5) CHHANDA (mietrics) and 

-,TYOTI~HA (astronomy). 2 In the inscriptions the Brahman~ 

are often referred to in a general way, qS experts in 

the Veda~ and Vedanqas. But specific references to 

Brahmal]as J specialized in the Shadanga-veda and other 

branches of learning are not lacking. In the Silahara 

inscriptions Shadangavids3 are foundo In course of 

time this stereotyped into a family name like the 

1. v. v. Mirashi (ed.), fOF,E~S-.!.!}§C£!I?tionum I!)q~c~~~ 
vol.VI, No.8, Noo4, No.5~ No.6, Na.23 etc. 

2., Chitralekha Gupta, The Brahmanas of India. - A 
gudy Bas!:g on IQ§crli:t10.!!§-;P:22. --

3. CII, vol.VI, No.14 (out of the 14 brahmanas 
'WhO were gifted collectively, Janardana•s father 
was Vevala Shac"!angavid. 
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Chaturvectins and Dvivedins. The brahm~ical cognom 

shadangi has evolved from Shadangavid. 

During the early medieval period in the discussed 

regions and elsewhere# we find the Srahmapas speciali

zing in some branches of the Vedahga# not being the 

master of all the six. Such Brahmanas carne to be addres

sed ~s Pandita as pointe::l out by Chitralekha Gupta. 1 

/ 
Numerous references to Panditas are made in the Silahara 

inscriptions of Konkaq and Kolhapur. 

tilahara king Naqarjuna2 of 1039 A.D. 

Thana plates of • • 

Cllth century) 

records the grant of land to the Brahmana Madhava 

Panditao son of Gokarna Pandita. The Thana plates of 
Go • • • • • • 

Mummuniraj a of 10483 records the grant of statelnumber 
• 

of drammas from the revenue of· certtain villages to 14 

8rahma2aso out of which five of them were Panditas .• 

The Mahasandhiv :tgrahika of the ~!lahar a king Ke~ideva 

was Rajadeva Pa~gita. 4 References to Pa~itas are 

very common in the inscriptions of the discussed period 

as well as late medieval period, but not in those of 

early pericd when the Brahma~a scholars devoted tt~ir 

1. Chitr alel<ha Gupta, EE• 

2. .£1!, vol.VI. No.13. 

3. ~., NOel4$ 

4& !~s, No.36. 

cit., p.23. --
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efforts to the study of the Vedas. Degeneration of 

the aranm~as is to be noticed in their learning and 
}.MJ._ tJ (N/'1. ~ 

intellectual capacity~~he Brahma!Jas{:pecializing only 

in some branches of Vedangas and not mastering all. 

The answer to this has to be found in the socio-economic 

changes that had taken place in the early medieval 

period with the proliferation of land grants to the 

Brahmanas,and the spread of agrarian economy in the 

Ko~kan and Kolhapur regions. 
~ 

Thus arahmanas devoting 

more time to other avenues of possessing wealth and 

earning subsistance which had become socially and econo

mically more relevant. 

Chitralekha Gupta has pointed out that in southern 

India logic became a prestigious subject of special!-

zation from about S-9th centuries A.D.Jfor we find 

such terms &s Ghatikasahasa, Ghatasasin, Ghatasasulu, • 
Gahiyasahasa, Ghaisasa added to the names of several 

Brahmanas who are said to have been expert legicians. 1 

The Ghaisasa surname is found in the Silahara inscriP

tions of Kolhapur (which was part of Karnctaka earlier). 

The Kolh~pur stone inscription of Bhoja II mentions two 

J<ar~ataka Brahmanas that is. Prabnakara Ghaisasa and . ) 

Vasiyana Ghaisasao 2 These Brahmanas must have s·pecialized 
• 

---------
1. Chitralekha Gupta,~$£!!., p~30. 
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in logic and must have been regarded highly in the 

society. The Brahmanas mentioned above were found 

both in eastern and western part of southern India, 

but Ghaisasa has been stereotyped as family name 
i 

only in western India. This cognom is found among 

the Desalt, Chitpavan and Karhade Brahmanas. 1 
. . . 

There was no dearth of astrologers in the dis-

cussed period and region. Astrology as a profession 

continued to be important. The Chanje stone inscrip

tion of Apar3ditya made donations to certain astrolo

gers of the place Vadu, at the holy place of Muru. 2 
• 

Moreover, this was the time when donations were made 

on auspicious occasions as determined or predicted 

by Brahmanas themselves based on mathematical calcu-

lations. 

The solar and lunar eclipses, the Samkrantis 

were regarded as very sacred and most of the grants 

were made on such sacred occasions. Gifts were also 

made on some sacred ti this. The ~ilahar as of North 
, 

Kodka~ were ardent devotees of Siva. They regarded 

the ti thi Magha very sacrf"...d. It is noteworthy that 

while eclipses an1 sa~antis were regarded as sacred 
....._ _________ _ 
1. Chitralekha Gupta, .i>:E· ill·• p. 30. 

2o £!.!.• vol. VI, No. 22. 
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occasions for the making of gifts, the e'k:adalr tithi, 

which in the earlier Gupta-Vakataka age was regarded • 
as the most important tithi for making gifts, declined 

in importance. This is not surprising because the 
,. 

tithi is sacred to Vishnu, while the Sil1§haras of both , 
and south KonkaQ were devotees of Siva. 

during this period. It is not unli 'k:ely that their 

descendants formed themselves into communities which 

later came to be regarded as their sub-castes. Thus 

one gets an idea about the formation,or development 

of quite a few surnames which had already by this 

perio1
1 

stereotyped into proper surnames of the Brahmanas, 

~hereas,others were still in the process of formation. 

Vedic sacrifices were performed only occasionally 

and for ceremonial purposes. The cult of Vedic sacri

fices had ceased to be a 'popular religion' long ago. 

Gupta sovereigns had deliberately encouraged the revival 

of the, vedic rites and t.he performance of sacrifices, 

1. 

2. 

3. 

CII, vol.VI, No.6, lines 72-73; No.48, line 40. 

Ibid., No. 48, 1 ine 39o -
Ibid., No.23, line 69. -- DISS 

294 
Si645 Re 

TH2537 I 
IJ,IIilli illl/1 r li illllllll 1 Iii U 

~·--------" 
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such as the Asvamedha, Vaj apeya & Agnishtoma in the 

North. In the Deccan during the Satavahana perio::l 

Afvamedha, Raj~uy~ and other sacrifices were performed 

as evidenced from the Nanaghat inscription of Naganika. 1 

Even under the Rashtrakutas who were the suzerains of • • 

the ~ilaharas of North Konka~, two inscriptions, •sanjan 

plates of Am~Jhavar~ha2 and the Cambay Plates of Govinda 

Iv3 clearly state that the grants were made to the 

Brahmanas to perform the vedic sacrifices like Rajasuya, • 
Vajapeya and Agnishtoma. 

I 
None of the Silahara inscriP-

tions record the performance of Vedic sacrifices. owing 

to the propaganda set on foot by Jainism and Buddhism 

Vedic sacrifices had become extremely unpopular and 

irrelevant in the society. 

The Smttis. which were held in authority during 

this period and their commentaries. also do not preach 

the performance of costly Vedic sacrifices. They 

emphasize instead the importance of the pancha-maha

yajnas. Numerous endowments made to the Brahma2as by 

the ~ilahara chiefs, officers and feudataries were 

' I 

2. I.A., XVIII, p.235; cited in A.s. Altekar, Rashtra-
~a and their_!!~, p.278. ----

3. E.I., VII, p.41. 
-........· 

(-
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intended to encourage and enable the donees to perform 

these religious rites regularly,and to look after their 

family. The general belief must have been_, that the 

regular performance of these rites conducted to the 

welfare and prosperity of the state. These were also 

taken to be conducive to the promotion of religion, 

welfare, prosperity, family, lineage, fame* good 

fortune and enjoyment. Thus a direct relation between 

the religion and social structure is to be discovered 

in the belief,that held that due performance of 

religious rites contributed to the well-being of a 

group or to the maintenance of a certa~n order. The 

social function of rites was to reaffirm, renew and 

strengthen these sentiments on which the social soli-

dar i ty depends. 

At this juncture1it will be better to i-Jrite a 

little on the temple because few of the professions 

were intimately connected with temple activity. This 

is the period which witnessed the mushrooming of 

temples in different parts of India with the growth 

of Pura11ic Hinduism andJ Konkap and Kolhapur were no 

exception. Many Brahmanas adopted the profession of 

temple-priests for their livelihood. The temples had 

now become centres of radiation of brahmanical culture • .. 
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They had transformed into mathas with colleges and 

sattras attached to itJ and had become centres of some 

other social activities. There is one interesting 

s"ilahara inscription through which the process can be 

noticed. The Kolhapur inscription of Bhoja rr 1 refers 

to one BrahmaJ!a, Lokal'!a Nayaka who founded a ma~ha. 

·The king Bhoja on the occasion of uttarayana granted 

lands to four 8rahma~as who settled in the matha of 

Lokana-Nayaka, for performing the worship of the deities 
• 

and for keeping the matha in good repairs. Two years 

later Lokana•s son Kallfyana granted to these Brahamanas 
" . 

some property for the purpose of feeding the Brahmanas 

at the Sattra established by his mother. Some months 

later,~ Kallry~a again granted some land to the same 

&r~hmanas for the purpose of the pupil at the school 

established for the study of the vEdas. 

The Samhitas other than the Rgved~ and Brahmana 

works show that the three classes of Brahmanas, Kshatriyas • , 
and vaisyas had become differentiated and their privileges, 

duties and liabilities had become more or less fixed 

in those times. 2 But the caste system was not a permanent 

-----------
1. £!!., .21?• £!!·, .No. 59. 

2. P. v. Kane, ~~.2!Y....~~_!!Iasastra, vol.II, Part I, 
p. 36. 



institution, transmitted unchanged from the dawn of 

Hindu history and myth,and far from being eternal and 

changeless1 was constantly subject to modification. 

Thus a 8rAhmana who could not work according to the 

specific vocations consistent with his class was perm!-

tted a ksatriya•s profession by the Baudhayana Dharma 

sutra. 1 The 9rahmanas could also take up the occupa

tion of the vai~yas. They could cultivate land received 

as gifts. Barring certain restrictions by ancient 

Sm:rf:is, they could also trade. They were forbi::lden 
• 

from selling salt, flesh, milk, honey, intoxicating 

liquor etc. 2 Though authors of the smrtis allow the 

Brahmanas to follow other professions in times of 

adversity, there were several restrictions imposed 

upon ~rahmanas following the occupation of money-lending6 

agriculture, trade and the rearing of cattle. 3 

There were Brahman as during the discussed period • 
who broke with traditionalism and accepted all sorts 

1. II, 2, 69-70: Manu {VIII), 348-349: cited in 
B.N. Sharma, Social and_fu1~~~1 __ History of 
~rthern ~2• p.12. 

2. Atri, 21 (SS, p. 10); Vasistha Smrti, I I, 31 {SS, 
p.190); Parasara, II, 7; cited in B.N. Sharma, 
social and Cu~~l Historz of .Northern Ind~, 
p. 13. 
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of professions which would lead them to wealth. Thus 

one finds certain amount of professional mobility among 

the Brahmanas. As more and more land was being granted 
• 

to the Br~hmanas, many of them must have taken to 

agriculture as occupation as they even do now in Konkan • 
• 

While stating the boundaries of the donated fields 

mention is often made of the fields of the Brahmagas 

1 (Bhattas). V~pis or water reservoirs were also granted, •• 
sometimes streams or rivers formed the boundary of the 

land donated to the Brahmanas, naturally to facilitate 

agricultural growth. 2 This is the period which witnes

ses the Brahmanas and the temples emerging as large

landed magnates. Some of these lands must have been 

tilled by hired agriculturists no doubt, but sometimes 

the Brahmanas themselves must have ploughed the field. 

Professor R.s .. Sharma credits the Br ahmanas with the 

dissemination of the kno,.,ledge of 'plough cultivation 

among the aboriginal tribal peoples•. 3 

Besides agriculture some BrahmaQas had entered 

the administrative service. Unfortunately, the caste 

----·---
1. ~!!, vol.VI, No.9, line 42. 

2. Ibid., No.4, No.5 (together with woOd, grass and 
water). 

3. . R .S. Sharma.: ~~ II. i., July 1975, p.ll. 
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affiliation of royal officers named in the inscriP-

tions is rarely mentioned. 

of Anantadeva I mentions Rishibhatta as the kings • •• 
maha-Sandhivigrahika. 1 There is no doubt that he 

belonged to the Brahmana caste. The Mahasandhivi

grahika of the Silahara king Ke/ideva was Raj adeva 
. 2 

Pandita. v.v. Mirashi holds that many of the maha-• . 
pradhSnas, mahamatyas, Bha~dagara-sinas and other 

high officials whose names end in aiya~ which is -
Kannada suffix corresponding to Sanskrit arx,s: must 

-h 3 have been Bra unanas. 

The Brahmanas are also found as the engravers 

of the record. For instance, the Brahmana Vamiyena4 

and Lakshm!dhara Pandita5 were the engravers of the .. . 

Ka,eli Grant of Bhoja II and of the Panhale Plates of • 
Vikramaditya respectively. The Brahmana engravers 

must have been envious of the rise of the Kayasthas 

as a professional literate caste as they must have 

undermined the monopoly of the Brahmanas as writers .. 
and scribes • 

1. .£!.!> .2E. £..!!. , No. 19, line 66. 

2. Ibid., \No. 36. -.. ... _ 
3. ~., Intro. I viii. 

4. 1~·, No.60, line 44. 

s. Ibid., No. 23. -



The most interesting development of the peri~ 

was that~few Brahmanas had also become merchants - a 

profession which was considered degrading for them. 

The Brahmana Govanaiya was a member of the nagara 
• 

1 
(guild) of Gunapurao... It seems the relationship between 

• 
the merchants and the Brahmanas was cordial. The 

guilds of the discussed period and region had started 

recruiting Brahmanas as the members of.the nagara. 

What could be the reason behind this professional 

mobility among the Brahmanas'? Economic factors seem 

to be the apparent cause for the deviation of the 

higher varnas from the ideal path so systematically and 

carefully defi.ned in tr.e orthodox Brahmana literature. 2 

.Thus the Brahmanas on the one hand continued with 

their age-old, tradition-bound functions of teaching 

and studying the Vedaa, conducting sacrifices and rites 

and so forth. They were still~ socially and ritually 

at the apex of the social ladder showing consistency 
) 

in the social organisation right from the Vedic days 

onwards. But on the other hand, a break from tradition 

is also to be noticed. some Brat-.manas started adopting 

other professions with the spread of agrarian economy 

1. ~., No.7. 

2. n.c. Sircar {ed. ), 2_oc~l Life in Ancient .!.!:lQ.!_s., 
p.25. 
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and proliferation of land grants made to them. By 
thcl"'G w 0..~ 

the tenth century AoD. onwards1growth of trade and 

commerce within the K~ka~ and Kolhapur region, as well 

as external trade with the Arabs and the Chinese world 

as evidenced from the accounts of foreign travellers 

and chroniclers. 

Generous endowment of land grants, orchards, 

revenues and villages were made to the Brahmanas 

individually or collectively for the sake of the roya~ 

donor and his parents. The Janjira Plates of Aparajita: 

!aka year ~H5 1 record the grant by the sirahara king 

Aparajit~v~of the ~llika (village) called Palachchha-

uchchhika to the Brahmana Kolama. In the same year. the 

above Brahmana received the grant of an orchard in the 

vishaya of P~ada by the above-mentioned chief. 2 There 

are numerous examples of Brahmanas receiving the gifts 

of land, villages etc. individually as well as collec

t! vely around and outside the nuclear area of the 

silahara chiefs. The Thana Plates of Mummuniraja: 
• • • 

.I Saka year 970 record the grant of villages to fourteen 

- .. 3 1 Brahmanas who had hailed from KG.rahata. Pr nee of 
_,_ _______ _ 
1. ill• .21?· cit., No.5. 

2. 

3. Ibid., No. 14. -
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I 
Wales Museum Plates of Mumrnuniraj a: saka year 971 

• 
record the grant of the village Ki-ichchhita to twelve 

Brahmanas residing in the agrahara of Brahmapuri: 1 

The generous land grants to the Brahmanas and 

their settlement in the Konkan and Kolhapur region by 
0 

.,. - .. the Silahara chiefs were a means of establishing and 

consolidating the royal power and extending it into 

the outer areas which had not yet come fully under 

their control. The main ftmction of the Brahmanas 

were the "propagation of the new ideal of a Hindu king-

ship and the hierarchically structured caste society 

with the new Hindu rulers and priests at its top. N
2 

The Brahmanas of the court circle, together with those 

BrA~~anas who had settled in the outer areas, had a 

tremendous influence upon the "inner colonization" of 

the nuclear areas and the maintenance of Hindu law and 
3 royal order. 

The Brahmanas had also assumed privileges of 

tax collection, administration of law and order, right 

1. £11• £E• ~., No.15. 

2. V. H. Kulke, Ja~nnatha-kult Un~~ill~.!:: 
~.2!!igt t.m:'• p. 224: __ _ 

3. V.H. Kulke, "Royal Temple Policy and the Structure 
of Medieval Hindu Kingdoms" in A. Eschmann, H. 
Kulke and G.c. Tripathi (eds.), The Cult of 
,2i._~ ~~!Land • .!~ Regi<?~al _!;:~~~.-£f:Q£!!!!S!, 
p.121. 
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over minerals which normally has been the prerogative 

and the monopoly of the state. The Thana Plates of • • 

Nagar j una1 records the grant of a plot of land to 

. Madhava Pandi ta in the Village Munjavali which was •• 

not to be entered by the .£llj~as and .!ma~as (royal 

troops). Janjira Plates of Aparaji ta both (set I 2 

and set II 3) record the grant of a pallika and orchard 

to the Brahmana Kolama of the Rgveda &"akha who hailed . ~·~-~----~---. 
from Kara.ha\a respectively, together with bhQ<;u. and 

ghj~, together with cluster of trees, wood, grass 

and water, and also the right to levy fines for the 

ten offences. It also records the grant of all produce 

excluding the previously made grants to gods and 

Brahmanas. The grant was to be enjoyed by a succession 

of sons and son • s sons etc. It granted all rights to 

deposits, the fines levied for crimes against unmarried 

girls and the right to the property of sonless persons 

and so forth, free from the entrance of the Chatas ---
and bhatas and free from all taxes. --..,......-

Thus the Brahmanas came to arrogate large nt.llliber 

of extraordinary privileges. They assumed the right 

2. l£lge, No.5. 

3. la~., No.6. 
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e"e"'" 
to levy fines for ten offences~for crimes against 

unmarried girls and the right to the property of son

less persons . .! a very unusual privilege. All this 

meant enormous pr iv ilege,Sbecause in. :clue course of 

time the Brahmanas coula have manipulated the adminis~ 

trative and judicial privileges in their favour and 

more so because the villages and orchards were donated 

permanently for a succession of sons and son's sons 

etc. Moreover, the royal troops were also prohibited 

in these areas and thus the administration of law and 

order was to be carried by the Brahmanas who in due • 
course of time must have turned into feudal lords. 

A little may be said on the concept of "feudalism•. 

As R.s. Sharma has expounded, feudalism appears in a 

predominantly agrarian economy which is characterised 

by a class of land-lords and a class of servile 

peasantry. In this system the landlords extract 

surplus through social, religious or political methods, 

which are called extra-economic. 2 During the ~ilah'"8ra 
period1the overwhelming majority of the people subsi

sted on agriculture and there is no denial that India --------
1. -£!:!;~ 21?· ··.£!! .. f"'~~~~=~~~~;:"~)~- ~\,\..cij~l\.lC)J~ 
"{\\c\.~~o..l '"i. '1~"-- - \C..u. "n'\ lli\ - ta'ho.b.~- 'f ~v~ - .b~ ~\..<A -
~~ciA~~-'(~---- • 

2. R.s. Sharma, "How Feudal was Indian Feudalism?" 
in T.J. Byres and Harbans Mukhia, Feudalism and 
Non-European societies, p. 20; The-J'Ou.Fnaror-
----- ' ---- - con£1:::----
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developed an economic system chiefly based on land. 

The essence of feudalism lay in the organization of 

the entire social structure on the basis of land. 

Besides the Thakuras, Prabhus and s~antas, the 

Brahmanas and religious institutions emerge as large 

landed-magnates to whom land and sometL~s>whole 

villages were donated in perpetui~y along with judicial 

and administrative rights, free from the entrance of 

the .s!ta~as and J2.bC!\a~ and free from all taxes.t. All 

this amounted to unlirni ted right over the endowed ... land 

ori villages which were made in perpetuity and must have 

led to the subjection of the peasantryG These landlords 

must ·have extracted surplus from the servile peasantry) 

not only through political rnettods but also through 

social as well as religious means. 

The temples and the 8rahrnaiJas must have needed 

a large number of people to work in their land,in 

cases where whole villages were donated to them. Thus, 

it would not be unreasonable to hold that land and 

village endowments to religious institutions and the 

Brahmanas .gave rise· to feudal agrarian relations, 

-----·---
contd ••• 
Peasant studies, vol.12, nos.2&3, Jan/April, 
~~~;-p.20; For detailed information on Indian 
·Feudalism refer R.s. Sharma, Indian Feudalism. ------- -......-.... 

1..., ' \\-~~to.. _ \o'ho..\.o. _ ~"'{o.." e i.ti.- _ a.¥-o.. Yo-! "fr\cib~~ • ' 
• y } 

1lnA t ..ll\""' 0 <: { U T'l-':> j 1\ v 4,.)\.\ o \1 <; S \ j._ 0.. h. O..Ju~ ... 

iY\'->C.rjpt\G'C\~. 
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leading in turn to the depression of the peasantry. 1 

- - 2 The Dive Agar Plate of Mumrtn~iraj a records a 

Vyavastha (arrangement ) whereby no member of the 

royal family, neither queens nor princes, nor the 

- ... Samantas, Nayakas and Thakura~ were to lay any claim 

to the village Dipakagara and the three neighbouring 

hamlets. The Brahmanas should pay the annual revenue 

according to the prevailing custom. The fines for 

offences should be levied as settled in the assembly 

C§.ID~lli) by its 16 members. None were required to 

pay any cess (denaka) or to arrange for the accommoda-------
tion (padanaka) of royal servants touring in the ter-c !tory .. . 
so far as,the residents of Dipakagara were concerned. 

Not only were the Brahmanas exempted from the cess • 
(den aka) but there is a transfer of admi nistr ati ve and --·--
judicial function to the Brahmaga~. The Silahara chief 

also delineated the age old right of accommodation of 

royal servants touring in that territory. 

The prince of Wales Museum Plates3 of Mummuniraja 
0 

records the donation of village Ki-ichchhita together 

--------
1. D. N. Jha, "Temples as Landed Magnates in Early Medie

val South India (C.A .. !). 700-1300) n in R.S. Sharma 
(~d.) in collaboration with v. Jha, !E~ian_§~t~ 
B~tocical P~~~· New Delhi, p.212. 

3. .!~·, No. 15. 
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with minerals which had been traditionally the property 

of the State exclusively. 

The Brahmau.!! finally came to arrogate a large 

number of extraordinary privileges. The alienation by 
• 

the state of its own accord, of the privileges of tax 

collection, administration of law and order and right 

over minerals may be taken as an important development 

in the history of Konkan and Kolhapur. Moreover, with 
• 

the confirmation of hereditary rights over the villages 

and pieces of land donated to the Brahmanas which was 

to be enjoyed as long as sun and moon endures must have 

led to decentralizing tendencies and growth of new feudal 

lords. 

In selecting recipients for their grants the 

Si l~haras took care to see that they werP. renowned 

for learning as well as for pious life. several reci

pients of gifts are described as Maha-Brahmanas 1 or 

even Parama Brahmanas 2 (learned Brahmanas), some of 
- & • 

them being called Kramavids 3 (those who had mastered 

- ) • 4 the Krama-patha of the Vedas " Dvivedt'f'S (mastered 2 

-----
1. m~~ .22· .sll· , No.9, line 38; No.10, line 27: 

No.13, line 60. 
' 

2. .!B.!2·, No.23, line 67. 

3. .!E id., No .. 6, lines 7 2-7 3: No.48, line 40o 

4. Ibid., -- No. 23., line 69. 
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vedas) and Chaturvedins1 (mastered 4 vedas). They -
are described as always engaged in the 6 duties laid 

down for Brahmacas and as proficient in the performance 

of religious rites. The names of such Brahmanas are 

mentioned in the honorific plural in some records to 

show them due reverence. Thus the Brahmanas could not 

exploit their ritual superiority without being well

equipped with the knowledge of scriptures. Hence~ 

o.o. Kosambi has remarked, "Ascetism, knowledge of 

the scriptures~ and birth - this is the making of a 

Brahmanas. One without ascetism and scriptures is 

merely Brahmana born. •• 2 

Of the sixty-five inscriptions included in the 

corpus 1nscriptionum Indicarum,. volume six,. three are 

concerned with Buddhism, six with Jainism; of the 

remaining as many as thirteen relate to secular matters; 

while the rest deal with the donations made mostly to 

the Brahmanas; thereby suggesting the importance of 

-~2~-rites to the Brahmanas. The importance of making 

~qa~and observing vratas is emphasized in the ~~ti~ 

too. The theory of charity being most effective means 

' 
1. £!!, !!R• £.!-!•, No.48, line 39. 

2. D.o. Kosambi, "Early Brahmins and Brahminism", 
J.B.B.R.A.S. (N.ser.), vol.23, 1947, p.38. 
___ ...,;,a, ___ __ 
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of securing religious merit was no doubt in the ascen-
I 

dancy. Quite a few epigraphical records of the Sila-

haras record that "neither knowledge nor penance is 

1 as fruitful as charity"e One of the accepted means 

of livelihood for a Brahmana was to receive gifts from 

proper persons. This is known as pratigraha. Medhatithi 

while commenting on Manu writes that when a gift is 

made with Vedic mantra and when it is accepted with 

the idea that this would secure for the donor some 

religious merit should be taken as pratigraha. 2 Hazra 

is of the opinion that when power and prestige of the 

Vedic priests declined the Smarta Brahmana sectaries 

tried to improve their economic condition through law-

ful means viz. the acceptance of gifts, priesthood, 

teachership, etc. The first of these means being 

considered the best and more effective, the Brahmanas 

strained every nerve to urge the people to make gifts 

to themselves on any and every occasion. 3 

The study of the epigraphic records dealing with 

gifts gives a good picture of the society and economy 

1. f!!, $?• £..!.!., No.8., line 20. 

2. P~V. Kane, ~story of Dharmasa~~~ II, Pt.II, 
p. 842. 

3. H.c. Hazra, Puranic Records on Hindu Rites and 
Customs, p. 24bi c1'€ea In ~Fii'Era!ekha Gupta, 'I'ne 
!!'!ilimanas of India, p. 73. -
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of the period. / ---In the silahara inscriptions the impor-

tance of land is emphasized. Thus the inscriptions 

record that "a gift of land made to a worthy person 

at a sacred place and on a holy occasion would take 

one across the unfathomable ocean of worldly existence."1 

Thus the gifting of land was regarded as the most meri-

torious because all wealth was really produced from 

land. The gifting of land reflects an increased interest 

in agr !culture and the fact that land was more lucrative 

than heads of cattle. 2 During the Vedic period the 

gifts generally consisted of cows and its products 

indicating the prevalence of pastoral economy. But 

when we come down to our period the gifts consist of 

land, revenues, orchard,s, gardens, drammas and by the 

10th century A.D. additional gifts of levies, tolls, 

imposts specially in the Kolhapur region suggesting 

an economy where the overwhelming majority of people 

subsisted on agriculture and agric11ltural surplus 

formed the bulk of income of the state. But towards 

the 10-llth centuries A.D. specially in Kolhapur a 

development towards ·urban life and commercial activity 

is to be noticed. 

-------
1. 

2. 

£11, 2E• £~., No.8, line 24 etc. 

Romila Thapar I Ancient Indian social History -
§.2me Interpretatio~,. p.l18. ---



The early medieval period was an age of elabora-

tion and proliferation. The process of proliferation 

appears to be quite striking among the Brahmanas. The 

two sub-castes of Maharashtriya ar~hmanas appear to be 
• 

in the process of formation. The Karh'~.e Brahmaqas 

who migrated· from Karahata and settled down in North·-
• 

• Konkan formed a sub-caste of Karhide Brahmanas. The • 
-- 1 f - 1 h f Thana p ates o Mummuniraj a in t e first part o the • • • 

grant mention 14 ~ahmanas, 13 of these donees were 

living in the Kannada speaking Karahata. They are 

referred to as Karaha~aka Brahrnaijas in two late records 
-- ., .. -

of the Kolhapur Silaharas in order to distinguish them 

from the Sahavasi Brahmanas. 2 The Brahmanas of Karahata 

correspond to the modern sub-caste of the Karhacte -- . -
arahmanas in Maharashtra and Konkan. 

' . 
The Vavailaka Brahmanas are mentioned in the 

~ha~a Plates of Mumm~iraja. 3 They appear to have 

formed a separate group by this timeo All of them 

had not come from Kar a hit a but had migrated from 
• 

different places as stated below: 

-----
1. .£!.!,. .212• .£!~.,. No.14. 

2. Ibid., No.58, line 24; No.59, line 11. ---
3. Ibid.,. No.14. -

. 
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,. 
Name of Brahmana Father •s Name Place of Gotra sakna 

origin -
leading 
to the 
forma-
tion of 
a sub-
caste -- --

1. Daddapaiya Brahmanayaka Madhyad- Gargya Rigveda _, • esa 

2. vapyaiya Dhalana Karahata vas is- .. 
shad arig a'fij. tha 

• 
3. oamupaiya Risiyapaiya " Kasyapa II 

4. N(ig adev a1 y a .. .. .. .. 
s. Govindaiya Mah!dha.raiya ... Jam ada- .. 

ganya 

6. Nannapaiya Mad husalaiya - Bharad-Puri Gob hila 
vaja (S ama-vedaj 

7. Lokapaiya Vavcu:aiva Karahata -" Rigv~a Kasyapa . • 

The Vavailaka Brahmanas mentioned above were a 

separate group of Brahmanas at this time. But their 
• 

modern representatives are not knowne 

senavai Brahmana is mentioned in the Balipattana 
•• 

- 1 Plates of Rattaraja. He represents perhaps a group .. 
of Brahmal)as who, in course of time, came to be known 

, -
as the Senavi Brahmanas. They are noticed in large, 

• numbers in Konkan. Many persons of this su~caste • 
are mentioned in an inscription at Pandharpur. 2 

• • 

1. £!!• ~· £1!·• No.42, line 44. 

2. Ibi~., p.194; P.M.K.L., pp.178 & 18. 
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The Sahavasi Brahma~a~ were also in the process 

of formation. They appear in two grants of the reigns 

1
- /1 __ 1 

of the Ko hapur Si aharas. They were probably the 

predecessors of the modern savasr Brahmanas who are 

noticed in fairly large numbers in the Kolhapur, Karhaq, 

Miraj, Sangli, Alhani and Kagal taluks of Maharashtra . 
and in the Haver!, Mysore, Hubal! and Adhvani sub-• . . 
divisions of Karnataka. They are said to have immigra-

ted into Maharashtra from Karnataka and all of them 

2 were Vaishnavas. 

v.v. Mirashi has shONn hON the Brahmanas of the 

- ~..,. -different Vedic sa~has were geographically located. 

I_ .. -Let us examine the various Sakhas of the Brahmanas and 
I 

the area from where the Brahmanas of various Sakhas 

came. 

Most of the donees of the grants of the s'ilaharas 

~ - '-were Branmanas of the Ri·JVeda Sakha who had come to 

Konkan from Karahata, modern Karhad in the Satara • • • 
i 

. 3 
d strict. 

• 4 
Konkan. • 

Some of them had settled down in North 

Even now these Brahmanas are found in large . .. 

1. ill• .212• ill•• No.58, line 24: No.59, line 11. 

2. I~·· Introduction p. (Lviii). 

3e !~~., NOe14,. lines 61, 104 etc. 

4. _!bid., NOo14, line 61. 
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numbers in that part of the country. In some later 

records of the Kolhapur District for instance the 

Kolhapur stone inscription of Bhoja IIc two Karahataka 

Brahmanas that is Prabhakara Ghaisasa and Vas'iyana 
• 

Ghaisasa are differentiated from the 2 sahavasis that 
,.._ 1 

is Ad! tya-bhatta and Janardanabhatta. .. . .. 
/ 

·The Brahman as of the Tai t tiriyC! _§_akha of the 

Black Yajurveda were few in numbers. Rudrabhattapadh-• . 
yaya, the donee of Panhale Plates belonged to this 

~ 

I .,.. 2 
Sakhg_ and was especially invited from Varar:asi. The 

- 1- - -Brahma~a of the ~adhyandina Sakha of the White Yajurveda 

predominate now ·almost throughout Maharashtra, but they 
• 3 are found in a small nurriber in. North-Konkan.. The donee • 

-- 4 of the Thana Plates of Nagarjuna, who ha::l hailed from .. . 
Hastigrama in Madhya Pradesa was a Yaj urvedin. Thus 

J 
it appears the Brahmanas of the Yajurvedin Sakha came 

from the Gangetic basin region and Madhya Pradesh. 

J 
some Silahara grants mention samavoo.r Brahmanas. , 

As the samaveda had thousand Sakhas, these Brahmana~ 
. ~ . 

are said to be referred to as giih!tasJfasra (those who 

--------
1. £!.!, .21?• .£.!~., p. 25 9 • 

2. .!~·· No. 23. 

3. .!~·· Intra., p.lv ii. 

4. 1~·· No. 13. 
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had mastered the veda of a thousand Sakh-as). One 

samavedi Brahmana is mentioned as having hailed from 

Gauda-dela or West aengal. 1 He belonged to the Kauthuma. 
~ 

Sakha, Modern Broach was the home of the samavedfs 

according to v. v. Mirashi. 2 A Brahmana of the Ranayanr .. . -- . . 
£akha of this V~a is mentioned in the prince of Wales 

lt f ·-j 3 Museum P a es o Mummunl.ra a • The Brahmana Nannapaiya 
• 

of "fh'§na Plates of Mummuniraj a was of Gobhila (Sarna-• . . --
veda) s1ikha who had hailed from Pur!. 4 The Brahrnanas 

.... - "- - . of the Sarna-Veda Sakha mostly hailed fo Konkan from the 
- 4 • 

eastern part of India. 

The Brahmanas of the Atharvaveda were very rare. 
/ 

None has been mentioned in any of the Silahara inscriP-

tions. v.v. Mirashi has pointed out that there are a 

few Br&hmagas of this yeda in the eastern parts of the 

Sat~ra district. 5 They belonged to the saunaka ~akha. 

The absence of the Brahmanas of Atharvaveda could 

be because of the fact)that the orthodox school of 

thougHtsneered at this veda as it manifested the hopes 

1. .fll· .21?· £iS·, No., 15, line 61. 

2. .!~., Intro., lvii. 

3. .!~id., No.15, line 65. 

4. ill~·, No. 14. 

s. .!bid., Introduction • 



ana aspirations# thoughts and beliefs of the common 

people as opposed to the higher religious thoughts 

- 1 embodied in other three yedas, The purpose of Athar-

vaveda was to 

Moreover, the 

"appease, to bless and to curse." 2 

Jilahara chiefs who were alien to Konkan 

and Kolh~pur regioninvited only those BrahmaQaa who .. 
were highly regarded and accepted by the society, who 

would give religious and social sanction to their 

newly established political rule in the discussed 

regions. The Bdih.TT!anas of Atharvavedg must have been 

.. 

nearly negligible in number. They)in course of time, 

to be in tune with the social set up must have adopted 

other branches of learning well-accepted and respected 

by the concerned society. 

It will be interesting to investigate the prevail

ing Gotras which had become an important item "in 

the specification and identification of a Brahmapa; ••. 3 

The Gotra spec! fie ation held a very important position 

in the brahm~ical society. This can be inferred from 

the way they figure in the epigraphical recor~s. The 

-----------
1. Chitralekha Gupta, EE• .£1-_!o, p.153. 

2. ~· 

3. G.s. Ghurye, TWo Brahmanical Institutions - Gotras 
2_!!~harana, p.-;: --- ---



I - -Brahmana donees of Silaharas are invariably mentioned 
- / 
along with their gotra~ and Sakhas. The importance 

of the Getras in the life of the Brahmanas is further 

known from the literary sources which informs that 

the ~antras, to be uttered and rituals to be performed 

in various socio-religious functions depended on the 

gotra of an individual 8rahmana. Marriage within 

one's gotras was not permitted as they were thought 

to belong to the same fa~ily. 

The gotra is a purely Brahmanic institution • 
which has been extended to the other two upper castes 

by Brahma~ic superiority. 1 The word gOtr a in the 

Rgveda meant only a herd of cattle e~ a pen for cattle. .. . 
In later times, down to the present day, it has meaning 

of an exogamous patriarchal family unit. 2 From the 

later vedic times, a 'gotra• - name was used as a --
component of Brahma~ic individual specification. From 

the Gupta period om-1ards the inscriptions show that 

henceforth the Srahmanas were mentioned, almost always, 

with reference to their gotras. This must have given 

rise to the custom of adding the gotras as part of 

1. 
·------

D.D. :Kosambi, 
hl•B.R.A.S. 

2. ..!12id., p.21. 

"On the Origin of Brahmin Gotras ", 
(N .ser.), vol. 26, 1950-51, p. 21. 
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the name, a custom which is prevalent even now in many 

parts of India. 

The following g~tras appear in the inscriptions 

of the s'ilaharas of Konkan and Kolhapur: 
• 

The Inscription 
___ !:!umber 

No.4 

No.5 

No.6 

No.8 

No.9 

No.lC 

No. 13 

.. 

.. 

.. 
" 
.. 
II 

'II 

II 

n 

" 
n 

Name of the 

---- --CHADADEVA 
• 

Kolama 

Brahman a .. --- Gotra 

K
-, asyapa 

• I 
Kasyapa 

Kolama {same as above} 
_, 

Kasyapa 

Tikkapaiya 

Amad€vaiya 

Govinda 

Narayana Pandi ta , • • 
R&nba Pandi ta 

0-
/ Karnata Kisavabhatta 

# • • 
Gop ali" Pandi ta •• - /' Dharesvarabhatta • • 
N ar ciyan ab hat ta . .... 
Chakrapanibhatta 

• •• 
Madhava Jyotirvid 

vambadevabhatta 
• • 

vavalaiya 

oivakaraiya 

Janardana 

Jamadagnya 

-/ Parasara 

-I Kasyapa 

Jamadagnya-Vatsa 

Jamadagnya-Vatsa 

Jamadagnya-Vatsa 

Jamadagnya-Vatsa 

Gargya 

Kapi 

Atreya 

Atreya 

-" Kasyapa 

Bharadvaj a 

- / Kasyapa 

contd ••• 



contd ••• 

" 
II 

.. 
" 

" 
.. 
.. 

No.lS 

.. 

.. 

II 

.. 

.. 

II 

.. 
II 

.. 
No.20 

No. 23 

No.48 

II 

•• 

vcimbana 

Daddapaiy& 

Vapyaiya 

Damupaiya 

Nagadevaiya 

Govindaiya 

N' annapaiya 

Lakapaiya 

K6ka P andi ta 
• • 

-. 

Devadhara Dikshita 

Damooara 

Sudanaiya 

Damooara 

Narayana Upasani 
I 

sripati AgnihOtri 
I 

Sripati 
,, 

Kanakesvara 

velaiya upasani 

s arvodev ai y a 

Vi tt hapai y a 

Trinkrama 

Rudrabhattapadhyaya 
• • 

Bhat topadhyaya ... 
Govinda 

Bhaskar a 

47 

Atreya 

Gargya 

Vasishtha 
• _, 

Kasyapa 

-/ 
Kasyapa 

Jamadagnya-Vatsa 

Bharadvaja 
_, 

Kasyapa 

sandilya ... 
Vatsa -

Bharadvaj a 

Bhargava 

Upamanya 

Atreya , 
Kusika 

Atreya 

Jamadagnya 

i.treya 

LokaK.sha 

A trey a 

varsheya 

Bharadvaja 

Gautama 

aharadvaja 

Atri 

contd ••• 
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" N arayanabhatta Jamadagnya-Vatsa . " .. Madhava Bharadvaj a 

" Vamana 
..,/ 

Kasyapa 

.. Vishnubhatta Dhanah"j ay a 
• • 

" Vamana Bharadvaj a 

G.s. Ghurye scanned about 150 records covering 

the regions {1) Assam, (2) North India including 

Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh, (3) Gujarat, {4) Maha

rashtra, {5) Andhra Pradesh and (6) Tamil Nadu to which 

he added the data made available for Gujarat by Dr. H.D. 

Sankalia. 1 He came to the conclusion that only 12 of 

the gotras occur in every one of the six regions men

tioned above. These 12 gotras accounted for 2463 donees 

out of the total 3161 i.e. 77.9 per cent. These 12 

getras are the following: Bharadvaj a, Ka~yapa, Vats a, 

Kaundinya, i\treya, Kaufi ka, Vasishtha, Gautama, Hari ta, 
G - -/ -sandilya, Parasara and Bhargava. The two •gotra~e . . _..;:. _ __.;;;._ 

Bharadvaja and Kalyapa stand apart from the other ten 

•gotras• in having been the most prevalent ones among 

them. 2 

From the table of the gotra.§. of the Brahman.£} donees 
-= -

of our period and region we notice that out of 12 gotras 

-----
1. G.s. Ghurye, ~· £!!., p.1E4. 
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found inevery one of the six regions, 2 of the gotras 

that is Harrta and Kaundinya are absent from the Konkan 
• 

and Kolhapur regions. But similar to Ghurye 's conclu

sion, the two gotras Bharadvaja and Ka:Yapa do stand 

out along with Jamadagnya-vatsa in the case of the 
I - .....__ 

Silahara Bratm1ana donees, from the other gotras in 

being the most current ones. Out of the 48 Brahmana 

donees mentioned in the above table 23 ~rahmana~ belonged • 
to the Bharadvaj a (7), Kas"yapa (9) and Jarnadagnya-vatsa 

(7) gotras. A'treya {6) being fourth in rank. Thus 

the over all distribution of .srotra~ in the Konkan and 
~ .. 

Kolhapur region is quite similar~those of the 6 regions 

stated by Ghurye. 

The migration of the Brahmanas forms an interesting 

feature of the socio-economic history of Konkan. As 
• 

more and more Brahmanas were induced to settle down in 

• Konkan, their number must have increased. AS they ., 

settled down in nearby and far flung villages and some

times agraharas established by them or the chiefs and 

officers, they came into direct contact with the masses 

and must have influenced their various aspects of life. 

/ -Most of the donees of the grants of the Silaharas 

had come to Konkan from Karahata, modern Karhad in the 
• • • 

Satara district. 1 There were others, invited from far 

1. fl!• ~· ~., No.15, line 62. 
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.,..... - -1 off places like Munjasthana in Central India and .. , 
__, - I 2 Varanasi in North India. Madhava Pandi ta hailed from . .. .. 

Hastigrama1 in Madhya-Pradesa. 

Why were land grants, known as brahmadeya made 

to the 9rahmanas? These were in fact, meant for 

inducing them to come and settle down where they were 

wanted. Why were the learned Brahman as from far off 

places invited and induced to settle down? This seems 

to be an attempt on the part of the dilahara chiefs 

who were alien to Ko~ka~ and Kolhapur, to sanskritise 

and legitimize their rule and get sanction from the 

learned Srahrnanas who were supposed to be the upholders 

of ancient cultural traditions and the expounders of 

the norms of conduct for the king as well as the people. 
' 

This method of installing the Brahmanas proved to be 

very beneficial to the rulers, since they infused 

loyalty in the people to the established order of 

things by maintaining and upholding the authority 

4 of their patrons. 

1. .£!!, .2E• ill•, No. \S, line 6~ 

2. .!£.!2·, No.~l! ~ 6 7 

3. 1!212· J No· 13 

4. M. Liceria, "Migration of Brahmanas to Karnataka 11
, 

P.I.H.c., 1974, 35th session, p.84. 
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The relationship between the ruling elite and 

the 8rahmanas was complementary to each other. Uma 

s hankar i correctly puts forward that "the Brahman a • s 

knowledge of the dharma ,.,i thout the power or the 

authority of the king to enforce it, and the kin.g•s 

authority to use the • stick' without i.ts basis in dharma, 

"'1 are both incomplete. Both of them were contenders 

of social supremacy. The ruling elite as well as the 

lay community provided the material support for the 

Brahmanas_ through danas (gifts) and offerings and aims 

and in turn the merit, PUQya, accumulated by the Brah

manas of the society was in part transferred to the 
• 

ruling elite and the lay community. Although each of 

the groups had different symbols their relationship 

over-lapped. 
t\. 

Thus the avawed purpose of the performance 

of medieval dan rites was to acquire religious merit 

{puny a} which would instantly purify the j ajmana of . -
the different types of pollution and help him to retain, 

consolidate and even improve the degree of his ritual 

')2 
purity and his corresponding social status. From the 

--------
I 

1. Uma Shan'kari, "Brahman, King and 9hakta in a 
Temple in Tamil Nadu", Contribution to Indian 
.§Eciol£l2Y, 1984, p.180.------------

2. R.N. Nandi, "Client, Ritual and conflict in Early 
Brahmanical order", The Indian Historical Review, 
v o 1. VI, NOS. 1- 2 (July 1 "§79::Jan:-l~S(f);-p:93-:---
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Srahmanas point of view, the new d~a-rites provided 

a dependable and adaptive means of subsistence and 

effective source of social authority. 1 Thus there 

is a direct relationship between the religion and 

society in the belief that the performance of certain 

da~~-rites would enhance ones corresponding social 

status. 

----------
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Section. II: .!S~~!.~ 

The Kshatriyas ranked next to the Brahmanas in 

the social hierarchy. The /il~h~as claimed to be of 

the Kshatriya caste and traced their descent from the 

Vidyatlhara Jimutavahana. 1 Why do they trace their 

lineage and place a heavy accent on the preservation 

of some memory of lineages? We do not find the word 

V~a in the Vedas but suddenly in the Puraqic texts 

we find a fairly detailed listing of lineages. The 

ruling chief, dynasties and even the trading guildstrace 

their lineage to someone or the other. This phenomenon 

becomes prominent in the early medieval India. This 

would definitely suggest that the listing of detailed 

lineages carried some importance. This could not be 

sheer fantasy but definitely an attempt to acquire 

status in the socie~y, a process of social legitim!-

zation by providing mythical descent. 

Romila Thapar has expounded that the medieval 

period saw a revival of seeking connection with the 

Yadava lineageo This is perhaps most insistent in the 

' thirteenth century A.D. with the reference to the south 

Indian tradition 

1. .fll, 2.2• _sg., No. 47, line 18. 
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Romila Thapar provides a number of medieval dynasties 

of the western half of the peninsula - The TUlavas, 

Rash~ra}<:'U\as, Hoysa~as, Yaaavas of oevagir i who 

- l; J 1- - 1 claimed Yadava descent. But the Si aharas who ru ed 

as independent chiefs in the western half of the 

peninsular in the early medieval period traced their 

descent from the mythical Vidyadhara Jrmutavahana. 

Why do we find this variation? It would be an interes-

ting study to probe into the matter. 

I -The Silaharas claimed to be of the Kshatriya 
I 

caste. The Silahara family is called Maha-Kshatriya 

in the Kolhapur inscription of Vijayaditya~ The 
I 

SilBhara chief Bhoja II is called Kshatriya-sikhamani, 

the crest jewel of the Kshatriyas in the Kdeli plates.3 • 
It is interesting to note that the £118haras of Kolhapur 

I ( 

claimed themselves to be Maha-Kshatriyas cSv-i. s da...hO--'r'- '1'1\C..h;... 

){J>hiYi '"'- t\VYI\_ );: The funeral priests known as Mahabr ahmanas . . s 

1. Romila Thapar, EE• _sit .. ,pp.252 .. :\53} 

-~· 
3 • 

4- • 

5 • 

P..B. Desai, Ancient Histor~ Karnataka, PPell2-
13, 305!' ~ .... ::::·~-r~~~- - --- ~ -· 

.f.!.!, .22• .sg., No.5 3, line 3. 

.!~..!2·, No. 50, lines 24-25., 

1Eid., No.53, line 3. 

Crooke, The Tribes and Castes of the North-!-Testern 
India, vOI:y-;·Tntro:-p.xxlT; J. H. HUEtCin, -caste-In 
India, Its Nature, Function and Origin, p.2~1:---------------- -- -
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were consijered to be degraded Brahmanase Thus the 

• a+ terminolCYJical parallel Maha-Kshatriya ln,~r~L have also 
I 

meant a degraded Kshatriya. Probably, the Silanaras 

were of 

rule by 

menial origin and tried to vali.jate their 
~)'~~mo...1)\ ctt_L 

adopting 1 dynastic name, using sanskrit ,.... 
as the main language in their inscriptions. They 

championed the sanskrit tradition and brahmanical . 
culture,by patronizing the ~uranic deities and the 

j • 

Brahma~as and adhering 

the Smftis. In Bengal 

to the society as depicted in 
i 

and South India)the existence 

of a viable Kshatriya caste is generally unknown. 

Hence, may be in order to maintain a balance and 

·represent an ideal society of the S~tis where the 

I - --Kshatriyas alone were rulers, the Silaharas assumed 

the Kshatriya status. This entire assumption is 

hypothetical and needs further investigation. 

Moreover, the ~shatri~~ rulers of the North 

claimed to be of suryavam~a lineage whereas those 

1. s uvir a Jaiswal, "Stu:'lies in the Soc! al structure 
of the Early Tamils" in R.s. Sharma (ed.) in 
collabocation with v. Jhal Indian societiJ Histo
rical Probingi, New Delhi, Second Edition, p:J'47. 
suvira'J8ISwa states that the ascription of 
Ksatriyahood to the Pallavas or Kadambas did not 
g.lve rise to a viable Kshatriya varl')a, p .. t26 -
The Aryan emigration to the South consisted of 
the peaceful BrahmaQa priests and instructors 
and not of Kshatriya warriors or vaisya traders. 
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of south of Chandravamsa lineage • 
,I t:: 

But the Si lahar as . 
do not lach on to the Chandravam~a lineage.why was it 

so? was it because they were of lower origin or 

1 degraded Kshatriyas_ similar to the ~hatriyas of Gaya 

(Bihar) referred as maha-Kshatriyas or was there some 

other reason? 

An ideal Kshatriya had to be brave, self-control-

led, efficient in protecting the people and punishing 

the wicked. Performing sacrifices, making gifts and 

reading the Vedas were as gocxi as penance to him.~ 

£i lahar a inscriptions do not throH light on all the 

above-mentioned qualities. we do find them making 

numerous gifts to the Brahmanas and religious insti-

tutions. They were brave and efficiently protected 

their subjects. There were few invasions of their 

territories by foreign powers, but they courageously 

resisted them and ultimately drove them out. They 
I 

rarely invaded others• country. 

of North KOI1kan, only Aparaj i taS 

PJnong the Silaharas 

• and Aparadi tyal.t 

are known to have made some conquests. Other r Lllers 

"-· Atri, s., 14 (SS, p.lO); Parasara s .. , I. 64; 
SNS, I.41; cited in B.N. Sharma, ~ocial Life 
.!.E_~o_Ethe,EE India, p. 44. 

3· .£!.!, EE·~ cit., ·No.,S., lines 40-43. 

Jr _!£id., No.19, line 64 .. 

-... 
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were content to rule their country peacefully. Bhoja I 

of the Kolh~pur branch is said to have taken part in 

several wars, but that was probably/ as a feudatory of 
., 

the contemporary Chalukya Suzerain • ..~.. On the whole the 

I ~-period of the Silanara was one of peace and prosperity 
J>-!4o'l. m 'i ti\<J_.. 

with ruling chiefs~their p~scribed duties of protection 

of the subjects and loo}<ing after the general welfare 

of all the strata of the society and tolerating the 

existence of various religious institutions. 

~ -The Silahara inscriptions are silent over the 

caste affiliation of royal officers. Hence, it is 

very difficult to say anything definite. Many of the 
o.M-

Samantas, Th!kuras and Prabhusj!tentioned in the 
/ --

Silahara records but they do not claim Kshatriya 

status. Probably a vi able Kshatr iys, varna did not 
0 .. 

exist in the region. Hence, no one else except the 

ruling chief$claimed ~shatriya status. 

1. ~II. ~E· ~it., No.46. lines 18-24, intro. lix. 
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Section. III s MERCHANTS AND TRADERS 

During the period under study the mercantile cor

poration in Konkan and Kolhapur were many as seen from . ) 

the different terms used to denote them namely the 

Nagara, Settis, Vira-Bana"?rjas, Settigutas, the Gavares, 
• ee --..~:~o.a.•---

the ~atriyas, the Gama~~as, the Gamanda-Svamins 1 and 

so forth. The traders included among others, B,ahma~~ 

and muslims. The Nagara of Gunapura (North KOI1kan) • • 
comprised of the merchants Ambu(reshthin and Vappaiya-

• 
treshthin, the village official Chilapaiya and the 

• 
Brahmana Govaniya. 2 It is interesting to note that the 

above guild was composed of not only the merchants but . 

incorporated Srahmanas and officials (of whom caste 

affiliation is not known). B.A .. Saletore is of the 

opinion that the guildsJ if they belonged exclusively 

to the commercial classes were called Mummuridandas, 

or if composed of other citizens; they were known as 
'l 

nagara guilds.~ The second classification seems to 

be quite correct for we find in the Bhaaana Plates of 

Aparajita the Nagar~ guild constituted of citizens 

-------

2. Ibid., No.7. --
3. s. Gururaj achar, "The Vira-Bananj as of Karnataka 

(1000-1300 A.D.)" in Dr. Shrinivas Ritti and B.R. 
Gopal (eds.)6 Studies in Ind~2~History and 
Culture, p. 308:-----
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besides commercial class as mentioned above. Thus 

there seems to be professional mobility among the 

various varnas and castes and interchange of professions 
- e: -

not prescribed by earlier Smrtis. 

It is noteworthy that the economic corporate 

bodies played a very significant role in the deter-

mination of social status and rel,axation of the rules 

pertaining to castes and varnas. 1 . . 
we have literary references recording the Arab 

settlement on the Malabar and Konkan coasts. 2 The . 
ChinchanY Plates of Chhittaraja refers to the muslim 

• 
'l 

merchants Alliya, Hahara and Madhumata.-' The samyana-

mandala was governed by Arab feudatory princes during ...... 
the reigns of the R~trakutas Indra III and Krishna .. . 
III. Since then there was evidently an influx of 

muslims in north Konkan. soon after the fall of the 
• 

• Rashtrakutas, the Samyana-mandala was conquered by • • •• 
the s'il'ahara king Aparajita. Quite a few of the muslim 

population must have indulged in trade and commerce. 

There seems to be harmony among the Muslims and Hindus. 

1. D.C. Sircar (ed.), Social Life in ~~!_!nd12, 
p. 29. 

2. Heeran., Researches, II, p.438; cited in A. Appadorai, 
Economic Conditions in southern India (1000-]200 A.D.), 
'Partli-;-p.4"9'5.. -------

3. ctl., op. cit., No.12. 
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Since very early times, the Indian artisans and 

traders were working under the control of their respec

tive guilds (~reni). Such mercantile guilds have 
• 

played a prominent part in the economic life of ancient 

and medieval India. In the oeccan during the Satavahana 

period the guilds played a dominant role in the economy 

of the pericd. After that they subsided for quite a 

few centuries and once again emerged in the lOth century 

A.D .. in the Konkan and Kolhapur _-region as well as whole 
• 

of south India when the trade with the Arab and the 
#u-

Chinese world was revived andtmerchants reemerged as 

a dominant social group not only in Karnataka (of which 

Kolhapm- was a part earlier) but also in the whole of 

south India. 1 In the discussed region as well as whole 

of south India, there was a network of guild organiza-

tions, both of Craftsmen and merchants; the former were 

devoted to production and the latter to distribution. 

The exact significance of the terms Gamandas, settis, __ _.,.__._ .. 
Gavares and so forth ar~ not easily made out in the 

• 
present state of our knowledge. Hence, an attempt is 

made to describe one of the guilds at some lengthe 

The trading corporation of the vrra-Bananj as was • 
a major: one unlike the guild of Gunapura which was a 

• 

---------
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local guild and not widely distributed. The Vira-

BaQariJ as was often styled as •Five hundred Svarni s of 

Ayyavale" and was considered to be "the most celebrated 
• 

of the medieval south Indian merchant guilds."1 This 

trading corporation was well known in ancient times 

and had extensive trade not only in the different parts 

of India but also in foreign countries such as Siam, 

Thailand, 5umatra2, Bur.ma and ceylon, where Tamil 

records mentioning the Five Hundred Svamis have been 

3 found. As far as the geographical limit within India 

is concerned, we find the records relating to this in 

northern areas like Bijapur, Mlraj, 'Kolhapur, etc. in 

the Deccan as well as in far of Coirnbatore and Tinnevelly 

4 
in the south. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

K. A. Nilakantha Sastri, ~-Hi~_Ey_s>i_§~~-~_2, 
Third edition, 1966, p. 331. 

K. P. Velayudhan, "Trade Guilds and the character 
of State in Early South India", P.I.H.Cu vol.I, 
1978, p.201; Madras Epigraphy Rep~rt, 1892, 
p.12; see also K.A.N. Sastri, "A Tamil Herchant 
Guild in sumatra", in south India and South East 
_bsia, Mysore, 1978.. ----------------

-s. Sururaj achar, "The Vira-Bagantas of Karnataka 
{1000-1300 A.D.)" in sh?inivas R*tti and B.R. 

Gopal (eds.), .§!~:h~_l!.!_.!.!!~!~-~!.'?EL and Cg!!~~, 
p. 309. 
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A little may be said about its first and lastest 

references in the inscriptions. On the basis of a 

reference to the 500 "Chaturvidya Samud(lya" in 8-9th 

centuries A.D. record from Aihele, Fleet thought it 

was the earliest reference to the 500 svamis. But s. 

Gururajachar thought the reference pertained to the 

8rahmanas of the place and is of the view that 2 Tamil • 

records, found at ~-1unasandai in Pudukkattai area arrl 

belonging to the 9th centu~1 AeD. contain the earliest 

reference to this guild. The latest reference to this 

guild is said to be in a record of 1860 A.D. 1 

~ 
The trading corporation of Vira-Ba~a!as appears 

2 twice around 1136 and 1143-41 A.D. in the epigraphical 

I - -records of the Silaharas of Kolhapur. The Kolhapur 

stone inscription of Gandaraditya3 contains a lengthy •• 
pra/asti of the Vira-Bananjas. It is said to have 

• 
consisted of the Five hundred svarnis, the Gavares, the 

• 
Gatriyas, the settis, the sett;i-guttas, the Gamaz;!<;}as 

and the chief Gamandas. They receive high praise here 

f4r their heroism as well as for their righteousness, 

knowledge and charity. They traced their descent from 

----- ·-------
1. Shrinivas Ri tti and 9.~. Gopal (eds.), EQo _sit., 

p. 309. 

2. £11, ~· £~!·• No.19, No.52. 

3. Ibid., No.49. 
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Vasudeva, Khandalr and Mulabhadra and prouily stated . . ~ 

they had the boon of the goddess 9hagavati. Their 

banner had the design of a hill and they claimed they 

had won the goddess of victory in many encounters. 

The above description in its original forrn is 

one of exaggeration and collection of hyperboles. But 

it does suggest the importance of the vrra-B~anjas 

in the discussed society. It is difficult to make a 

scientific account of the constitution of the guild. 

The guild consisted of the Gatriyas, the settis and 
'~ 

others and hence)Chandrasekhara Sastri suggests that 

the Ayyavo.,le mic)ht be considered a federation of trade 
• 

guild. 1 which seems quite pl:msible. Appadoral is 

of the view that the most important personage were 

constituted into a board called "the Five-Hundred 

svamis of Ayyava~e" who were more or less permanent 

b~as may be seen from the reference to the 500 in 

the inscriptions ranging from the 8th to the 17th 

centuries. 2 v.v. Mirashi subscribes to the view that 

these 500 svamis were the original founders of the 

3 corpordtion. Thus the mercantile corporation of 

1. Chandr asekhar a s astr i, Economic Conditions, 
H.!-1.V •. J., II, p.223; Ctt..tc( ·~ ~a-W,£.CS..z:-;p·'3tf5. 

2. Appadorai, Economic Conditions ·in SQutt}gr!)-.!!!d ia 
c 1 ooo-t5 oo 'A:n:J:-v-or:r·;p:-394. 
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vira-Baqali)as overall consisted of members.& who follo-wed 

the same occupation and must have been united by a 

sense of belief in common descent from Vasudeva)Khaqda!i 

and Mu!abhadraJand by a feeling that one of their promi

nent duties was to preserve the tenets of the Vira-

Bananjn-dharma and to spread them as well • .. 
The Vira-Ba~anjas were primarily a trading commu

nity with spec! al religious links with Jainism. Their 

leanings towards Jaina faith are attested by the 

expression signifying their devotion to the g~1dess 

Padmavati occurring in their pras1asti. 1 Though the 

reference to Padmavati does not occur in the ~il~hara 

inscriptions of this community in the Kolhapur region 

but gavunda-members of this community invariably ... 
appear as erecting basadis in the Kolhapur region,. 

thus testifyir;tg their ardent faith in the Jaina 

religion. At this juncture a little may be said 

on the gavtmdas. The gavu!f}as, same as Gaun1a or 
----~·u•L-- ••-

headman, has always been the pivot of the Village 

administration. 2 The gavundas by this time had .... 
developed into a distinct class and surname. 

--------
1. P.,B .. Desai,. Jainism in south India and some 

!l2ina Ee!g~E~-;P.110. · · ---

2. G.s. Dikshit, Local Self gov~~ment ~~~~~ 
Karnataka, p .. 51.~ ·· 
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Sri R.s. Panchomukhi has also concluded that 

vrra-Bananjas were Jainas on account of their associa-, 

tion with the goddess Bhagavatt and Balad.eva, Vasudeva, 

Khaniiall and MUlabhadra and monopolised trade in the 
~ . . 

Deccan and south India. 1 The discussed community 

extended its support to faiths other than Jainism too 

fer we find them making donation for the service of 

.-A -ah -' 2 
Gvu Ma avesvar a. This indicates their grouping 

towards adjustment in an effort to advertise, stabili-

ze and enhance their social position. 

As regards occupation, they were a class of 

wandering merchants, 'born to wanderers• as they call 

themselves, visiting all countries, gramas, nagaras, 

kedas and pattanas and drona mukhas with valuable •• 
articles in their bags. They used asses, buffaloes 

and carts for transporting gocrls. They sold whole-

sale, or hawking about with articles on their shoulders. 

The chief articles in which they traded were the 

numerous kinds of precious stones such as sapphires, 

rubies, diamonds and topaz, pearls, cardamom, cloves, 

sandalwood, camphor, saffron and such perfumes and 

drugs, elephants, horses and grains, 3 

1. Shrinivas Rittis and B.~. Gopal (eds.), 212• £ll•, 
p. 310. 

2. £!!, ~· ~., No.S2. 

3. Appadorai, E.E· ci~., p.395J R.C. Majurrdar (ed.), 
2!ruggle for !~~re, p.S25. 



The donative inscriptions of the vira-Rananj as 

of Kolhapur of our pericd also throw light on the 

articles of mercandise in which they traded. A care-

ful analysis of the commodities mentioned in our 

inscriptions of the guild will give a go<Xi picture 

of the goods traded in the Kolhapur region. The 

Kolhapur stone inscription of Gandaraditya of 1136 A.D • ... 
mentions a number of commodities like areca-nuts, betel 

leaves, gold cloin, cloth1 stool, bedstead, green ginger, 

turmeric, dry ginger, garlic, black pepper, mustarde 

salt, 
1 

18 kinds of grains, fruits, garland and so forth.~ 

These were the articles sold at the market place 

evidently at Kavadegolla and certain taxes and dues 
. (I • "' 

were levied on them by the Vira-BaP;af1j as and other 

merchants plus representatives of certain towns. A 

fixed amount of these articles were donated to the 

T!rthankara Par~vanath of the concerned place. 

When an extensive list of both ordinary and 

luxury items is given as available for l~~al sale 

and not merely as goods in transit. one assumes both 

the development of commercial entrepreneurship as 

well as the existence of an 'urban• population with 

needs to complex to be met through the exchange or 

1. f.!_!, EE• £.!!·, No.49, lines 26, 32, p.,235. 
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purchase of mere subsistence commodities. On the 

other hand where relatively few and only utilitarian 

commodities are mentioned, taking into consideration 

other factors as well, one estimates the existence 

of a non-urban population, with a low range of consurr~r 

needs in some cases amounting almost to household self

sufficiency.1 

Thus Kolhapur region definitely had a urban 

population as evidenced from the articles .so!dthere 

from our inscriptions and other sources. Moreover, 

we have archaeological evidence for Kolhapur being 

urbanized during the 10th-11th centuries A.D. 2 one 

also wit.nesses here the development of commercial 

and monetary economy and the proliferation of various 

kinds of arts and crafts. In Kolhapur, generally 

whole villages were never granted but we find endow-

ments of only few nirvartanas of land being donated 

to the BrahmQgas. It is in Kolhapur that we witnEss 
s~~t-; 

the growth and existence of numerous ~· and their 

sub-sects;tand each competing with the other for the 

------
1. Meera Abraham, "A Medieval Merchant Guild of 

South India", §tudies in !J,!_:=;tory, Jan-Dec. 1982, 
vol.IV, No.l-2, p.3. 

2. H.D., Sankalia and M.G. Dikshit, Excavations at 
Brahma~I (Kolhapur) 1945-46, p.8. They point out:on t~asis of 1nscrfPt1onal evidence and 

· archaelogical excavations that Kolhapur had in the 
past two periods of prosperity. The 1st was under 
the satavahanas who turned it into a city having 
well-built brick-houses out of a modest village. 
After an interval of some centuries the silaharas 
built magnificent temples there. 
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material support and social base of the various classes. 

Thus Kolhapur appears to be a great centre of trade and 

commerce as the merchants of different towns made grants 

to the various deities in Kolhapuro 

Now/ let us examine the relationship bet\\'een the 

trade guilds and the state and try to investigate, as 

to how far did the state alienate certain political 

and economic powers and privilleges to the trading 

community. 

The relationship between the trade guilds and the 

state was very cordial. They worked hand in hand for 

the welfare of the people. The §ilaharas granted 

certain political powers and privileges to trade guilds 

which must have had implications for the development 

of later history in our region. The political powers 

and privileges granted to the trade guilds included 

(a) exemption from payment of dues and taxes, (b) right 

to collect taxes, (c) administrative powers in village 

assemblies, (d) military powers and (e) autonomy. 

The merchants of the our period had become so 

prominent and influential that they held the ranks 

of Mah1):pradnana and mah~andhivigrahika. The Khare-

1 - /-patan plates of Anantdeva records Bnabhana Sreshthin • • • 

----·--
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- - /_ as Mah~pradhana and his brother Dhar;ama-Sresht;_hin as 

mahasandhivigrahika. The merchants besides performing 

their prescribed profession of trade and commerce had 

also become state functionarieso This was an important 

development and must have definitely raised or enhanced 

their social status. 

The two above-mentioned high officials were 

exempted from certain dues and other concessions when 

their ships and sailors entered the ports in North 

/ 
Ko~kan, such as Sris :thanaka, Nagapura, Surparaka and . 
Chernulya. A study of these ports regarding their identi

fication and importance will be done a little later. 

some of these ports were important during the Satavahana 

period through which Roman trade was carried on. Again 

by the 10th century A.D. there was re-emergence of 

trade and commerce in the Konkat] and Kolhapur reg ion, 

hence the prominent ports of ancient India finds mention 
/ 

in the Silahara inscriptions. The merchant cum officers 

of Kharepatan (south Ko~k~) mentioned above did not 

confine themselves to Kharepatan but indulged in 
• 

widespread, extensive co~mercial activities with 

• their ships and sailors entering ports of North Konkaq. 

These merchants were encouraged in their commercial 

activities by the ~ilahara chiefs of North KoAkan 
• 
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for we find Anantadeva (s'i lahar a chief of N. KOI1kap) 

exempting them from certain dues. Thus the bestowal 

Qf certain concessions to the merchants was to promote 

trade and com~rce in the region and to win over the 

wealthy, infl.uential merchantso Moreover, the grant 

may have been made partly in recognition of services 

rendered by these merch2nt cum high officers in the 

conquest of South K~kan and perhaps of some parts of . 
Goa. There seems to be an alliance between the ruling 

elites and merchants who came to the help of the ruling 

chiefs in the conquest of new territories which would 

be beneficial to them for commercial purposes. 

I ,.. -
Moreover, the Silahara chiefs extended royal 

patronage to the merchants. we have evidences of 

royal merchants. The Kolhapur inscription of 1136 

A.D. 1 mentions the royal merchant of Gandaraditya • •• 
Another inscription of 1144 A.D. refers to Vesapayya 

setti, a great trader and Bappanayya of Mir1n_ je, who It. 
were favoured by the ~ilaharas of Kolhapur. 2 

The trade guilds also enjoyed the ri9ht to collect 

taxes. The shedbal stone inscription of Vijayaditya3 
• 

1. 

2. 

3. 

CII, oo. cit., No.19. --- --- -
ill~· .. No. 52. 

~., No.ss. 
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records that cectain taxes imposed ad valor~~ were 

assigned to the (local) assemblies of guilds by the 

goldsmith Nagoj a and Reva-gavmy~a. .Again for each 

marriage celebrated locally a tax on cloth sold by 

the traders' guilds at the rate of one visa per honnu 

was also assigned apparently to the sarne assembly., 

These taxes were to be distributed equally bet1r1een 

~he bas adi and the temple at the place by Revagavuqga 

in consultation with assemblies of the guilds. Thus 

the guilds had not only the right to collect taxes but 

we find merchants and traders imposing taxPS on certain 

items. This is clearly illustrated by the tradinoJ 

community of Ayyavale. 1 
.. 

The temples had started functioning along ~r~ith 

the merchants and assemblies of guilds and sometimes 

basadies and temples provided accommodation 2 facilities 

for the merchants s howin9 the close associ atton of· 

these· institutions. There also began the practice 

of transferring tolls levied on sale of commodities 

or on shops to the temples. Thus the temples came to 

wield some control over the economic ac:ti vi ties of the 

artisans and merchants which they could regulate in 

1. .f.!.!, .2e· _sg., No.49. 

2. .!E.!~. , No. 50, p. 2 36 • 
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their narrow-interests. Thus one can postulate some 

degree of economic interdependence betvJeen the temples 

and the merchants. It is also possible that the money 

reserves of a temple were used as a source of credit 

for mercantile enterprises. 

The guilds sometimes received gifts of villages 

or drammas for the benefit of temples and hence assumed 

administrative po\o~er in the concerned reg ions. The 

village BhadaJ'!a1 was granted to the Nagara of GUI}apura 

for the '>Norship of the holy sun god Lonad.itya. The .. 
guild was to pay 260 drammas annually to the government 

evidently out of the revenue of the village. The gift 

was inclusive Of the cluster of trees. extending to its 

boundaries, inclusive of Udranga and Parikara and 

exclusive to the gifts previously made to gods and 

~ahrnanas, together with deposits, t~Jether with the 

right to levy fines for major and minor offences such 

as crimes against the unmarried girls an1 the right to 

the property of persons who would die without leaving 

a son. 

Thus the merchants also assumed judicial and 

administrative pOVler over the village Bhada!!a and 

also the right over minerals which was earlier a 
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monopoly of the state. Moreover, the merchants held 

prominent position in the local assemblies and must 

have been the deciding factors in many a decisions. 

G.S. Dikshit has shown that the largest local assemblies 

were the guild assemblies known as the ~hanaq~. 1 These 

mah~nddusgenerally speaking consisted of three categories 

of members. 

{i) the guilds of the district and of important 
towns.in it. These formed the driving 
force of the whole assembly.2 

(ii) Representatives of the people of the place 
where the meeting was held and the surroun
ding reg ion. 

{iii) Officers of the government of the region. 

Let us see, if this general pattern existed in 

our period and region. A Kolhapur inscription of 1136 

A.D. 3 describes an assembly without desi·:;mating it by 

the usual .term mahanadu. The members who attended 

this meeting were the guiL1s, namely, the "Five Hundred 

svaN!is 11 and their constituents, the gavare&·· J the 

1. G.s. Dikshit, Local self-Government in Medie~ 
Karnata~, pp.2"9-3o. -

2. Ibid., the tradition of the dominance of the 
district assemblies by the mercantile elements 
goes to the Gupta times. 
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gatrigas., etc ... settis (or ·chief merchants) of Kolha-

- «4-

pura (mo:iern Kolhltpur), an:i Mfri11je (mooern r-Hraj), 

the royal merchant (..R.aj a-s'res hth»i of Gandaradi tya~ .. . .. 
the feudatary of Kolhapur, a~ officer of his house

hold~ representatives of the towns of Ktmdi, Torambagi, 
~· 

Mysige, Baleyavattana and Kavadegolla ~epresenting 
II • • • ,. 

the whole country). 

A similar assembly met at Seabal near Miraj, • 
nine years later around 114·1 A.D. 1 The head of the 

district, the Hadapergade Hemmas~tti, the represen-
~--~--~-L·- -~ 

tati ves of Ki'lndil i, the capital of the nadu 1 and of .. . . 
the nei9hbouring villages of PiriyuCJuvara, Siriguppa, 

and J.&l!alakappa anc1' a nurnber of merchants of that 

place participata-1 in the meeting e Certain merchants 

who were foremost in the trading corporation of the 

vrra-Banab]as and belonged to localities Mirinje, 

Bage, DoQikOda8 Talakole, Kund!li and Sedambal were "', . 
also present. G.S. Dikshit points out that in this 

~ 
assembly Boppanayya, who had been one of the settis ... 
or merchants of Miri~je earlier in 1135 A.D., was now 

h 1 f / . h the royal merchant in t e p ace o Vesapayyasett~ w o •• 
' 2 

was now Vaddavyavahari or a great merchant.. This - .... ,&.- ---

1. £!!, ~· ci~., No.52. 

2. G.S. Dikshit, EE· S~~., p.31. 
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meeting was held on the market day of Seaambal, that , 
is on Friday and granted dues {specified) to the temple 

- -I 1 of Madhavesvara. 

The guild assemblies known as Mahanaqu of the 

Kolhapur region, generally speaking did comprise of 

the three categories of members as enumerated by G.S. 

Dikshit. The merchants, and specially the vrra-Ba~anj as, 

played a dominant role in these local assemblies. 

It is interesting to note that besides being a 

mercantile and regional body, the mahanadu has new 

crystallized into an association of castes. Thus G.s. 

Dikshit remarks that "it is curious to find caste 

assemblies in Kar.natal<a an::l South India called, mah~nadu, 

retaining some of the corporate spirit of the other 

body. 112 

The merchants had also started possessing private 

armies. In the pradasti of Kolhapur stone inscription 

1. Guild meetings ardinarily took place on market 
days, because it was convenient for the mer
chants to meet on such a day. Now Tuesday is 
the market day at Sedambal instead of Friday. 

2. G.s. Dikshit, EE• _£it., p.35; Q.'J~~/JJJ,i*·~J.--63 . 
"The local assembly of the peoPfe of our community 
w·hich is convened by a public announcement is 
what is called Mahanadu. At this assembly we 
elect a competent man to be hel'!d" of of our 
community in our 1 oc ali ty. " 
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of Gandaradi tya, 1 the VirC~-Bana?i'j as are "exalted by 
' , 

their valour in the (whole world); who had obtained 

the gracious boon of Bhagavati, who are invinci~le 

when they fight; who destroy their enemies." This 

description suggests that the Vira-Bananjas must have 

maintained trained militia. The trade guilds must 

have maintained militia as a safeguard against robbers 

and enemie·s. The military power and wealth of the 

merchants might have provoked the king or chiefs to 

win the support of wealthy merchants. At any rate 

the fact that the state permitted or tolerated the 

organization of private armies would imply that the 

state had abandoned the monopoly of military povJer. 

The trade guilds were more or less autonomous 

bodies. Their activities apparently took little 

account of political boundaries., The state was not 

eager to interfere in their transactions and1 in fact, 

encouraged treir activities by exempting them from 

certain dues. All this is indicative of the laxity 

of state power. 

The merchants were particularly noted for their 

affluence and prosperity and were landowners too. 

This can be inferred from the fact that 3 merchants 
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named Nagai-Sresh~hin, Lokkai-Sresh~hin and Adityavarman 

paid 40 .£!n~ as paclapuj a (nazarana) to the reigning 
• 

king Avasara II for the confirmation of certain heredi

tary ric;hts in the villages Kinj ala and Pulisa. 1 The 

appearance of dinaras is interesting. The fact that 

these merchants could afford 40 dinaras as padapuja 

indicates their affluence. Moreover~ gold coins would 

not have been used in the day-to-day economic tran-

sactions. Either these were hoarded by the merchants 

for such important occasions or they must have carried 

external trade with some foreigners most probably, the 

Arab and latter statement seems to be more plausible. 

It was not until the 10th century A.De that the 

trade with the Arab and the Chinese world was revived, 

with the merchants emerging as a dominant social group 

in the whole of South India. Konkan too emerged as 
• 

an important centre of trade, the Arabs called KoAkan .. 
as the kingdom of Balhara2 and finds mention in the 

accounts of numerous fore·ign travellers and chorniclers. 

The natives of Ko~kan must have definitely participated . 
in the sea-borne commerce. The 9anias of Konkan coast . 
referred by Marco polo were probably, the same merchants 

1. .fll, .£1£. _s.!_! • , No. 4 o. 

2. supra, p.496: cited in l\ppadorai, E.!?• .£ll., p.506 .. 
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referred by Abu'Zaid according to Appadorai who parti

cipated in the sea-borne trade. 1 

Besides the natives, the Arabs participated in 

the sea-borne comnerce. we have references to muslim 
I 

merchants in the Silahara inscriptions and Arab feudatory 

princes of Samyana-mandala during the reign of the ... 
Rashtrakuta. Indra III and Krishna III. This mandala . ~ ; . 
was later conquered by the ~ilahara 'king Aparaji ta. 

Thu~ there must have been influx of Arab population in 

the KOI1kcu: region since the Rai~-t;raku-t;.a times. This 

is corroborated by literary references recording the 

Arab settlements on the Malabar and Konkal! coasts. 2 

Nairne says that although nothing certain can be adduced 

to the existence of such colonies in the Dekhan, he 

believes that there are sufficient reasons to believe 

the distinct class of ~~~dans known in Bombay as 

"KOI1kani Mussalmans" to be descendants from the old 
• 

3 
Arab settlers. When the Roman Empire fell, the 

Arabians assumed their rank as the first commercial 

people, on almost every shore of the Mediterranean 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Appadorai, .E:E• £.!!·, p, 4 99. 
Nairne, ••The Konkan", Bomb_2Y Gazetteer, I, Part II, 
p.7; cited in Appadorai: 2E• £}1:;-~95. 

Ibid. ---
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sea and the Indian Ocean. They either became the 

ruling pov1er or established factories and were thereby 

enabled to command the corrmerce of silks, precious 

stones and pearls, spicii.S and other articles. 1 

• The kings of Konkal} country seems from all 

literary accounts to have been specially favourable 

to the alien traders .. In .943 A.D. Al Masudfwrites 

that of all the kings of Sind and India there was no 

one who paid greater respect to the MGh~ans than 

the Balhara (Konkan). In his kingdom Islam was honoured 
• ... 

and protected.' This is quite possible, for the 

£ilahara chiefs follo.-1ed the traditional policy of 

toleration and moreover, since quite a few import. ant 

ports were under their hold, which were rich in various 

commodities, they must have encouraged the growth of 

trade and commerce by encourag~ both internal and 

external trade. we have epigraphical references to 

the encouragement of internal trade. The Kharepattan ... 
plates of Rattaraj a of 1008 A.D? refers to both inland .... 
and external trade. A gadiyana of gold from every 

• 
vessel coming from foreign lands, and a dharna of gold 

from every ship coming from KandalamUliya with the 
I!. 

exception of Chemulya and Chandrapura was made over 

1. 

3. 

Appadorai, EJ?• £.!1·, p. 4 93. 

Af. MosutH Ji EJJ.iot) ~~t~8,J ,P, ~lto} ~&rr.a-n) EOJ.;.A, H_\$-~_:J, 
'I,p-41 u:~. ~ A~;,~o)IQ.i 1 ~· #-.;/ fo··Sot, 

,Cq,_,~ ~c lj!"/ No.4J 
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. -1 1 
for the benefit of temple~ of Avvesvar a. 

Import.ant aspect of commerce is the existence of 

ports or the outlets for trade. so let us briefly 

describe the ports mentioned in our inscriptions and 

try to find out its import~nce during the discussed 

per iCd. The occurrance of the follC<.~Jing ports -

s'fithanaka, Nagapura, SU'rparaka and Chemulya in the 
• 

s'ilahara inscription of 1094 AoD. is noteworthy. 

Silrparaka has been identified as modern Sopara 
..., 

in the Bassein taluka by v.v. Mirashi.'" Sopara 

same as Surparaka3 was a very ancient port mentioned 

1. ~!.:!_, ~I?· ~it., No.41., p. :es. 

3. Nundo Lal Dey, Geograi?~icaLQic_!.!.2£§.£Y_ of Ancient 
and Medieval Inaia., pp.191-s. SUrparaka- It 
hasbeencorrectly identified with Supara or 
Sopara in the district of Thana, 37 miles north 
of Bombay and about 4 miles north-Hest of Bassein. 
Burgess also identifiE:s it wit.h Supara in the 
Konkana and Kachh, p.13 •••• It is mentioned in 
the per iplus {2nd century A. D.) as Ouppara: 

perhaps it is the ophis or sophir of the Bible 
as sauvira was too much inland. Surparaka was 
included in Aparanta - desa (Brahma Purana, 
ch.27, v.sa.) 
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by Ptolemy and Arrian. It maintained its sea-borne 

commerce as can be seen from its occurrence in the 
1 

inscription of 1094. A.Do~ Moreover, this is testified 

by the account of the Arab travellers of the 12th 

centur~{· 2 From this time hO\-Jever, Sopara- seems to 

have declined in importance beyond a solitary mention 

by Jordanus in a letter dated 1321 A.D. It finds no 
., 

mention in the writings of later travellers.~ 

The ports which played important part in the 

discussed period were Thand, Chaul, Dabhol and Goa. . .. 
The former two finds mention in our inscriptions. 

h- - t h '7 
· 1j h- -k 4 h hi f T ana Has .e same as Sr ls .a!) a a, t e c e to-vm 

• • 
of the Thana district and the capital of the North . ~ 

• 5 Konkan. The rise of Thana on the ashes of Kalyan 
l • 

---------
1. Cij, gE• ci!., No.19. 

2.. Ibn Idankal, Elliot, History, I, p. 39; cited 
in Appadorai, E.J.2o c1..£e, p. 3 9·. 

3. Jordanus, Yule, Cathay, III, p.76; cited in 
Appadorai, .2£>• ~it., p. 3 9. 

4. N.L. Dey, .912· !;it., p.193: t'ri-sthanaka-'J;hap.a, 
in the prov1nce of Bombay, it was once the capital 
of Northern KonkaQ. It was the seat of a reigning 
family called Silahara, hence it was called Puri 
of the Silaharas (Da Cunha's Histor~r of Chaul and 
Bassein, pp.130, i68.) 

5. Alberuni, India, vol.I, p. 203; Al Idrise, Elliot, 
tjistory, I, p.89: cited in Appadorai, ..21?• ~ito, 
p. 5 90. 
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in close vicinity to it is quite natural owing to 

its excellent position and its being the capital of 

the ~ilaharas of North Konkan who encouraged trade 
• 

and commerce. An important article of export here 

was 'drugs', particularly tabashir, the roots of the 

kana which were gathered in the neighbouring mountains 

and transported to the East and west. In the 13th 

century, it exported leather of various excellent 

kinds and also good buckram and cotton. The major 

imports were metals, gold, silver and copper. It 

continued to be important in the succeeding centuries. 

though later was partly overshadowed by the rise of 

Chaul and Dabhol. 1 

ChemUlya mentioned in the if lahar a inscription 

was Chaul in the Thana district. It was an important 
• • 

. , 
seaport of the sil"aharas who ruled in the North Ko~kan . 
from·810 to 1260 A.D. In the 12th century it was 

0 
found to be a good port for export of ~atic plants 

specially henna. Early in tt"-..e 14th century Chaul with 
\ 

the rest of the Konkan ports fell into hands of the . 
Mahomedans; in 1347 A.D. it formed a part of the 

Bahmani kingdom. 2 

1. Appadorai, ..22· .£!_,!:., pp.590-91. 

2. _!Eid., p591. 
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Nagapura may be mcx:lern Nagav, 6 miles south-east 

of Alibag as suggested by Fleet# in the Kolaba district. 1 

This port does not find mention in the a~coun ts of the 

foreign travellers thereby sug9estin9 its non-importance 

in ancient as well as rw:di•:val times as far as foreign 

or external trade is concerned. 

Now let us turn back to the merchant guilds. The 

guilds were not merely the receivers of others' gifts, 

but made gifts themselves in the name of the corporation. 

The Vf~aQafl"j as which had representatives in the 

different towns in the kingdom of the si l'ahara occasio-

nally met on market days at different places and often 

mad~~ donations to Jaina and Hindu temples out of the 

cess levied on different commo::'l ities sold in the local 

markets. The donative records of the merchants on 

the one hand proves their intense desire for gro..,.ring 

social status and on the other indicate the growing 

autho.ci ty of the trading community over the reli'}ious 

bodies. 

The merchant communi·ty was not a homogenous group 

but was itself socially and economically strar.ified. 

Not all the merchants of the discussed period were 

as prosperous and affluent as ~i-s'resht;hin_~Lokkai ... 
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s'reshthin ani Ad.ityavar'11<3.CJ who could. afford 40 dinaras 
6 

as padapuj a to the king. There was the other category 

of merchants like Bhanhana ireshthin (Mah~pradhana) 
• • 

and :Jhanama-dreshthin {as f1aha-sandhivigrahika) who . . 
had become state functionaries and others holding 

prominent positions as heads of local manag in9 comrni ttees. 

There was yet another cateJory of local traders and 

merchants of the ordinary type. 

From around lOth century onwar;ls one notices the 

growth of trade and commerce within Konka!} and Kolhapur 

region as well as the re-emergence of trade with the 

Arabs who had settled dovm in the Malabar and Konkan . 
coasts. The merchants re-erner]ed as dominant social 

group and formed t hemsel ~.,es into guilds exerc islnJ 

great influence in the tovms and village assemblies 

which had become important administrative units. The 

corporate spirit of the gui.ld must have given the 

merchants a degree of self-respect. By this tL~e the 

merchants ca~e to exercise religious, administrative 

and military functions bes~jes their prescribed 

profession of trade· and co;rmerce. 
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Section.IV: KAY.Z\STHAS 

The word Kayastha does not occur in the ancient 

dharmasutras of Gautama, Apastamba, Bau:ihayana, or Vasis-

tha nor in the Manusmrti. The Vishnu Dh.S. VII .. 3 .defines 

a public document (rajasaksika) as one written in the 

royal court or office by a kayastha appointedly the 

king and attested by the' hand of the superintendent of 

the off ice. 1 These words suggest that the Kayastha 

was an officer and that there is nothing about a caste 

here. The constant. transfer of land oc land revenues 

made by princes to priests, temples and officials led 

in early medieval times to the rise and growth of the 

scribe or the Kayastha cornmunity. By the 11th century ------

A.D., the Kayasthas had er;v?ro:Jed as a separate caste. 

The silahara inscriptions register- Udda.~a, the 

Kayastha as scribe twice. The very fact that Uddama 2 

is referred to as a Kayastha indicates the emergence 

of Kayas~as a distinct caste. '1'he Kayasthas whose 

profession appears to be that of a scribe were a part 

of king • s retinue and must have occupied a fairly 

important place in the royal court. They must have 

1. Vishnu Dharamsutra, VII .. 3; cited in P.V. Kane, 
EE• £it., vol.II, Pt.I, p.76. 
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demanded respect from the people too as such because 

this was the time when nu-,-erous grants of land, 

revenue, orchards, dram~nas and so forth were made 

to the 8rahmanas and temples which must have enhanced 

their importance in the so~iety. 

Whether the Kayas~has took to other professions 

is difficult to say because the caste affiliations 

of the numerous ~ilah"ara officers mentioned in their 

records is not given. 

The rise of the Kayasthas as a professional 

literate caste must have undermined the monopoly 

of the Brahma~as as writers and scribes. 



Section. V: CRAFTSHEN & A~TISA.."JS AND 
OTHER PROFESSIONAL GROUPS 
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/ -The Silahara inscriptions mention a number of 

artisans and craftsmen whose occupation are in some 

way connected with the life of l~xury and ease the 

nagaraka or a tovm dwellers led. These ar..-e the 

Mal ak~E,s 1 - "the maker of garlands", the saja];~ 2 
-

"the cleaner of clothes", 
- 3 

the suv_gr_gakara . - "the 

4 
goldsmith 11

, the carpenters dealing with wood word, 

- 5 the Kumbhakara 

"the oilman". 

- "maker of the pots'' and the 1'~1_!1s_g.6 -

The banglesellers7 , basket makers 8 and 

9 
shoe-makers also figure in the Kolhaptrr ins~riptions. 

10 
The weavers must have existed for we find cloth merchants. 

Numerous names of castes arise from the profession 

they follov1o For instance, the Raj akas, SuvarnakarasN 

-----------
1· _sg, .2.1?· Ci!•, No. ·11. 

2. .!b~q., No.,41. 

3. Ibid., No .. 49, No .. 52. 

4. l~id., No. 49. 

5. 1:219·, No.4 9, No.5 2. 

6. .!.ei d., No. 41~ 

7. l~J2., No.5 2. 

8. _!bi£., No.5 2. 

9. _!~., No.5 2. 

10. _!bid., No. 49. 
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Carpenters, Kumbhakara, Telika, shoe-makers and weavers. 

All these occupational groups had cryst~llized into 

castes much before our period. They exist even now 

in many parts of India. 

The Raj aka or the Dhobi is a scheduled caste in , 
U.P., Bihar and C.P. arrl in Bengal called Dhoba. He 

is one of the antyajas according to several writers. 1 

The Raj akas during our period appear to be of low 

caste and status. A family of washermen was permanently 

- I 2 donated for the service of the temple of AVvesvara 

and thus must have turned into bonded-labourers. 

The suvarnakaras appear to have gained importance 
• 

during our period. They must have taken to engraving 

as one of their professions. The Bamani stone inscriP

tion of Vijayaditya3 records that the inscription was 

incised by GOvyaja, son of goldsmith-Bammyoja and lay 

disciple of Abhinandadeva. The improved status and 

influential position of the goldsmith is tes·tified 

from another inscription stating that certain taxes 

imposed and valarum were assigned to the local assemblies 

1. P. V., Kane, 212• ci_!:u vol.II, Pt. I, p. 93. 

2. CII# E.E• _sit., ~o.41. 
~ 

3. lEid., Nc.54. 
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1 

of guilds by goldsrnit.h Nagc.j a and Reva-gavUI?qa. ~ 
"It-~ tl.v... O"'o._~Q...,So..St-'\a. 

J...+he Kumbhakara was ·included among the sudreis().)\6... e.ve"' t\ow 

• 
tn the Central Provinces the Kumbhakara is a scheduled 

t"Oo 2 caste. During our period kthey held a inferior position 

because they along with Telikas were donated permanen

tly t.o the temple of Avve~vara for its service. 3 This 

must have led to their subjection in the society. Nothing 

much can be said on the other lower professional groups 

and castes as the inscriptions do not: throw light on 

them. 

The Nir aj stone inscription of Vij ayadi tya 

mentions 411 \<u..clvv,, . 4 
thr~ce. v.v. Miroshi has 

translated them as shOE:-mckers, basket-makers and 

. '-' k " cobblers. The term ud.vV probably denoted cl 
p.R.op..tE . 
· - , of loH occupational groups. They must have 

in course of time crystallized into a caste. They 

are probably synonymous '-"'ith the Kuruba caste of 

shepherds and blanket weavers, found in all dit:Jtr icts 

but in largest numers in t·'1ysore. 5 They are to be 

found in southern India also as a caste of stone-

1. ill, 32· ~_1:t., No. 55. 

2. P.V. Kane, 2!?· _sit., p.78. 

3. CI_!, .21?• .£!.1:. , No. 41. 

4. ]Bid., No.52, line 36-38. 

5. C.H. Rao, Mysore Gazetteer, vol.I, p.230: see 
Hutton, Caste In India, p.226, and Thurston~ 
~tes aoo~·rT5~; !v, pp. 155. 
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Most of these artisans and craftsmen must have 

formed their own guilds which would have enhanced 

their social and economic status. These artisans 

and craftsmen invariably figure along with the merchants. 

This is quite natural becau~.e both catererl to the needs 

of urban population gene~ly. Whenever the grants were 

made by the important merchant guilds, village assemb-

lies, cr in any way related to the trade guilds, such 

grants were addressed to the artisans as well. Their 

relationship was one of interdependence because the 

craftsmen were devoted to production and the merchants 

to di str ibut ion. Thus the close associe,tion of merchants, 

arti Sc)ns and craftsmen is understandable. 

Connected with the phenomenon of trade and commerce, 

growth of money economy and growth of urban life is tt~ 

prol iferaticn of arts and crafts and hence the emergence 

of numerous professional groups to cater to the needs 

of the urban population of Kol~pur~ Kolhapur being a 

3 
urban town has already been mentioned earlier. Om 

Prakash in his article on "Stages in the Urban Histor:rl 

of Karnataka 11 correctly suggests on the basis of 

epigraphical records and archaeological excavation 
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that Kolhapur had two periods of prosperity. The 

first stage was the sat;avahana period and the second 

was from 11-14th centuries when coins again make their 

appearance althoUgh their small size and 1011 metallic 

content would indicate a level of commercial exchange 

which was sharply different from what we notice in 
.. 

the Sa"t2avahana per icd • .J.. 

The merchants had a hold over the artisans and 

craftsmen. They organised fairs and markets which 

were important centre of business where large number 

of buyers and sellers gathered. The merchants who 

were generally the organisers of these markets imposed 

certoin dues on the com~rtodit.Jes sold by them. Moreover, 

it were the merchants who decided in thE' Friday markets 

(held by tr.e trading community of Ayyavale) the amount ,. 

which was to be donated for the benefit of religious 

institutions as well for the fest.ivals. The ~1iraj stcne 

inscription of Vijayaait.ya 2 of 1143-1145 A.D. records 

that certain merchants who were foremost in the trading 
1i 

corporation of the V~ra-Ba~a~as and belonged to the 

localities Miriii'je, Bage, Donil<:oda, Tolakole, Kundili .. . .. 
1. Orr: Prakash, 11Stages in the Urban Eistory of 

Karnataka", .E.:.k!.h.f:.· 1976, p. 102. 

2. ~!l• ~· E!!·• No.52. 
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and Sedamh~il assembled at Sed_amha~ on Friday as the . . 
General Body representing the districts of Piriyuguvara, 

Siriguppa, Jugulakappa and one other place and donated 

certain dues on commodities such as areca-nuts, oil, 

clarified butter etc. sol::1 in the market evidently at 

, .- - .... / Sedambal in favour of the gO-i Madhavesvara. ThE• chi8f . .-

merchants on their part made certain donations in cash 

or kind for the same purpose. The artisans and craftsmen 

were also to contribute for the festival of Chaitra 

and that of Dipaval i as v.Jell as for the service of Gcrl 

as fixed by the General so::ly mentioned above in accor-

dance to their economic status. Thus it was laid dovln 

that one pot shall be given on each shop of the potters: 

one adda shall be paid to the God by the goldsmiths as 

the assay~fee of each honga (gold coin); one pair of 

slippers shall be given by the shoe-makers every six 

months at each fair: one strap shall be given by the 

cobblers for every six months. 1 

h · d f i i d b h v· B ,-.. T e Fn. ay a r was organ se y t e ~- ananJ as. 

Small duties must have been imposed in kind or cash 

on goods entering and sold in the fair. Many a times 

collective donations were made to the religious insti-

tutions at common gatherings where the General Body of 
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the respective places fixed a certain amount in cash 

or kind in accordance to the economic stc.ltus of the 

artisans, craftsmen and merchants. Thus !'1eera _Abraham 

is quite right in pointing out the tribute relationship 

of traders with established religion as a necessary, 

almost imperative aspect of medieval comr.erce whether 

undertaken by organised group or by individual. 1 The 

bulk of the inscriptions connect<?d with guild records 

the donations made for th,::, benefit of temples and 

religious institutions through the cess levied in kind 

or cash on goods handled in trade. 

we find another interesting Si lahar a inscription 

referring to the settlement of families of female 

attendants, oilmen, gardeners, potters and washermen 

-/ 2 for the permanent service of the temple of Avvesvara. 

These were to serve the temple whole-heartedly and were 

to discharge their specific duties for instance the 

female attendants were to look after the cleanliness 

of the temples, the potters to provide with pots, the 

the gardeners to -v1ork in the temple gardens and to supply 

flowers and gar lands for the worship, oilmen to provide 

1. Meera Abraham, !2£• .s:..!.!-·, p.l. 

2. fl!, E£o ci~., No.11. 

\_\.\a \-\-..a:_ ~\'\-0. -n\0.-'<'Ci.- '(&:t-o..\,10_'-'., -T Yct \;,.& "o..V~<l - ~Ji ~d~ -~ 
~ he-,..u.\.yo. c no."'"d""'"«. - ~b... -r\lo.."fj~~ ~()~- "('n~~ - "ff-"'fti.'t- -p"f'o..vo..ho..:~-\:-

,2>'-l o__~~~- elh.o..v v:'o.__ _ J.. \J 0.~\ "'0. -\< v...\u_"tY''(>O..Y'\-\. - ~ ho.,_ \ ·1 o:,~\(_o.- "'"'-\-u. ~\,a.._ ... 
~'f..o-.~ ~ "'t'nta!A)C.O:"-lcuA-U.Y...b~ ~ ki.\Y"-bho,_"~~ \<.'-'._tv \v~bo._ ~ 

'f~o..\<-\C..v..\.\).W.\.oQ..__'' !J 
I 
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oil for the lightening o£ temple and the washerrnen to 

wash the vest::11ents of the deities. Thus the developm.~nt 

of temples into complex socio-economic instituti;.)ns is 

to be noticed. All this must have le:'l to the growth 

of bonded-labourers in course of time. 

The term used for female attendant is "Daril<au 1 

and as stated. 'above a f a:-ni ly of female at tend ants was 

donated for the permanent service of the temple of 

-/ ' i i ' I - -Avvesv ar a. I!l anotnP.r n scr pt1on of the Si 1 ahar as 

reference is made to the dancin.;J hall 2 ( N-r-arlfo...itllL) 

suggesting the existence of the insti·tution oLexistenee 

<* ~he iA8Li-4;-ut::b)1't· of deva:J.a:;i. The institution of 

w= 

not yet developed into a complex institution. Ther.e 

are many references to d.=mcineJ 9 ir l s (devadasi s) 

attached to temples in other contemporary epigraphs 

of the perio:l under revie·:J. The institution is much 

tal ~ed about in recent tlrnes an.::l de scribed as a regret-

table feature in the othec, . ..-ise holy and pious atmosphere. 

1. Sl.!· ..9£· cit., No.11: t1onier Ttlilliams gives the 
meaning or-"' 'DO:"-' r.ot .. .'" as kanya, putri. 

2. CI I, O,E. c i t. , N o. 5 0 • V. I I , "' .. , • t " 
'Monier \·H"lTiams giV~'!s the meaning of '"'!J' "\O... 
dancing, act in'.] and <;es t:iculati on and u.. .s O..l '"' 
room. Thus ''Nl"(t~.~$'~le.'' standS for the dancing 
hall. 1 

as 
as 



Section. VI: STATUS OF WOJ·1EN 

As regarding the status of women there is not 

much information. 3y and lar9e patriarchal soci•:!ty 

must have prevailed where the male naturally must have 

dominated in family and social life. Women jo find 

mention in the tilahara inscriptions, where we find 

that donations were made for their rel i9ious mer it. 

This type of references were com.11on during the discus sed 

period and region and even earlier in many parts of 

I. 1...,._- k. ~ h • -India. The Sl. anara .1.ng or sout. Konkan Rattaraja 
• • 0 

made a donation for the reli<:;Jious merit of hi:3 grand

daughter Annana. 1 King Apar:3ji ta of North Konkan • 
granted an orchard foL· the spir it110l welfare of his 

mother Lilajevi. 2 Wom~n were objects of protection. 

3 
The wives and sons were to be guarded., Women had 

I 
no right of inheritance for we find in numerous Sil~hara 

inscriptions, the property of sonless persons would go 

4 
to the respective donees. The chastity of the un-

married girls was to be preserved for we find fines 

being levied for crimes against unmarried girls. 5 

------
1. CII, 2.1?· _s:it., No.4 2. 

2. Ib..!2•, No. 22. 

3. .!~id., No.1. 

4. 1_91d .. , No.5, 6, 7 etc. 

5. 11?_id., No.5, 6, 7 etc. 



The women of the royal family did have some 

authority in the religious field for we find them 

making rel i<:Jious donations and patronizing creeds 

of their own choiceo At the instance of Nagaladevi 

·.vho was probably the mother of the Silahara king of 
Kolhapur-Gandaraaitya, a basadi was erected by Nema-

•" 
gav~~a. 1 

She finds mention also in the Kolhapur 

1 -and in the Seshasayi stone inscriotion of Gandara:iitya2 
~ ti • 

temple inscription 3 of the same king's reign. 

A.11ong the commercial classes too there was the 

tendency to portray the image of a dutiful, charming; 

respectable '..Vife and comparing her to the mythoicxJical 

figures. Thus the Herle Stone inscription of Ganda-
e • • 

ra':-:iitya after describi:.-19 N€:'11agavunda belon9ing to the .,. 
trading comrnunity gives that of his wife i1ailiyakka in 

the following words: "The world lovingly eulogises 

Mailiyakka, the wife of Nemana as resembling the , 

respected sfta in pre-eminent character, as equal to 

Rati in charming beauty, as similar to Parvati in good 

fortune and as equal to the wife of Indra ~.e Sachi) 

in the greatness of enjoyments. n 

1. g_!;:·.2E· ci!•, No.47. 

2. .I£!~., No.4 9 .. 

3. ,Ibi~., No. so. 
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Thus the woman is honoured as an ideal wife 

rather than as a women per se. On the one hand, woman 

finds mention in the inscriptions in such loving words 

is itself important but on the other hand, she is 

referred only as wife and mother and not women per seo 

The concept of dutiful wife is ahvays extolled; srta 

being the classic example is again and again reaffirmed. 

Thus women were ah-1ays being ide ali zed as Parvat.i in 

good fortune, Rati in charming beauty and other mytho-

logical characters so that they would behave accordingly. 

To conclude, overall one witnesses no radical 

changes or complete transformation in the socio-economic 

structure of the period and reg ions un-:ler study. The 

elements o£ continuity can be traced from the earlier 
/ 

period to the Silahal:"a perio:i. As far as the social 

structure of the period under study is concerned, it 

remained more or less similar to the earl.ier times that 

is based on the varz:a jystem or caste system ·,vhich 

essentially meant social stratification - a society 

based on social-economic inequality. But within this 

broad fram€"\-Jork or arena of stability, numerous changes 

are to be witnessed. 



CHAPTER II 

RELIGION 

Religion is essenti~lly a social phenomena. It 

is essentially an institution of society. 1 Historically 

speaking religion has always been a collective phenomena. 

we have studied it at the collective levelt - firstly 

at the elite level, that is, the kings and princes• 

attitude towards religion and religious activities, and 

secondly at the popular level. 

In this chapter an attempt is also made to study 

the prevailing religious cults of the early medieval 

India in the Konkan and Kolhapur regions; to investigab3 
~ 

the various changes undergone by them the antiquity of 

the various reliJi ous centres and the transformation, 

if any, which took place at these centres. We shall 

examine social bases of the major religions. 

]QQDHISM: 

Buddhism was in a fairly flourishing condition 

all over India even in the 7th century A.D. as testified 

by Huan Tsang and I-Tsing. But when we come down to 

1. 



the end of 9th century A.Do Bu:idhi sm seems to be on 

the brink of disappearance from the Konkan region and .. 
this seems to be an all India phenomena. This is 

testified by the epigraphical·evidence. Only three 

Buddhist inscriptions belong to the period of early 

Si 1-Tharas which shows that Btrldhism had the least 

votaries of all the 3 ancient Indian rel.i']ions, Hinduism6 

Jainism and Buddhism. 

The Deccan trap has been particularly beneficial 

for the existence of the excavated Buddhist moM~~ents. 

Out of some 1200 excavated rock monuments in India, 800 

or about 60% are located in western India, mostly in 

Maharashtra. 1 The Chinese traveller Huien Tsang 

visited India around 7th century A.D. (629-645 A.D.). 

He visited Konkanapura vJhich has been identified by 
• 

Cunningham with the whole coastline from Bombay to 

Mangalur. The pilgrim saw here 100 monastries with 

10,000 monks of either Hfnayana or Mahayana school. 

There was also a temple with a sandalwood image of 

Bodhisattva Maitr;yc3, said to have been made by Srava 

Vi:n(atiketi, of whom also there was a stupa .. 2 But 

2. Walters, Yuan Chwan~s Tr~els in India, II,p.239: 
cited in Nalinaksha nat~uodfils€-seets in India, 
pp. 300-301. ---·- ------
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only the Buddhist centre at Kanherf figures in the 

i1 lahar a inscriptions. 

The Buddhist centre at Kanheri is mentioned thrice 

in the sil~hara inscriptions and donations of some 

drammas were made to it by amatya Vishnugupta of • 
Pullasakti 1 for the worship of the Bhagavat (Buddha), 

the repairs of the Vihara, the clothing of the monks 

and the purchase of their religious books at K~fs~agiri 

{hill of Kanher!) around_843 A.D. Another donation to 

this centre was made around 85 3 A. D. by GoNi.n Anigh-

nakara - a devout worshipper of Buddha 1..vho hailed from 

Gau~a country during the rei9n of Kapardin II. 2 Third 

donation was also made during the reign of Kapardin II 

around 877 A.!:>. by Veva who made perpetual donation 

for the Buddhist monks by depositing 100 drammas with 

the venerable community of the Mahavihara at Krfshnagiri. 3 
• • 

All this indicates that Kanherl was a famous centre for 

Buddhism ani that Buddhism was flourishing in western 

Maharashtra even in the second half of the 9th centucy 

A.D. But on the whole Buddhism saems to be a decadent 

religion whereas Hinduism was on the ascendency. 

-------
1. · .fll, vol. VI, No.1. 

2. .!~~·, No.2. 

3. .!.2~·, No.3. 
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The Buddhist settlement at Kanherr is one of the 

largest in Maharash~ra. It has a continuous history 

of occupation for almost a thousand years. The K~nherr 

establishment has a total of 112 caves, 107 viharas and 

some 5 cha~as and chaityagriha. The excavational 

activity at Kanherr extends over centuries, beginning 

with the 1st century B.c. to 1st A.D. to 11th century 

AoD. It reflected the transformations in Buddhism 

from Theravada to Mahay§na and Vaj.rayana - Tantrayana .. 1 

Information regarding Buddhism in the KonkaQ 

region is confined to the well-knrn'l1n Buddhist settlement 

at Kanh~rr. Its popularity can be attested from the 

fact that it enjoyed patronage not only from a number 

of places in Maharash~ra but, as is depicted in one of 

the aforementioned Kanherr inscriptions, it attracted 

devotees from far off places like Gau1a (West Bengal)o 

B.G. Gokhale is of the view that the donors of the 

Buddhist establishments located in Kingdom of the 

Maharashtra that controlled large areas outside the 

region came from all the four neighbouring regions, 

that is, Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh on the one hand 

and Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh on the other. Mahar ash-
~~ 

tra had intimate relationships with these area~of its 

1. B.G. Gokhale, .22• _s;!.,!., p.S4 .. 
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distinct social and cultural history.
1 

The Kanheri cave inscription of Pullas~kti 2 

made provision for the purchase of books, it therefore~ 

appears that the Sa~gha had a library and perhaps a 

school attached to it. A.S. Altekar points out that 

it resembled in this respect the famous monastic 

university of Valabhi where also there was a library 
~ 

which often received grants for the purchase of books.~ 

The donors of these permanent endowments were 

not the Silanata chieftains but the amatya of Pulla/akti 

Csilahara chief), Gamin Avighnakara - a devout wor

shipper of Bu:idha who had hailed from Gaucla and Veva. 

The social basis of Buddhism thus appears to be limited 

in the Konka9 region. But the very fact that VishiJugupta, 

amatya~of Silahara chief Pulla/akti was a patron of 

Buddhism and made a donation to the Buddhist monks at 

Kahh~rr suggests that the S'ilahara administration of 

North Ko~ka~ within whose jurisdiction the Sa~ha was 

situated did not look upon it with an hostile eye. 
I 

Moreover, the Silahara king Gandaraaitya of the Kolhapur , . 

1. B.G. Gokhale, s.E• ..£!.!., p.2. 
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branch constructed a temple of the Buddha together 
/ 

with those of Siva and Jina at the village of Irukudi 

and donated a nirvartana each for their worship1 shovJing 

the tolerant attitude of the sllaharas and also that 

to some extent royal patronage extended to Buddhism 

in the Kolhapur region where few adherents of Buddhism 

must have existed as late as the beginning of 12th 

century A.D. {1110 A .. D.). 

·The donors of the Kanherr Buddhist settlement 

during the time of the iilaharas deposited a certain 

amount of money {drammas) which carried interest with 

some merchant body of the to,.vn. This seems to be a 

convenient type of benefaction as compared to the grants 

of villages which could be made only by rulers or with 

their· permission. 

Recent excavational activity in Kanherf caves 

{1969) undertaken by s.R. Rao on behalf of the Archaeo

logical Survey of India have revealed that the residing 

monks not only preached and practiced the tenets of 

Buddhism but were also engaged in trade and industry. 

They knew metellurgy and employed smiths to melt and 

purify metals. The occurrence of a large number of 

1. £!!• .21?· £!~·, No.45, lines 33-35. 
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Nalanda sealings here clearly "shows that Kanheri was 

a flourishing centre of Buddhism as late as the 9th 

century A.D. and that it maintained contact with other 

great religious-centres such as N~landa, Vikram~il~ and 
. 1 

Bodh-Gaya in •Bihar. All this cannot be corroborated 

through epigraphical sources of the tilaharas. But 

onething is noteworthy that all the donations made to 

this centre were in cash that is in drammas which 

carried interest and must have been entrusted either 

to some merchant body of the tO\.;n or the merchants 

staying at the Kanher1 centre itself. The merchants 

of the Kanherr centre engaged in trade and industry 

besides practicing the tenets of Buddhism. They 

probably, must have used the dramma reserves of the 

monastry as a source of credit for mercantile enter-

prise. This proves the popular theory of the close 

connection between the trading community and Buddhism. 

Buddhism and Jainism generally flourished at 

urban centres. The monasteries were often located 

at the meeting point of important trade routes because 

of their association with the trading community. 

Kanheri was the meeting point of two important trade 

routes~ one connecting Paithan (ancient Pratrshthana) 
J> • 

1. s.R. Rao, ''Excavations at Kanheri (1969) H in 
Shrinivas Ri tti and B.R. Gopal (eds.), Studies 
~Indian His!E£Y and Cult~, pp.43-46:------
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in Aurangabad district of Maharashtra with Amaravati 

on the east coast and the other connecting N·asik with 

Ujjaini, Mathura and Varana~i in the north and Kalyan 

in the south. 1 According to Ptolemy, Kalliena (Kalyan) 

was one of the six important trade centres on the west 

coast and it handled metals, cotton and sandalwood~ 2 

s.R. Rao is of the opinion that perhaps, metal extracted 

at Kanher~ was exported through the ancient ports of 

- --.-3 Kalyan and Sopara. 

With the decline of Buddhism in the North, Kanherf 

too must have gone into oblivion. we have no further 

mention of this centre of Buddhism until we co~e to 

- 4 the time of Mallikarjuna (2nd half of thP 12th century 

A.D.) one of the later Silaharas. In the 11th century 

A.D. some Parsis visited it.
5 

It maintained its spec!-

fically Buddhist nature, at least until the 11th century 

A.D. The Kanher f caves in part were occupied even as 

late as the 16th and 17th centuries, though tt is 

1. s.R. Rao, 212• ill·, p. 46. 

2. .f£id. 

3. lEl2· 
4 • .f_!_f, vol.VI, intro. XI vii. 

s. ~, vol.4, p.69: cited in R.N. Nandi, Religious 
!§~utions an~~E_in the Deccan" p.TIO. --
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doubtful if the occupants were Buddhists, probably 

/ 1 
they were ascetics of the Saiva pantheon. 

We do not get any direct information regarding 

the reasons for the decline of Buddhism through the 

S'ilahara inscriptions. Judging from the number of 

Buddhist inscriptions of the discussed periodJone 

gathers that Buddhist monasticism suffered from lack 

of popular support as well as royal support. The 

Silaharas of North Ko~ka~ and south Konkaq were ardent 
,I 

saivites and Buddhist monasticism here stands in sharp 

contrast with the dynamic saivite monasticism. Whereas 

in Kolhapur reg ion except for once it does not f i<Jure 

in inscriptions and stands in contrast to Jaina 

monasticism which was revived under a new form and 

propagated more vigorously during the period. 

Janism was also flourishing in the dominion of 

the S'i lahar as. soodhala mentions some Jaina poets •• 
and authors who were honoured in the Lata and Ko~kan 

• • 
2 countries. But we have no reference to 

1. B.G. Gokhale, ~£· £!!•, p.SS-56. 

2. Udayasundar!Eatha, p.lS: cited in f!j, vol.VI, 
'Intro. p. Il., --
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~cl\b J 

Jaina~n the inscriptions of the Silaharas of both 

North and South Ko~kan~ 
" 

Kolhapur' appears to be a popular .Jaina centree 

Kolhapur was an eminent stconghold of Jainism from 

early times and it has maintained its reputation almost 

·to the present day. It was reckoned amon9 the four 

pontifical centres or spiritual thcones sacred to the 

1 Jaina comrnunity. This tradition is affirmed in a 

2 
later inscription, from the Jaina temple at Vadgaon 

in the Kolhapur area.. The record is dated A.D. 1774 

and refers to the preceptoc Lakshmlse.na Bhattaraka as 
•• 

presiding over the Simhasanas of Dilli, Karavira ·-
(Kolhapur) Jina Kane hi and Penugonda • 

• 

Besides Kolhapur being popular foe Jainism, it 

was the seat of mother Goddess too. From the legendary, 

Puranic, literary and epigraphical accounts, it would 

appear that the site of m~lern Kolhapur, grew.on the 

banks of the river, known: as Pancag anga was called 

"Ko.ftapura ••, probably after the goddess Kolla, referred 

to by the Sarasvatipurana and the KaravTramahatmya. 3 

-----· 
1. 

2. 

3. 

JEd.~itul!Y' vol.XXXII, p.460; cited in P.B. 
Desai, ![2_!l..,~m i_!!_§E~!.!L!ll9i a _ _gnd ~"'00 J ~!!..2..§£!
£{!: . .!ll?~• p. 121 • 

.!_g ~cr i P!!on~.! n -~t h~£.!L!5~!!2t a ~nd K£±.haJ2!:!.E 
~!2~ No.4b; cited in P.Bo Desai,£E. £1t., p.122. 

H.D. sankalia and M.G. Dikshit, Excavations at 
.§E~hm!E~!..! (K~lhaeurl 1945-46, p:s-. ----~ 
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so, from very early times the site came to be known 

as a seat of Mother Goddess (Matrkasthana, kshetra 

or pltha). It grew in importance when another godjess 

Mahalakshmi, was installed in the city and a temple 

built there,during the Rash~aku~a period (C. A.D. 

800). 1 Numerous inscriptions of our period testify 

that Jifts of land, villages, revenues, cess, drammas 
fo 

etc. were made to the goJdess mahalaksh~i andLother 

piuran.ic deities by diverse categories of peopleJri9ht 

from the ~ilahara chiefs, s~~antas, trading community 

to the lo.,;er echleons of the society - the potters, 

cobblers, goldsmiths and othersc 

The very fact that so many deities thrived at 

Kolhapur and were patronized by diverse categort~s of 

people proves its being com~ercially and agriculturally 

rich. Thus Kolhapur was a urban centre with monastic 

establishments, agriculturally rich with a surplus to 

support not only the Jaina monks but ascetics of other 

creeds too. 

At Kolhapur there was a Jaina saint named Magha

nandi-Siddhantadeva, who officiated as the priest of 

the temple of Rupan'arayana and was the head of the 

1. H.D. Sankalia and M.s. Dikshit,. 2£• .S.!!•..Jp•€ 
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- • 1 Pustaka Gaccha of the Desi Gana of the Mula Sangha. 

He was an eminent personality in the history of Jaina 

church of this area and he contributed immensely to 

the prosperity of the faith by his erudition and 

efficient administration of the ecclesiastical orga

nisation.2 The credit of turning Kolhapwr into a 

t rrtha for the Jain as is to be given to him. 3 

The inscriptions of the £iraharas of Kolhapur 

refer to other Jaina saints too. The Herle Stone • 
i f d -. 4 i h f inscript on o Gan arad1tya ment ons t at the gi t •• 

was entrusted to the car.e of the preceptor dantivlra

Siddh~tadeva, the acharya of Kolhapur-trrtha. He 

was a disciple of Balachan:1ravratl, previous acharya 

of the Chandraprabha Jinalaya. He is glorified in the 

NeiTd-nathp~rana of Karnaparya, who was patronized by 
, I 

Lakshmidhara, a minister of the silahara king Vijaya-

di tya son and successor of Gandaraaitya. Ba1achandra ., 
is described in that work as the gcharya,of the 

Chandraprabha temple called Tribhuvanatilaka. It 

seems therefore_) that like the R upanaraya!:a temple of 

1. .f.!_!, 212· .Sll·. No. 53. 

2. P.B. DesaiQ 212• .£!1·, p.121 • 

3. B. A. Saletore, Medieval .~.!~· p. 206. --
4. f!!.· 2l2· _sit.# No.47. 
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Pars'vanatha near the Sukravara gate in Kolhapur, this 

temple also bore the name of a biruda of Gandaraditya • •• 
The inscription further mentions two Jaina ascetics, 

Tribhuvanachandra an:i Naaachandra Saiddh~ntika evidently 
• J ~iA~~~~A 

the disciples of Balachandra.bppears to be popular 
Q\'1 J: 

acharya next to Mag hat isi.id hantaJ....e'IQ.. • 

The Jaina saints or preceptors of Kolhapur held 

important place in the life of the faithful. They 

- -were given hi9h sounding titles as Acharya: They were 

popular not only with the community of monks but also 

with the common people. Kings, feu3ataries, ministers, 

merchants and commoners all obeyed their preceptors 

for the sake of righteous and steadfast life. 

~ 
Why weret.._donations made to the Jaina saints and 

monasteries? The Silahara chiefs Ga.ry~.aracli tya, Vijya: 

ditya and BhOja of Kolhapur patronized Jainism. This 
\$-

was done because as Romila Thapar points out the monas-

ter ies had access to a large local base in the lay 

community and could be mobi 1 ised to provide a focus 

for public opinion and possibly even provide political 

legitimacy to the king. One of the channels for 

exercising public opinion was through the educational 
• ·)) 1 

function performed by the San9ha and the matha. All • 

--------
1. Romila Thapar, 2E• Eit., p.92. 
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this accounts for the nu.-nerous donations of land, 

I - -drammas, cess etc. made to the basadis by the Silahara 

chiefs. 

our pericd marks the proliferation of the Jaina 

monastic community into numerous small groups. This 

process had already started in the early centuries of 

the Christian era, but during our period it culminated 

into an intense religious movement. The proliferation 

of the monastic organisation in the early med.ieval 

period is suggested by such terms as _sangh-:-t, ganaB 

1 gaccha, avvaya~ bali, S~u:laya. All these terms 
11 ...- - i stand for monastic order. In the S lahara inscr ptions 

of Kolhapur monastic orders are referred as Sangha, 

g an a and g ac c ha. 2 
~ 

The Jain a saint Maghanandi-Siddhantadeva is 

referred as the head of the Pustaka Gaccha of the 

Desiya GaQ.a of the Mula Sangha. The Mula Sangha was 

the earliest monastic group of any importance. Its 
., 

members belonged to the Digambara order of the Deccan.~ 

The Mula Sangha was _follovJed. by the establishment of 

1. R.N. Nandi, Religious institutions and Cults 
.!E_!~ Deccan -(A: D. b15'Q:1o00l , p:-4!). .----

2. CII ~ 2R• _£it., Nos. 44;53 

3. R.N. Nandi, .EE• ci_!;., p.41. 
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the Yapaniya Sangha which had attained the status of 

a separate and independent church with -its own set 

of doctrines and rules of conduct. 1 In the seventh 

century A.D. the monks of this order had spread into 

the kingdom of the Western Chaiukyas of Badami. 2 one 

of the Kolhapur inscriptJcns refers to the Jaina nun 

Ratrimatikanti of the PunnagavfikshmUla ga~e of the 

3 Mula Sangha. The PunnagavrikshmUla is generally 

associated with the Yapaniyas. Thus suggesting the 

existence of the Yapaniyas in the Kolhapur region. 

Punnagavrksamula was the name of another monastJc 

order whose monks were probably the descendants of a 

sage who had performed penance under the Punnaga tree. 4 

Later it spread to Belgaum district. 5 

The Desi Gana was another important monastic order 

/ 
of the Jainas found in the Silahara~inscripticns of 

Kolhapur. It figures in other inscriptions of the 

tenth century and more often in the records of the 

eleventh and twelfth centuries. Govinda Pai states 

that the country betweE>n the western Ghats (the uplands 

of the present North Konara district), the Karnataka 

country of ancient and medieval times and the river 

!. 
2. 

3. 
4. 
s. 

R.N. Nandi, E.!?• ,£!t;., p.41. 
P.B. Desai, Jai!nism in south India and some Jaina 
!f>f.graphs, p-:1o4; cite-din R.N:Nand.r, :§!?. cit. ,p.41. 
err, cE• cit., No.44. 
R.N. Nand I-;-.2-2. .S.!!. p · 44-
E.Iu 18, p.l72; c~ted in R.N. Nandi, .2£• £.f.!• ,p.44. 
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- I Godavari was known as desa, and that the teachers of 

the Nandi sa~gha who settled her~ christened their 
-

-It 1 order as the Des ... Gana. R.N. Nandi suggests that 

the adjective deJi is derived ·from Sanskrit d~ta -
which means homeland. 2 The oe·si gana of the s'ilahara 

inscriptions similar to most records is referred to 

as a branch of the MUla Sangha which was the parent 

church of the Digambara monks of the Deccan. 

It is interesting to note that most of the monastic 

orders trace their origin to Mula ganaL This could be - . 
because of the fact that Mula ga!]a was one of the 

earliest Jaina monastic o!Uer of any importance. Hence, 

the tendency of the various Jaina monastic orders of 

Kolhapur to lach on to the Mula gasa in order to 

establish its validity in the area and play up its 

organizational status. This was also a method of 

impressing the masses by claiming origin to an influen

tial g~a. Thus the small orders constantly endeavoured 

to force their way into a higher grade and acquire the 

privileges of the important and influential sanghas. 

R.N. Nandi has shown the monastic gradations indicating 

1. JA, vol.I, no.3, p.65: cited in R.N. Nandi, 
EE· _sit., p.45. 

2. R.N. Nandi, 22• cit., p.45. 
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the position of a particular order. 1 A rAcord of 1198 

mentions Ingalesvara Bali and gives the hierarchical 

-- . -~ .. -gradation in descending order as Mula Sangha, Dest.__ 

Gana, Kundakundanvaya, and Pustaka Gaccha. 2 This • • jll \., OJ._ 

further explains why theLmonastic orders of Kolhapur 

trace their origin to Hula Sangha. 

The popularity of Jainism in the Kolhapur region 

can be attested by quite an adequate number of Jaina 

basadis erected during the period and the 6ilahara 

inscriptions referring to the donations made to the 

J aina monks by a wide range of people. The Kolhapur 

stone inscription3 of Gandaradi tya introduces his .... 
reputed feudatory Mahasamanta Nimbadeva as one who 

had obtained a boon by the grace of the divine Padmavati, 

as a devout Jaina. He had perpetuated his religious fervour 

by erecting the temple of Rupa-Narayal}Q-at Kolh"apur pre

viously. He erected another temple of Parlvanatha in 

the market place of Kavadagolla. In 1136 A.D. a grant 
•• 

of income derived from imports was made for the repairs 

of the temple and supply of food to the ascetics living 

ther~by several members of the mercantile corporation 

1. R.N. Nandi, 2!2• £it., p.45. 

2. SII, 4, no.798; cited in Desai, op. cit.; cited 
also in R.N. Nandi, op. cit., p.46. 

3., .fll, .21?• £g., No.49. 
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of Ayyavala Five Hundred" The gift was made to the .. 
·preceptor srutakirti Traividyadeva of the Rlipa Narayar;a. 

Bas adi, who was a pupil of Maghanandi. 

was an epithet of Gandaraditya and the ·Jaina shrine 
' . 

bearing the name was eviiently desi9ned by Nimbadeva 

after the title of his master. 1 The Samanta, Nirnbadeva 

also constructed the Chait·ragat"a of Adinatha evidently 

- 2 h d _/ -h 1 at Kolhapur. T e present · ay Parsvanat a temp e near 

the Sukravara gate must be a survival of the ancient 

shrine built by Nimbadeva at Kavadegalla • • • 

The popularity of the Jaina dharma among the 

gavundas is seen from the many examples of devotion •• 
met within the (!lahara records. The Gavtmdas were •• 

3 local chiefs or pivot of the village administration. 

They were associated with trade and commerce. They 

must have been some sort of a sociO-economic group 

with dis tinct profess ion and appear to be ardent Jain as. , • · 
d..:.J.t\"(.\ lt")\«0.\lo\, 1 

By this time Gav undas appear to have evolved as a I - Lt»lW\\'W\on,t • .. J..... 

with distinct surname and appear to possess adequate 

wealth as they could afford to construct basadis 

1.. ..!.!}~~~~·, XIV, p. 141; The Ter i data ins. states 
expl~ci tly that the basadi of R upanarayana was 
erected by sam an ta N irrib adev a of Ko 1 hapur. 

2. E!!, EE· £~·~ no.so. 
3. G.S. Dikshit, Local Self_Q£>~~!:.I1~en.! _ _!!;_~-~~~ 

JS2~Q~taka, p. 61:---
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individually, may be to enhance their position and 

prestige in society. The Herle Stone Inscription 
• 

of Gandaraditya1 records the grant of land in Edenade 
Op 

an.:l a gar::ien to the T!rthankara Chandraprabh'a· in the 

Basadi erected by N~aoavu!)Qa at Vagubana-Herilage 

in Edenada at the instance of Nagala::ievi probably, 

the mother of Gall'laraaitya. Chodhorekama-Gav~'!a 

constructed a Basadi at Bamani to which s"ilahara chief 

Vij ayadi tya granted a pi~ce of land around 1151 A.D., 2 

At Honnur, a Basadi was constructed by Bamagavunda to 
tJ • 

I 
which 2 Silanara brothers Mahamandalelvara Ball"alacle'va 

• 
and Gandaradi tya made donations both in kind and cash. 3 

0 • 

Jainism during the jiscussed. perioo an::i region 

seems to have attracted diverse categories of ::ievotees 

ranging from tilahara kings and queens to the betel box 

carrier vasudeva, the betel-box carrier of the Samanta 

Kanadeva of s'ilahara king ViJ1ayaoitya perpetuated his 

reli9ious fervour by erecting a temple at Kolhapur. 4 

He was a disciple of Maghanandi. In 1143 A.D. King 

Vij ayadi tya5 made a gift· to the Mani kyanadipan::iita 
•• 

1. £.:!!, E:E· £!.!:·, No. 47 .. 

2. JEid., No. 54. 

3. .!!?.!~·. No. 44. 

4. _!_2id., No. 53. 

s. .!!? id., No. 53 • 
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who was another disciple of the aforementioned Magha-

- ~ -nandi, for the eight-fold worship of Par,svanatho...,as 

well as for keeping the temple in good repairs and for 

providing food to the ascetics living in the temple 

constructed by Vasudeva. In this inscription Arhat 

Purudeva is mentioned. Purudeva was the former name 

of Bahubali, son of the first T!rthankara. 

The s'il1ihara chief Vij ayadi tya figures eight years 

later (A.D. 1151) in a similar relic;!Jious transaction 

recorded on a stone at Ba~ani in the Kagal area of the 

Kolhapur regiono He donated a field, a flower garden 

- / -and a house for the worship of Parj{svanath for the 

repairs of it and for providing food for the ascetics 

residing in the temple or Basadi erected by Chodhore-

- 1 I kama gavunda. The Silahara chieftain Gandarac1itya • • •• 
as well as Bhoja II were both patrons of Jainism. The 

two s'1 lahar a brothers Ball aladeva and Gandaraai tya2 
.o• 

donate? 200 kammas and a house for the purpose of 

providing fo~1 in the Jaina Basadi in the first quarter 

of the 12th century A.D. Besides epigraphical evidence 

we also have literacy evidence to prove that the above-

1 -- nd mentioned silahara chiefs exte ed royal patronage to 

1. £.!..!I 2E· .s.!! 0 , No. 54. 

2. .!~·, No .. 44. 
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Jainism. Samacreva who lived at the court of Bhoja II 

I --of the Silahara dynasty, says that he composed his 
I 

Sabdarnava-Chandirika, in Saka 1127, in the Tribhuvana-

Tilaka Jinalaya built by Gandaranitya. 1 The colophon . . . 
of the work reads: 

S~\-\ s'vr_ \<o\\~V'->'t'V~~ -..i~""''\(ci.~~~~+~Y\« 
[v..A'r\, ~-\-'-"'·o.. ~a.~o...li~Y' ~~..,.,....,_"; ~ ~~~\lo."V'~ ~~ V\.~~ ~~eYd.. 

oy\,"f~D: ~~ ~-en'c~u. \JtJ... Y\0..\\ \o._~ ~\"'-~\A.. 'ie S~a"V'('\o..t-· 

\pA. Y''ML ~-\-'\ S'V:.,- -rJFVV't Y'O..~o...- S.
1
¥, -'fo..d_<Pl..-~~-~~h'lk-

",;, o.\~n '.JD...t}i -~~vo...s,.:~~h ..s'-r-1- v,~;ld.~ -'\<1'Yt\J..i vo-

- 'J c:.\v-<;i. 'c -by o....\-al... & . 
Thus it is clear that Gandar adi tya as well as S'-'~:-ca,. .. ...... 

patronised Jainism which accounted for its popularity 

in the Kolhapur region to a great extent. Vijay~iitya 

of the same family also extended his royal support to 

Jainism as testified by the aforementioned L~scriptions. 

The sirahm:-a queens of Kolha};>ur were also supporters 

of Jainism and many a times at their instance Jain 

Basadis were constructed.. For example, at the instance 

of queen Nagaladevi most probably mother of Gat;l1ara2ii tya, 

Nemagavunda erected the Chandraprabha Basadi. 2 

1. BOmb~ Gazetteer, I. i i, p. 54 9; Cited in S.R. 
snarma, .!l~~srn and Karn~~a Culture, p.48. 

2. E!!' ~8 ~o 1 No.47. 
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Many fet.rlatories of the siliDlaras of Kolhapur 

were devout Jains and in various ways tried to propagate 

their religion. Thus Nimbadeva, feudatory of Gandara-... 
ditya is kn~Jn to have erected three Basadi~ and gene-

rally namErl them after the title of his mo.::ster,., which 

fact had become a common trend during the period under 

discussion. 

The popularity of ,Jainism is to be seen in the 

ardour and devotion of the comnercial classes. The 

Kolhapur stone Inscription of Gaq~araaitya 1 records 

that certain taxes and dues levied by the trading 

corporation of the vrra-Bar;a!i"j as . and cert2..in merchants, 

representatives of certain towns as well as royal 

merchant of Gar;l(Jaradi tya and others were donated to 

Jaina acharya Srutaki"rti for the benefit of the Bas adi. 

This indicates that merchants in their own way contri-

buted towards the popularity and growth of Jainism. 

The motive of merchants 'for donation to the Basadis 

may have been in part propitiatory to ensure success 

for trading ven~ures. 

Ayyavale Five Hundred or the Vf"ra-Bananjas leanings 

towards the Jaina faith are attested by the expression 
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signifying their devotion to the goddess Padmavati 

recurring in their pradasti. 

our perio::l witnesses the proliferation of numerous 

monastic orders and Basadis. The practice of building 

temples was as much popular with the theistic as with 

the atheistic sects. The notion of monastic organi-

sation was adopted by thr-: Jainas when it became socially 

l~e 1 
necessary for purpose. of recognition and support. 

The rigidity of the doctrine generally attributed to 

Jainism was hardly maintained. All religions have 

their moorings in social surroundings. Jainism also 

adopted measures to be in tune with the standards. of 

people. Thus to 

up its lofty and 

compete with s'aivismg Jainism gave 
IJ 
1 

r"gid precepts. With the desint to 

perpetuate, popularise and strengthen their religion, 

the Jaina saints encouraged the construction of 

Basadis, accepted wealth and gifts of land, cess, etc. 

from the ruling elite as well as the trading community. 

Jainism, thus, took on shades of conformism by 

their association with the ruling elite and through 

~he acquisition of wealth and power. They were not 

totally immune to the lure of divine powers. Under 

the influence of Hindu devotionalism, there appeared 

1. Romila Thapar, ~· £!!., p.78. 
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certain gc:J. images in Jaina temples during the medieval 

period. 1 Thus we find in Kolhapur goddess Padmavati 

earlier female attendent spirit (sasandevata) of 

- J - t Par SVanathd.: o have attained immense popular! ty as a 

female gcxidess.. The images of Jina along with those 

of their female consorts were worshipped in Sasadis 

songs, accompanied by rites and cere-

2 ies. The Yapaniya school which appears to have 

n the early pioneers of the reformist movement in 

church of south India, 3 also existed in 

Kolhapur. 

Why so many Basadis were erected and numerous 

endowments made to the Jainas and other creeds? The 

generous endowments to temples and Bas ad is is s imul-

taneously a symbol of kingly protection as well as 

4 the depth of devotion. The land grants and other 
/ 

gifts made to the monasteris and temples by the Silahara 

chiefs were a part of systematic royal policy aimed 
. 5 

to strengthen their authority by ritual means •. 

--------
1. P.S. Jaini, lb~Jaina Path of_E~ification,p.194. 

2. N. N. Bhat tacharyya, _!:g~ory o_E S akta Religion, 
p. 90. 

3. P.B. Desai, Jainism in south India and S2.,_rn.!::_Jai!@ 
~pigr aJ?!:!§, p-:1b7. ---

4. Uma shankari, ~· £1!., p.185. 

5. V. H. Kulke, .21?• ..sl-!·, p. 2 24. 
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The spectacular effect of the impressive monuments 

constructed during the period together with the active 

support extended by kings, queens, feudatories and 

merchants must have been greatly responsible for the 

popularity of Jainism in the Kolhapur region. But the 

most practical means which the Jainas adopted to win 

for themselves the allegiance and devotion of the 

masses was that relating to the four gifts - learning" 

food, medicine and shelter - the primary needs of 

1 humanity. 

Interesting information is furnished by the ins

cription2 on the pedestal of an image in the Jaina 

temple at Honnur near Kagal in the Kolhapur region. A 

Jaina Basadi was constructed by Ba~avunda who was a 
1\ ... 

lay disciple of Ratrimatikanti that is the Jain nun who -
belonged to the ~unn~V~ikshamula-ga~ of the-~ 

Sa~gha.. It becomes clear from this that as in the 

Tami 1 country, there were in Kolhapur (then under 

Karnataka) Jaina nuns who entertained men as their 
"l 

disciples.~ The information regarding the existence 

3 • P. B • Desai , .!21!. c it • , p. 11 9. 



in the Mula Sangha, of the Punnagavriksha-mula gana . 
which is generally associat€d with the Yapaniyas, is 

also note,,..-orthy. 

On the pedestal bearing the Honnur image of the 

reign of Ballala1 stands the stately image of the 

Jina surmounted by seven hooded-~erpent. He might 

-· - I -be identified as the Trrthankara Pars·-Vanatha. The 

in script ion on· ·whicl,1 Jin a appears with a cow and a 

calf, and above these sun and moon, may be identified 

as Mahavir, the 24th Tfrthankara. Among the 24 Trrthan-

~f the Jainas, the worship of the 23rd and 24th 

TI'rthankaras, that is, Parivanatha and r1anavir, who 

were historical ftgures, appear t.:J be popular in the 

Kolhapur region. In general the favourite Tfrthan-

karas are the fir-st and the 3 last ones, but temples 

of the remaining ones are also met with. 2 Temples of 

Adinath~ (1st Ti"rt nankar a) and Chandraprabha 4 
(VI I I) 

also do figure in the Kolhapur region of the discussed 

period. The Yakshini (female attendent spirit) of 

- I - - i ParSvanath that is Padmavat seems to have wielded 

1. f!l, 22· Ei!·• No.44. 

2. J aco Bi, §~g ie s _!l'}_~~.!n 1.~:!'" p. 8. 

3. £!..!, .92· .£!..!., No.so. 

4. lEid., No.47. 
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popularity in the Kolhapur region as is indicated by 

-the reputed Samanta of Gandaraditya, Nimbadeva - a .. ., 
devout Jaina who is said to have obtained a boon by 

the grace of the divine Padmavati • 1 

The worship of god:iesses Padmavati, :s-cijes'vari, 

Bhagavatf and Mahalakshmi (all these goddesses appear 

in the Jil~ara inscriptions) must have been the 

natural outcome of the growth of tantricism in the 

early medieval India. Thus as in the case of Buddhism 

and Brahmanical reli-Jion, tantricism must have affected . 
J ainas too and influenced the rel i9i ous outlook of 

the Jaina teachers who sought the aid of the goJdesses 

for the attainment of ordinary worldly gains and spiri-

1 1 
. 2 

tua sa vation. But Jainism remained for the most 

part untouched by .the sort of tantr ic practices t..Yhich 

typified many S~ivite cults and eventually permeated 

3 the Buddhist community as well. 

Padmavati is the same goddess in the Jaina 

pantheon as Tara is in the Buddhist is stated clearly 

4 -in the Padm~ati stetram. Padmavati who is associated 

1. f!!, ~· ci1·• No.49. 

2. Ram Shushan Prasad Singh, .:!.!.!!2..!-..§I:L..!!LE~ly I:;1~ie.y_al 
!~!!~-~, p.60. 

3. P.s. Jaini, EE· _sit., p.254. 

4. A.K. Bhattachary, "T.=.~ra As a serpent :Jeity and Its 
Jain Counterpart Padmavati" in D.t:o Sircar (ed.), 
The Sakti Cu_!.t. ~!!~2.2~, p. 156. 



with snakes is a Jaina adaptation of Manasa. 1 It is 

interesting)hrrwever, that in the case of Padmavati, 

she has been most systematically affiliated to one, 

or the other of the higher divinities in Brahmanism, 

Buddhism and Jainism. A.K. Bhattacharya points out 

the evolution of goddess Padmavati from a Sas an:i.evata 

attac~d to the 23rd Trrthankara Par,svanath to an 

independent deity who received worship as a serpent 

goddess during snake-bites as also to be invoked for 

such purposes as marana, uccatana, vasikarana etc. 2 

The names and iconographic features of the Sasanadevatas, 

female attendants of the ,Jinas, distinctly indicate 

I the Sakta associ~tion of many of them. The S a;:c; an a-
-~ 

devatas, guardian spirits, are considered able to 

fulfil mundane wishes; they may often be appealed to 

on this level by "weaker" segments of the Jaina 

3 community. All this indicates the immense popularity 

of the goddess Padmavati in the Ja~.na pantheon and, her 

- I association with the tantric and sakti cult which 

Jainism alone had withsto~i and maintained its rigid 

1. N.N. Bhattacharya, .li!:?!2E.:L.9.L§akta Rel_!g!!2!}, 
p. 92. 

2· A.K. Bhattacharya, 212· _sit., p.167. 

3. P.;,S 9 Jaini, El?• _sit .. , p.194. 



ortho..ioxy till 7th-8th centuries A.~. But with the 

rapid spread of Saivism in the discussed region an::'l 

to be in tune with the social surroundings, the lofty 

and rigid precepts of Jaina religion were abandoned 

to overcome the crisis and all possible measures were 

adopted to suit the standard of the people. By 8th 

century A.!J. the Di•.Jaml;:)ara ,Jainas concentrated in the 

Karnataka, well..-celled in the patronage of traders, 

merchants and officers of the state. 1 

Jainism in South India 11'1as dominated by the 

preceptors of the Diqambara order but the ri-;Jidity 

generally attributed to the sect was hardly maintained. 
/ 

The new monasticism upheld the practice of livin9 in 

monasteries but the old cOLmterparts denounced it. The 

idea of image worship denounced by Mahavira had 

b~come popular in the 11 t h.-12th centur i~s A. D. and 

was propagated by the .Jaina teachers from Kolhapur 

an::'l other places in India among the Jainas who responded 

to their appeal by erecting many new basadis in different 

parts of Kolhapur. This is substituted by the donative 

d f h I. 1 ,..,_ - f lh- h i f recor s o t e 51 auaras o Ko apur, t e r euiatory 

chief and other merchants, who made liberal gifts of 

lands and villages and imposts for the continous 

performance of Jina worship. 

1. s.B. Deo, The Histoq~ of !I~n2._Monarcbl~~. 
p.114 ff &5b8~r. -
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Thus owing to the patronage received and the 

literary and religious activities of a number of 

famous monastic scholars, Jainism~continued to be 

a strong rival of Hinduism in Kolhapur. The Jaina 

Basadis became the main channel through which the 

sect comnunicate:j with society. Monastic establish-

ments thrived near urban centres and in rich agricul-

tural regions where there \vas a surplus to support 

the monks. Thus Kolhapur-stronghold of Jainism was 

an urban centre and agriculturally rich with a surplus 

to support not only the Jaina monks but ascetics of 

other creeds too. 

There are 3 important sects in Hinduism: 

I 
Siva); (2) Vaishnavas 

~ 
(1) ~.aivas (worshippers of Lord 

(worshippers of Lord Vishnu); and { 3) '¢ktas (wor-
I 

shippers of S4..;kti - p~-Jer). All three were in exis-

/ ........ -tence during the time of Silanaras. An attempt is 

mcde to study them on the basis of epigraphical sources 

of the dilanara dynasty. 

Vedic gods had become far and distant figures; 

they ceased to command respect. Vi~hnu, 1iva, Sun, 

G aJ}esh and other P. ·.urat:'lic deities . had taken place of 

the Vedic divinities. Quite a few /ilahara inscriptions 
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open with two mangala Jlokas in praise of Vi~hnu and 

l 1 I 
Siva.. But Siva figures more often than Vishnu and, 

numerous benefactions were made for the Horship of 

/ I "' - _, siva as the Silaharas of North and South Konkan were 

f 
ardent Saivas. 

• 

/ ~ 
Saivism or the v1orship of the God Siva, is consi-

dered as the oldest religion in India. Its roots 

lie deep in the religion of the Indus Valley people. 

Unfortunately, the history of this cult from prehistoric 

times down to the early centuries of tr~ Christian era 

is somewhat obscure. By the 6th century A.D., it became 
I 

an established sect of Hinduism and God Siva who was 

now considered not only as a destroyer but also as a 

creator and preserver, was worshipped by people. In 

the early medieval period various sects of laivism 

rose into prominence, such as Pas~pata, Kapalika, 
_,... - I 

Lingayata or Virasaiva, Kalamukha and others. 

1 
The saiva sects in the early medieval period 

can be divided into the following groups: 2 

' (1) The· Siddhanta school or the ordin&·y Saivas 

1. 

2. 

who followed the Puranic doctrine • . 

.fii, .91?· _sit., No.4, lines 1-2; No.5, lines 1-2; 
No.E,-1:ines 1-2 etc. 
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(2) The Agamic daivas: 

(a) 
I I 

The Tamil Sai vas or the Sai va sects of 
the Far S:outh; 

(b) The Lingayats or the v.ira s"aivas; 

(c) The - / Kashmira-Saivas. 

(3) -/ 
The Pasupatas: 

(a) Kapa"l i kas: 

(b) Ka1amukhas. 

/ 
Of the above-mentioned sects of Saivism, the 

/ 
Saivas and Pas

1
upatas flourished in the early medieval 

period in the Konka~ and Kolhapur region. The ordinary -Sai vas laid great emphasis on bhakti and followed the 

- I - -doctrine of the Pur.:tpas known as Siddhanta-marga 

mentioned in the diva-Purena. The saivas were far 

more moderate in their religious beliefs and r-itualistic 

-/ practices than the ordinary Pasupatas and the two other 

extremist branches, the Kapalikas and the K~lamukha 

who accepted the left-hand tantric method of worship. 1 

-/ / 
The Pasupata school was founded by Srikantha from 

which later on several branches spring forth. 2 Gihavasi 
'~ 

promulgated the doctrine of Saiva-Siddhanta school. 

In thP ~havasi line three main branches spring forth: 

1. Pranabananda Jas h, 22• _sit., p.18. 

2. v.s. Pathak, §~Y2_Cult. p.8. 
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{a) Amarddaka-matta, {b) Mattamay'Ura and (c) Madhumetaya 

respectively founded by Amarddakatirthanatha, Rudra-

/ I 1 
sambhu, Mattamayura-natha Purandra & Pavanasiva...... The 

. ·-· / -
Hattamayura branch of sai va-siddhanta school is mentioned 

in the tilahara inscriptions. Prof. Mirashi has 

identifiEd matta!f!ayUr a to•,m with Kadawaha as it "posse-

sses remains of a Hindu monastery" and because "it is 

not far from Terahi, Ran<Xi and Malwa. " 2 v.,s. Pathak 

locates the Mattamaylira town in Punjab in the kingdom 
"l 

of Varmmans.- Whatever be the location of the Matta-

maylira town, the fact is· that Karkaroni branch of the 

:t-1attamayura clan flourished in the Dec;can during the 

reign of dil~haras. / 
DiffPrPnt groups of the Siddhant~ 

school spread over a large part of India, particularly 

in the central India. Often the Hattamaym·a sub-cect 

was the most popular and powerful and appears in 

various medieval inscriptions. From the t0-13th 

centuries A.D. tr~s sub-sect extended far into the 

4 
south. 

Some of the acharyasof Mattamayura line settled 
r:: 

down in Konkan. The Kharepattan Plates of Rattar~ij a, :J 
• • • • • 

1. v.s. Pathak, 2.£• ci_!.# p.8. 

2. f!l, £E• cit., Intro. I. 

3. v.s. Pathak, 2!2• cit., p.34. 

4. Pranabananda Jash, .21?" sit. I p.18. 

5. fl.!, EE• .£.!!., No.41 (South Konkan). 
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I 
Saka year· 930 (1008 A.D.) records that 3 villages 

that is Kushmandi, Asanavira and Vadangula were 
~· . 

donated to the learned preceptor Atreya, who was a 

di Seiple Of the S
1
aiva aSCPtic Ambhoj a sambhu Of the 

Karkaro~I branch of the Mattamay~a clan, by the 

" Sil'ahara chief Rat taraj a for the purposes of wor-• . 
shipping with fivefold offerings the holy God Avvelvara 

and keeping his temple in proper repair and of provid-

ing food & raiment to ascetics and for the use of 

disciples, learned men and visitors. Thus the pre-

ceptor Atr~ya who in 1008 A.D., settled in the monastery 

attached to the temple of Avve.fvara in Ratnagir i 

district must have originally belonged to the Karkarin1 

division of the MattamayUra sect which was active 

about the same time in the· Gurgi region of Madhya 

Pradesh. 1 As the Silahara of North and south KOI1kan 

were ardent Saivas, they invited Saiva ascetics to 

their capital even from distant places, and made liberal 

grants to them in order to lure them into settling 

down in the Ko~kan region and establishing mathas . ~·~--~ 

and to spread the .Saiva religion among the masses. 

The names of most of the Mattamayura gurus end 
/ ;' 

either in Sambhu or in Siva, indicating their 

1. 
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affiliation to the moderate~ daiva school while those 

of Pa,upatas ended in raJi. some !aiva Acharyas of 

both these schools are mentioned in dilahara inscrip-

tions. 
J tl 

Thus Jnansiva of 3haiyapesvara, probably belonged 

to this iaiva sect. 1 He is described as a disciple 

of Vadacharya of western Amnaya. This shows that ,. 
there was a great centre of this sect in Western India. 

The afore-mentioned Ambhoj a s1ambhu was another ascetic 

of this sect. - I -Vedasi va 1vho was the Raj aguru of Mall i-• 
karjuna, was also of this sect~Vyoma~iva, who is 

described as Bhopaka also belonged to this very sect. 

He later became the r·1ahapradhana of the s'il3hara chief 

Hallikarjuna•s successor .Z\pari::Utya II. 2 This indicates 

what political inflw:>nce thr=>::>e /aiva Acharyas '.-Jeilded 

at the court of the Northern s'ilah~as. socially and 

religiously these Acharyas must have commanded immense 

respect and admiration as this was the age when preceptor 

occupied a place of great importance in the life of 

the faithful as well with the lay maternity. The 

kings, feudatories, ministers, merchants and commoners 

all obeyed their preceptor for the sake of righteous 

and steadfast life. 

1. ~II, 2£• ci!., No.ll, line 58. 

2. l2~·, No.30, line 5. 
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The tantric texts m'?ntion about the status and 

dignity of the preceptors of different lande The 

Brhat-~autamiya Tantra thus says that "those comin<J 

from the West are the best, those from the South are 

middling, those from ~auda an~ Kamrupa are inferior • 
1 to the preceding and those from Kalinga are the worst. 

I 
Accor~ing to the above-mentioned text, the Saiva 

-. ~ I ,.. ~ 
ACharyas of Silaharas were the best of the lot as 

they had some connection wib~ the gurus of western 

India. 

A cri·tical study of the inscriptions will 9ive 

us an i~ea of the natuce of the activities of the 

~iddhanta Saivas. The afore-mentioned Kharepatan . 
plates of Rattaraj a ment.tons Ambhoj atambhu who by 

• 4 

intense self-mortification had destroyed every worldly 

attachment; who by the liqht of wisdom had revealed 

the way to heaven and final bPautitude, and had secured 

fame in the three worlds by the acquisition of medi

tation. 2 The {aiva acharya lived a very pious life, 

denounced the -..o~or ld and ;,rorldly attachments and achieved 

wisdom through meditation. 

This is the time when numerous s'aivite monasteries 

or mathas attached to the temples emerged. At Kharepatan • • 

1. Pranabananda Jash# .212• ci_!., p. 23; P.C. Bagachi" 
.§~dies i_!!~he 22E~· pp. 17-18. 



in Ratnagiri district 1 flourished a monastic body 

known as Karkar~i branch of the Hattamayura sect 

belonging to the S~ddhanta school of S~ivism. At 

Kolhapur there was a matha of Uma-Mahes~ara constructed 
__t..-

by the Sahavati Br~mana Loka~a Nayaka.! This ma~ha 

appears twice in the Sildhara inscriptions. 3 The 

s'ilahara chief BhO)a II and some individuals made 

several benefaction to it for the worship of the God, 

keeping the ~atha in good repairs, to provide for the 
"' 

fo~J for students studying at a school established 

for the stuiy of the Vedas and for the feeding of ---
the Brahmanas in the charitable feeding house (satras) 

established by the donor's (son of Lokana N aya'"ka) mother 

4 Pomakauva. This matha must have belonged either to . \ 

the s'iddhanta school or the Lingayats or the vira

S'aivas whose revival was "the most important event 

in the cultural and reliqious history of South India, 

5 particularly in Karnata"ka and the Tel;.Igu regions." 

Neither the Pa~pata sutra nor Kaundinya refers to 
/ 

the worship of Uma as the power or consort of Siva • 

1. .f!l, .91?· .S!.!·, No.11 • 

2. .!l2!~·, No. 59 • 

3. .!E22:~·, Nos. 58 & 59. 

4. 12id08 No. 59. 

s. Prabanand Jash, ~E· .Sll·, p. 99. 



But vrra-{aivism as expounded by s"ripati Pandita in 
6• 

the ~ikarabhasya on the Bi~asUl:ra~· emphasises it. 

Unlike Pa£upatas the s~vas (Siddhanta school) 
/ 

believe that God (Si•Ja) cannot extend His grace 

and liberate bound souls without the help of His 

povver {~kti). 2 Thus the above Mat,ha which .refers 

to Uma must have belonged either to Vfra-1'aivism or 

to the diddhanta school and not to the Patupata 

school. 

The s'aivite monasteries unknown before the 8th 

century A.~. were not confined to religious activities 

but were the most important seats of learning where 

the Veqas and other sastras were taught. Many of 

them maintained rest-houses where free meals were 

available for the desti tutes. These philanthropic 
./ 

activities conducted by the ascetics of the Siddhanta 

school were in fact the means for propagating their 

religion and philosophy among the common people. The 

other ~ivite sects as well as other religious monas-

ter ies ad.~pted the same meth<Yl for popular! sing 

their respective creeds and must huve competed with 

one another to seek the royal patronage as well as 

2. l~·, p. 102. 
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the support.·of the feudatories, ministers and mer

chants. On the other hand the s'aivites popularised 

and propagated their respective creeds among the 

com~on people through their cultural and philanthropic 

activities. 

. / 
The monasteriP-s bullt by Saivite sects '-~ere more 

in number than other creeds and must have exerted 

greater influence on the society of KonkaiJ. durir.,g the 

early medieval period. What were the reasons 

for the phenomenal growth of the Saivite monasteries? 

~ - h • The Silaharas of Nort. and South Konkan were ardent .. 
.I 

Sai v ites and extended their full support. to them. 

Jhanj a of N .K. is said to have erected 12 temples of 

~iva evidently at the sites of 12 Jyotirlingas and 

named them after himself. 1 The s'ilanara chief ChittcmijQ.._ 

(N.K.) began the construction of the famous temple of 

, -
Siva at Ambarnath, which was completed in the reign of 

his youngest brother Murrum.n:i. 2 The multiplication of 

temples fostered monasticism. The temples were no 

longer religious bodies but turned into complP.x socio-

economic institutions. Prov i$ ions were made for running 

a choultry attached to the ter.1ple, for imparting education 

1. _fg, 2.E• _sit., No. 10. 

2 • l bid. , No. 17 • 
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in the temple. All this made inevitable the cons-

truction of monasteries or mathas as integral parts 

of the temple. The notion of monastic organization 

which initially was associated with the Jainas and 

Buddhists was also adopted by the s"aivas and other 

groups when it became sociolly necessary for purposes 

of recognition and support. 

.I 
The complexity of the Saivite monastE:ries attached 

to the temples can be gauged from an interesting 

§ilahara inscription. The kharepat;an plates of 

Rattaraja: 1 Saka year 930 in records not only the 
<D .. 

grant of 3 villages for the benefit of the God AvveS'vara 

and providing food and raiment to the ascetics and 

for the use of disciplE~s, learned meh and visitors. 

But further gifts - a ga~yana of gold from every vessel 

coming from foreign 1 ands, e. d har a!} a of gold from 

every ship coming from Kandalamul uj a excepting ch'imUlya 

and chandrapUra were also made to the matha. To top .... 
it as if this much of resources was not adequate to 

./ 
run this particular s ai vi te rna~ ha, bonded 1 abourer s 

were permanently granted to this temple for its 

service. Thus a family of female attendants (devad3-sis), 

oilmen, gardeners, potters and washermen were permanently 
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I 
donated to the aforementioned Saivite temple complex 

for its service. MoreovEr, cne can postulate that 

some amount of economic interdependence existed 

bet-,Jeen the temples and the merchant groups. Khare-

f 
I ~ • patan, the capital o· the Silaharas of s. Konkan must 

• • 

have been an important hinterland where immense mercan-

tile actiVity was carried on as testified by the above 

inscriptions. One can surmise that few of the /aivites 

residing in the above temple complex must have engaged 

themselves in commercial activiti~s. 

~ ; ~ 
The Pasupata sect of Saivism ~lso prevailed in 

/ 
the reign of the Sil§haras. They were the most 

"'· important Salva sect in the post-Gupta period as in 

the Puranas any Saiva is gene~ly called a Paiupata. 1 
• 

They besmeared their body with ashes, laid down in 

ashes, made the sound ha! ha! walked as if disabled 

and practiced various austeries. 2 They were devoted 
.I 

to Siva and regarded God as the independent efficient 

3 - ~ 
cause of the world. Fev.r Pasupatas figure in the 

1. Sudhakar Chattopadhyaya, Evolution of Hindu Sects 
_g..E.!9_ the_!ime_S?.f_§2~_¥ acar~:-p: 146. 

a. B. N. L tA \"\: yo.-
1 

EvaLutt or-, oJ rtv! i O."' <-vltu?tg .1 p .. 3 51 

3. Jadunath Sinha., 2E· ill·, p. 10 2. 



£i 1 ahara inscriptions. Mir aj plates of N ar asimha 
1 

-1 - - / mentions the Pasupata Pan:'ii ta Brahmesvara, who is 
. . . 

highly eulo:;Jised there in. His disciple was Chikkadeva 

who also was learned like him. The village Kuntavaaa .. . 
was granted to him to provide for the worship of the 

pa~hayatana at Mirirlj a (Kolhapur). 
_, 

Another Pas upat a 

i - ... 6 -/.k ascet c Vedangaras~ a is mentioned in the N andui 

inscription. 2 

A critical study of the inscriptions will reveal 

the character and the nature of activities undertaken 

-"' by the Pasupatas of the discussed period and region. 

• I 

The Hiraj plates of Narasimha depicts Brahmesvara 

P andi ta as venerable to the (whole) world by (his •• 
knowledge of) the Pas~pata agama acquired by him by 

the touch of the holy Simha. - - / Pandita Brahmesvara 

is described as being adorable to the people, stead-

fast in austerities, one \.Jho has conquered the missiles 

of the God of love and has given up worldly life. 

He is a young well-coniucted brahmacharin, medi tatE·s on 
I 

the feet of Siva, is free from all deceit. and pursues 

the noblE~ path. His forerncst disciple knc:;JV.~s all the 

agamas, {he) who has kept away from the blemishes such 

as lustful passion, anger and greed; who has pleasing 

2. Ibid., No.6 3. 



appearance, who is well-conducted and is a light 

showing the right dharma, who is proficient in the 

knowledge of the padarthas (categories of the Vaisi
·= 

shik:a philosophy) and the foremost among those who 

long for liberation. 

Thus the Pastpatas are highly eulogise~ in the 
~ 

inscriptions of the Silaharns for their austerelife 

140 

devoid of lustful passion, anger and greed, proficiency 

in the Pa-/upata agama and the padarthas, devotion to 

God, meditation, disciplined life and for showing the 

right dharma. About 1350 A.D. the great Vedic comrnen-

1 - ~ tator sayana-Madhava roughly grouped Pasupata system 

into 4 divisions in his Sarva Daisana San]Taha: 

(1) Nakulrsa or Lakulisa Pas'upata, 
/ 

( 2 ) S ai v ism as 

practiced then i~ the South supported by slva Qgamas 

and other voluminous literature~ (3) The 3rd system 

was in VO']Ue in Kashmir and other parts of northern 
~ 

India and (4) RG.sesvara Darsana, stacte'l by Sic1~1ha 

Nagar. j una (400 A.D. ) • The Pasupatas of Kol hapur just 

discuss~~l above most probc=.11Jly belonged to the second 

category. 

1. R. Ananthak:rishna Sastri (ed.), 1:..§~.!22!.~-~~..Y!~~~ 
~1:-.t.b_Pa~s;b.¥~ ttabha_§_b~<? _ _S?f !5~_~!}~inY2, pp. 2-3. 
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Acharya Haribhadra·Stlr.t in his ~ha:J,-dar~3ana-

1 samuchehay~ observes that the .Z\.dherents of Ny.3'ra - I 1- - , 
school t>~ere saivas while the Vaiseshikas \>/ere Pasu-

pat as. Gtmaratna also repeats the same thing. 2 

• 
v.s. Pathak regards the statement that the Vai{~shikas 

were all Pa£upati'is in contradict ion to Naiyay ik.as 

I 
·,.-1ho are described as Sai vas to be faulty and avers 

that the Vai/eshikas were s'aivas while the Naiyayik.as 

d h _, h 1 3 
belonge· to t e Pasup~ta sc oo • This state~ent of 

v.s. Pathak cannot be accepted in view of the above 

i f 
~~ 

inscript on which re ers to the Pasupatas as proficiP.nt 

in the knowledge of the padarthas (categories of the 

Vai (eshika philosophy). 

/ 
Saivism ·.vas the most dominant relir]ion practiced 

in both North an::l South Konkan during the time of the 
6 

"' Silaharas. .i\n interestinJ feature to be noticed is 

that the sll.Thara kings of North Ko~kan themselves 
0 

undertook the construction of S~i v j_ te te~les unlike 

the Jaina Basadis in Kolhapur which were erected generally 

by the gavu~CI.as-villaqe headmei?.J betel box bearers and 

/ --others and not the Silahara kin'JS. Thus Jhanja of 

1· v.s. Pathak, 212• ili• .. p.13. 

2. Ibid. 

3 • l~id. 1 P• 40. 
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North Ko~kan is said to have erected 12 temples of 
" 

Siva evi~ently at the sites of 12 Jyotirlingas and 

named them after himself. 1 The practice of construe-

ting temples culminated in the Ambarnath temple in 

I> 
North Konkan. The Ambarnath temple is still in a 

6 

fair condition and is regar~ed as the best and 

earliest example of the Deccan style. 

~ - f ' 4 k h f i The Silaharas o Nortn Kon an v1ere ta e eudator es . 6 

of the Ra.shtrakutas and later became independent. In 
~ . . 

order to stabi 1 i se an.j legitimise their p01.--1er and 

position and to maKe their. rule distinct they took 

the sanct.ion of the Branmanas '.--lho 1"ere invited in the 

large numbers to settle down in Ko~kan and at the 
• 

same time resorted to some rel:Lg ious or cultural symbol 

/ . . 1 by erecting nwnerous Sal.Vl.te temp es and making numerous 

~ 
benefactions for the prosperity of Saivismo They 

/ 
identified themselves with Saivism. An attempt '//as 

made to reach the masses by adhering to the faiva faith-

a reli9ion which has always been popular with the 

masses. Besides erection of temples, nur~rous bene

factions made to s'aivites, some s'.ilanara chiefs undr::>r-

/ - ...... took pilgri:nmage to well-kno~rm Siva-kshetra somanath 

pattana and made grants of land in their kingdom to 
6 • 
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- -I / -the Go~1. somesvara. Fe':l Silahara inscr-iptions stdte 

that the Silahara chief Arikesarin even while he was 

a mere boy, • . .vent to .Somanatho.,pattana as directed by . . 
his father and there offered to the God all his 

victories. 1 All this indicates the brnense popula:ri ty 
/ 

of Saivism during the discussed pericxi. 

/ / 
Saivism was not confined to the Sil-3hara chiefs . / 

of North and south Konkan but some Sil3hara chiefs of 
• 

I 
Kolhapur also patronised Sai vism and made several 

. / 
benefactions to the Saivite mathas. At Kolhapur -

which was regarded as mahat.:lr.-tha 2 for both the s~ivit~s 

and Jainas, an intense rivalry must have existed between 

h /. i t e SaJ.v te monasteries an:l Jaina basadis to seek the 

1 ion • s share in both the royal as well as popular 

patronage. Quite a fevJ grants of Kolhapur refer to 

composite grants for instance the Talal~ plates of 
, 

Gandaraditya records the ']rants to .Siva, Buddha and 
0d 

3 Arhat. The Shedbal stone L.1scription of the rei<Jn 
.. 0 

of Vij ayi:tdi tya records that certain taxes were to be 

distributed equally between the Basadi ani the temple 

at the place by Revagavtmda i;1 consultation ,.Jith the ,., 

1. .fi_!_, .212· .s;J:~., No.13, lines 20-28. 

3. ll2i·j., No.45. 
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1 assemblies of the guilds. Thus there seems to be 

/ --a tendency on the part of the Silahara chiefs to 

satisfy and propitiate all the established religions 

of the per:-icxJ and to portray themselves as just and 

tolerant. Call it an atternpt towards cultural i!lte-

gration or anything but there is definitely an attempt 

on the part of the royal dynasty to incorporate all 

the existing cults of their region into the royal 

fold by extending patrynage to them through royal 

endon~ments. The purpose was to consolidate, validat~ 

and entrench their hold over their territory through 

the existing reli<Jious institutions. 

' j /, 1-h- I i f h f 1 Bes1 es the S1 a ara en e s t1 e eudator es, 

ministers an:l other royal officers, the women also 

participated in propagatin(J the 5aiva faith by 

erecting Sattras in the Saivite monasteris. For 

instance, Pomakauva mother of a Brahman a est3bl ished • 
- ...... ? a charitable feeding house in the matha of Uma-Mahesvara ... 

1 - 2 at Ko hapur. 

The popular participation in the advancement 

I . 
of Salva faith is clear from the ~iraj Stone insci"iP-

tion of Vijay.3aitya
3 

which records that certain merchants 

1. ~!I, E£• £i~., No.55. 

2. l.!?id., No.59, lines 18-19. 

3. l~i-:3 .. , No.52. 
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,.,.. 
Y\ 

of Vfra-Bana)Las belonging to the localities MiriflJe, 

Bage, DcnikCrla, Talakale, Kundil T and seaambal assembled . .. ". .. . 
at Sedambal as the General Body representing the . .. 
districts of PirL.yuguvara and oth~r 3 places and 

donated certain dues on commooities such as areca-

nuts~ oil, clarified butter etc. sold in the market 

evidently at Se~amba~ in favour of the God Mad haves~ 

vara. The chief merchants on their part made certain 

donations in cash or kind. The people of the tovm, 

the guilds, potters, goldsmiths, shoemakers and cobblers 

also made similar other gifts for the festival of 

Chaftra and that of Dip;.;-vali as well as for use in 

the servicP of the Gode The donations of merchants 

were frequently announced at large gatherings where 

important people in the urban settlemF'nts as well as 

traders from other towns were present along with 

artisans of the town. This shows-' t.h, 

the various stratqgof society who met 

people from 
~~ 

on fridaysh made 

donations for festivals as well as for the benefit 

f h o::1 h
- / . 

o t e G Ma"d esvara in accordance to t.heir economic 

status. 

, 
Gagapati (Gag~Esh - the son of Siva) is praised 

i f i / ~-- 1 in qu t•'9 a e\~ nscriptions of the Silauaras, 

1 • .£II, 2E.o.S.!!·, No.8; No.14. 



indicating that worship of Ganapatf which had already . 
come into prominence in the 6th century A.D. was quite 

popular. Ganapat.l is worshipped with great devotion 
0 

and reverence even today in Maharashtra, whereas the 

other son·of £iva, Karttikeya had receded to the back-

ground there being hardly any (exceptance) reference 
/ 

to him in the Silahara records. 

Among the 2 principal schools of Bhakti cult· 

prevalent in South Indi~ Saivism comes in for a large 

clientele. Vaisnavism was not very.popular. Though 

~ 
Vi~hnu in his varaha incarnation appears on the mangala-

/ - 1 sloka of many of the charters of Kolhapur Sil2haras , 

there is hardly any reference to the constructicn of 
exc.~ptune • 

Vaishnai vi te temple or any donation made to i tf.... Lakshmi-

- I -dhara, minister of Kesideva II constructed the temple 

of Lakshmi-Narayana at f.1.3hdavali to which a grant was 
• p .. 

-/ - 2 made in the reign of Kesideva II by Soma Thakura • 
• 

The other Gods mentioned in the records of the 
J ~ ~ 

Silaharas are Brahma and Adi tya • ..., Brahma was no more 

considered to be an important God. 

---------
1. CIT, EE• cit., No.4-6, lines 1-2;- No.48, lines 

1-=-2. 

2. Ibid., No.34. 

3. V.R._R,. Diksh'litar, Puran.tt... Index, vol.I, p.154. 
Mitya - a name of Surya. 



The Sun God had more devotees. Quite a fev-1 

inscriptions record that before making a grant Sun 

God was worshipped in temples as a sectarian deity 

and not as a subsidiary one of the other sect~. The 

sflanara prince Aparajitd granted village Bhadana to 
~ 

the God Lonaaitya at LavenetaLa in the Saka year gl19. 
0 tO ~ • 

The grant was made for the worship of the holy Sun 
1 

God Lonaaitya and the repair for his templeo .... 
• 

Another important aspect of the reliqion of this 

time was the cult of goddess or the { akti cult. 

--.: ·- _,. -
The goddesses, Mahalakshmi, :Jogesvarr and Bhagavati 

were worshipped on their mm account and not as subsi-

diary deities or as consorts of their male partners. 

Grants were made to them independently. 

The goddesses were worshipped at all times in 

India but between the days of the Harappa culture 

and the Gupta period the cult of goddess attracted 

little attention from the learned and influential, 

and only emerged from obscurity to a position of real 

importance in the middle ages
1
when female forms were 

once more worshipped by the upper classes. The 
/ 

Goddess was the Sakti, the strength, potency of her 

1. .f!I 6 .E£. c it • , N o. 7., 
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male counterpart. It was thought that the God was 

inactive and immanent, and by the Gupta period the 

wives of the Gods, whose existence had al \.,rays been 

recognized but who had been shadowy figures in earlier 

theology, began to be worshipped in special temples. 1 

The gcx:Idess Bhagavati was worshipped in a special 

temple Kautuka Mathika at Samyana. In 1034 A.D • .. 
Chamundaraja, feudato~J of the Silahara chief Chitta-.. 
raja granted a ghanaka (oil mill) in favour of the 

• - ') goddess Bhagavati.~ The oil o£ the mill was used 

for burning a lamp in the templE and also for the 

besmearing of the feet of the Brahmana scholars that 

may visit the temple. Among the persons addressed 

are the chief artisans, prominent citizens~ the governor 

and madhumata. The goddess Bhagavati was worshipped 

independently and attracted learned Sr ahmana scholars 

as well as the artisans and people from upper class 

of the society. 

--/ .. 
Jogesvar4 was another popular female deity and 

was prominent enough to get figured in the inscriptions 

2. fll, 2£• £1!., No.12. 



on her own accord. Cintra stone inscription of 

Aparaaitya r 1 daka year 1039 states the existence 

---I -of the temple of goddess3ogesvari. The inscription 

·further mentions the follmving: 

_ _ ·\.\...tY>"uJ..,...:.\ ae "(\~- ')"\\'(' '1"'"\"\<~ o ca..;'"""'e L~i .. .,~ '-J \~ 
~· ''--- ·v $'- '"-<i-r~vo.._v;i._ _Jev'fO. $'o...>.;.\<- ~A~o._'fo,.t~~~\~\.. A-~-l~O: 
u"'n"'-\h t'O....'t - ..,., - .JO 'Jc. o I . _ \1 

L
- "' _ . \..-· - . . '- , C> \-." "ti '1~ \.q Vi ~c..__ ~ ''MO..Li ~~''*'c.... \ u., \-\<>-. v1 ~ r\ho.. 
\'1\&0..yV...J' rV.JO...Y"\~'rll'~ I Q _ d _ ~'J · 

u::'-D~~\..A\<A. .... a..~-r.~O-, ~ a '(0..-\-~~~·"'"'c;_ ~~~\-.~La.~ v ,'-'e. ~ 
_ • , _ r-V",o.._-v~~C\"(' .. \~e.. (\ '\/O..b•~o.."f~l'",'no.. ~ \J'bhQ.~t:-

~o..~o,-..n~-..n"-.L!).. L_{.....J a· .J 

po.__~ 4~~ 3 - - - -
Thus 13 houses in number of certain persons 

--I -
connected with temple· of Gcrldess Jogesvari such as 

the mathapati, the pujari, the potter, the person in 
0 

charge of the Aratf and so forbh were exempted from 

the house-tax which was usually levied on the houses 

in North Ko8kan. This sho...rs the popularity wieldej 
• 

by the aforementioned. gcddess and tht~ ntFTh-:oer of persons 

involved for her service. Just because the above-
.. 

mentioned people were connected •11i th th~ temple of 

--/ -_Goodess3o:Jesvari, they became the privileged citizens 

and were exempted from house tax. 

--/ :-
The g~ldess JOgesvarl was sometimes added to 

the list of Mothers <_Jener ally 7 in number. The Mothers 

were considered as the ener.Jies of different major 

line 2. 
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1 
Kolhapur was the centre of this cult an~ conti-

nues to this day to be a flourishing centre of goddess .. 

- • i The. early Puranic literature mentions Kara\tra \.,.h ch 
• 

is same as Kolhapur as the seat of the gcxJdess. This 

is attested by the afocesaid charter of king Kar~a. 

The temple of Mahalaks~~i at Kolhapur had become famous 

before the 9th century A.;). for the Rashtrakuta king 
6 .. 

Am~havarsha I is saL1 to have offered her a fin9er 

of his left hand to 1tJard off a public calamity. 2 The 

Kolar grant of Mayuravarna (1037-48) refers to the . 
Hanney a Kal iyar imar as' a of Basavur a 14 0 as having 

obtained the favour of the goddess Mahal akshmi of 

Kolhapur. 
3 

King Shash~ha of the later Kadamba dynasty 

is reported to have ~tJorshipped Mahalakshmi by going 

to Kolhapure 1 The cult of go:ldess Mahalakshmi was •tJide

" spread and not confined to the Silaharas of Kolhaprn~ 

but attracted devotees from far off places and other 

dynasties too. 

The cult of Mahalakshmi started diffusing in the 

11th-12th centuries and ne\-I centres ',vere opened at 

1. Statistical Report on Kolhapur, cited in JBBRAS, 
II, (1874), p.104; cited in R.N. Nandi, 212· _E_!_!., 
p.116. 

2. ~12· Indi., vol.XVIII, no.26; cited in R.N. Nandi, 
£.2- elL, p.139. 

3. G.!·1. Moraes, .:£.tle_K<?da~_ak~_;!~, p.393: cited in 
R.N. Nandi, p.250. 

4. Di ks hit, §el eqt. Jnscr igt ions f_t;QW I1aparas htra, (in 
1'1arathi), pp.16-68; also ,JUPHS XVITI, p.175; ci'ted 
in H.;). Sankalia and M.S. Dikshit, 212• c1!., p.1. 
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Gods and described as as~>ist.in;r the great S~kta Devi 

in her fight with the demon.
1 

The Varaha-Pura:"la says 

thatj"'9-es'vari is the symbol of lust. 2 Goddess 
/ 

~es'vari appears to be thP consort of Siva as from 

the above inscriptton we came to know that one out 

of the 13 persons •J'lhO •J'lere exempted from house tax 

was a lingapu_jari. This is further confirmed from 

the Mat sya ...:Pur a~ a ,,>~here she is depicted as an image 

with hangin9 tongue, knotted hair &&\ the top of the 

head and a garland of skulls and bones, etc. 3 

The £ilaharas of Kolhapur were fervent devotees 

of Mahal.3ksh.rni. The goddess wei lded immense popularity 

and •tJas worshipped in a special temple independently. 

Her popularity can be evi.::lenced from the fact. that the 

/ 

Si lahar as of Kolhapur believed that they had obtained 

their kingdom by her grace: for they state in their 

1 grants that they had secured her gracious boon • 

2. 

3. 

.!.2l~. , p. 1 0 2 • 

v .. ~. ~ .-. D i·ks hit ar , 22 .. 
vrA- m. 

.si!o,L p. 3 9. 

4 • .f!!, .9l2 • .s i t. , No. 4 8 , 1 in e 2. 
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. 1 
Gad.damballi in Hasan district and at Dhan·Jar district. 

r,..;here does Mahalakshmi figure in the brahmanical 
• 

pantheon? The name Mahalakshmi would suggest that she 
.h 

was the consort of Vi~u a~> Lak:shmi is the consort of 

· Vifu. Devi 8hagavata Purar:a explains that Vishr;:u's 

oriqinal head was cut off by the chord of his own bmJ 

2 due to the curse of his wife go;:idess !'1ahalakshmi. 

The Puranic Ind8x refers t--1ahal akshmi as K;rnaksh i, mother 

of Brahm:, Vifu and Isa. 3 
8ut as R.N. Nanii has shO\-ln, 

the goJdess Mahalakshmi seems to have dissociated from 

the Vii~uite pantheon and was made into a female partner 

of s1va. 4 Lakshmi is supposeJ to be the go::ldess of wealth 

but there is nothing to show that Mahalakshmi of Kolhapur 

was ever conceived a:> such. Instead the go:ldess Maha:-

lakshmi seems to have a liking for blocd-rites. This 

is apparent from the afor~~entioned inscription from 

which we ceme to knov" that the R§"shtrakuta king AmCXJha-• . 
H...... '\h A._ A." 

varsha in~71~ade offering of one of his finger to the 

1. 

2. 

3. 

R.N. Nandi,. 212• .s._!_!;. J r-\>· \~8-t".l,~ .. 

suvira Jaiswal, "'rhe Demon and the Deity: Conflict 
syndrome in the Hayagriva Legend", 3~'}~~~.-..!D 
Hi:1~2EY• 1985, p. 3. 

vJ-u:. 
V.R.R. Dikshitar, 212• S,it.i....p.663. 

R.N. t-h ... ,,J.;) ~- w ' P· \3 q . 
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gcddess in or(}er to ward off a calamity 'tJhich was 

likely to befall his peopl•'?. R.N. Nandi ascribes 
. . 

to the view that the evolution of the goddess as a 

./ 
consor-t of Siva probably follo,.Jed from her conception 

'· as the protectr~IJ of humanity which-is clear from 

the above-mentioned inscription. That the goddess 

had a liking for blood rites shows herproximity to 

the malingnant go:.ldesses of the lakta pantheon, who 
/ 

are invari.3bly associated with Siva as his consort. 

The goddess's liking foe sacrifice is attested from 

one of the S~lahara inscr-iptions. If Dikshit's 

translation is correct then ghairj u Mahapradhana of 

Kelf":1eva dug a pushkarini (large well) on the occasion 
" 

f 'fi i h f'11.1'~kh'~ o_ a sacrl. ce n onour o_. ana~a s.m1. The cult of 

Lakshmi had no provision for sacr-ifice and bloo1 rites. 

!'-1oreover) joint worship of s'iv a and Mahal akshmi at 

Kolhapur is revealed in the Kolhapur stone inscription 

of BhO}a II: s1aka year 1112-1115.3 In 1190 A.D. the 

King Bh~a and a private individual made grants to 

certain Brahmana for the five-fold ·~10rship of thr-- God 

- _ _, _./ I ) 
Uma-Mahesvara, a form of Arnritesvara (Siva, for the 

feeding of Sahava£i Brahma~as, for providing naivedya 

\:--~-:-~ . ,:S;;:::L.y 4· u:_t. J p. ' '3 q 
~. ~I!~ 2E· £it., No.35, p.167. 



H~l¥ .' DISTRIBUTION OF RELIGIOUS CULTS AS 
REFLECTED IN THE .INSCRIPTIONS OF THE SiLAHARAS 

, OF KONKAN AND KOLHAPUR 

CHINCHANI
HINOUISM (B) 

1034-AD. T H A N A ( 

MANDAVI 
HINDUISM(:V 1) 

1203 A.D. 
THANA 
HINDUISM {S) 

1185AD. 

CHANJE 
HINDUISM 

1260 AO(S.ut) 

AKSHI 
HINDUISM 

1209 AD (Sm) 

KHAREPATAN 
HINDUISM 

1008 AD( S) 

~. CHAUDHARAPADA 
('. HINDUISM . 

,J '· 1239 AD (S) 
,...--;::---r--.:-' ---4- BASSE IN 

s· HINDUISM (S) 
r~"· 1161 A.D. 

~ r 
o I 

BHADANA 
HINDUISM 

997 A.D.(Sg) 

KANHERI 
BUDDHISM 

877 AD 
9th A.D. 

MIRAJ------1 
HINDUISM 

114-3-44- (S) 
1058 AD {S) 

KOLHAPUR 
. JAINISM 

12 tnAO 
1143AD 
1136 AD 

• '-foo!J~DUISM (Su) 
. fl'52.AO 

HINDUISM._'......._ 
17 1190 1193AD(Sm) "'\ 

.-() I 

! ~ ~ 
.--------------+----___!.,_"' __ • .:....,1?--~~ s.·---J ... F 

HERLE t ) 
JAINISM SHEDHAL ""? 

1118 AD JAIN ISM '1 
1153AD ~· 

ABBREVIATIONS HINDUISM ir·-· 
S- SAIVISM 1153 AD. ~~ 
V- VAISHNAVISM J 

• <t, I 
'· HONNUR r ,,.; JAINISM 

.~ 1st QUARTER 
OF 1200 A.O 

m- MAHALAKSHMI (r· ,.,. • 8 
u - U MA MAHESHARA }.i TALALE AMAN I 
ut- UTTARESVARA /"\ • . JAINISM JAINISM 
Sg- SUN GOO ,_,. f..,.,;. 1110 . 1151 A,D. 

HINDUISM 
8 - BHAGAVATI GODDESS 111 A.O. (S) 
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three times everyday to the go::ldess r1ahaiakshmi and 

for keeping the matha in good repairs. One can postu
/ 

late that the triumph of saivism during the time of 
/ 

Silaharas or even before changej the designation of 

the goddess and she was tran'sformed into female partner 

of diva who had gained precedence over Vishnu in the 

KoAkan and Kolhapur reg icn where the majority of the 
• 

/ 
population were foll~vPrs of .Saivism. 

F3rahmanical deities enjoyed great :r)'opular it_y • .. 
The {il2h3ras of North and South Konkan were /aivites . 
and tried to validate their pO\ver through s'ai vi te 

ideology and patronisinq 9rahmanas. 3u~klhism vias 

still flourishing at Kanherr till the end of 9th 

centur:'{ A.D. after which it appear~ to be &n the brink 

of decline from the region under study. Kol hapur was 

a stronghold of Jainism and·was considerej to be a 

maha-t1rtha for both Hinduism and Jainism. Tantricism 

seems to have affected Sudd hism and Brahmanical religion . 
along 111 ith Jain as, who souqht the aid of the gcx::ldess 

for the attainment of ordinary worldly gains and 

spiritual salvation. All the three institutionalised 

religions specially Hinduism and ~Tainism competed '"'ith 

one another t.o seek royal as well as popular support 

and adopted various measures to be in tune with the 

social surroundings and to suit the stondards of the 



people. An increasing axis betv;een the agencies of 

temporal poNer and those of the spiritual centres 

during the 11th· and 12th centuries can hardly be missed. 

The r~sult of this axis was the emergence of a netvJork 

of temples all over th~ discussed region specially at 

urban centres. Earlier in the Rashtrakuta period and .. . 
even in the initial phase of the Silaharas, rarely do 

we find instances of individuals bearing the burden of 

building temples which was certainly not an easy task, 

from the point of providing huge finances but during 

the latter pericd (11th-12th centuries l\ .• D. ).1his activity 

was in full S\.Jing specially in the Kolhapur region which· 

was a prosperous town with immense mercantile activity 

going on, a fact which is confirmed both by archaeological 

and epigraphical evidences. 
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CONCLUSION 

During the dilahara period one witnessed no 

complete transformation in the socio-religious structure. 

The changes were in the nature of continuation or elabo-

ration of the previous period. As far as the social 

structure is concerned, it remained based on the four-

fold caste system divided into a number of sub-castes 

which has been the predominant character of the Hindu 

society since ages. ~ut within this broad framework of 

stability numerous changes and developments are to be 

noticed. 

The functions of caste as decided by birth had 

been relaxed in their rigidity in the period under 

study. The barriers of the caste system were broken 

~ - -centuries before the Silahara period in so far as its 

functional foundation was concerned. The Brahmanas 

did not necessarily confine themselves to learning and 

matters relating to religion. The shift of a number of 

Brahm;:u~as towards secular roles is indicate:::l in our 

study. The Brahmaijas besides performing their prescribed 

duties of teaching, conductinq sacrifices,· etc. adopted 

other professions such as agriculture, administrative 

job and trade and commerce, a job considered to be 

degrading for them earlier. 



The Brahmana caste multiplied into numerous sub-

castes, some of which were still in the process of 

formaticn.. The epithets Kramavid and Chaturvedin only 

indicated the learning of the Brarmanas and not their 

surnames. But surnames like Ghaisasa found only in 

western India had stereotyped as family name. The 

Brahmanas were still the most privileged and honoured ·----
/ 

caste. They were the recipients of most of trR. Silahara 

grants. But tre Brahmanas could not exploit their ritual -----
superiority without being well-equipped with the knowledge 

of scriptures. 

Not much is known about the ~ha_!riya caste except 

I 
that the Silaharas claimed themselves to be ~-Kshatriyas. 

The Kayastha.§ whose profession ,.,as that of a scribe 

had crystallized into a hereditary caste. By 11th cen~u"-~ 

A.D. Kayasthas were a separate caste • 

. The merchants emerged as prominent figures in the 

society with the growth of trade and commerce in the 

Kon kai] and specially Kolhapur reg ions. They had formed 

powerful guilds like the ~.=Ban_§fu-2.§ who were the 

most celebrated of the medieval South Indian merchant 

guild's. There seems· to have been professional mobility 

even among the merchants. Some of the merchants of the 

concerned period had become state functionaries, acsuired 

land and wielded certain political and judicial powers 
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and privileges. By this time the merchants carne to 

exercise religious, administrative and military functions 

besides their prescribed profession of trade and commerce. 

Connected with the phenomenon of trade & commerce 

and grov1th of urban life is the proliferation of arts 

and crafts and hence the emergence of numerous pro:fessional 

groups like carpenters, weavers etc. to cater to the needs 

of the urban population of Kolhapur. 

The temples came to wield some control over the 

economic activities of the artisans and merchants, which 

they could regulate in their own narrow interests. The 

temples by this time became vast landed magnates and 

performed socio-economic functions along '.:Jith religious, 

cultural and educational activities. 

By and large patriarchal society prevailed where 

the male naturally must have dominated in family and 

social life. Women were honoured as ideal wi1ves rather 

than as a woman per se. They did not enjoy inheritance 

right. The women of the royal family did have some 

authority in the religious field. 

The inscriptions of our period do not thro,J 1 ight 

on the lower echelons of the society but adequate material 

is available on the Brahmaljas.. and the merchants. Hence, 

the researcher has been handicapped to portray a total 

picture of the concerned society. 



All the tb.ree ancient Indian religions, Hinduism, 

Buddhism and Jainism were in existence, 9uddhism was 

on the brink of decline from the Konkan region by the • 

end· of the 9th century A.D. Kolhapur ',"as the stronghold 

of Jainism and the cult of l\1ah2ilakshmi. Tantrism had 

affected all the three institutionalized relLJions who 

competed with one another for royal as \vell populc.r 

support and adopted various measures in accordance to 

the socio-economic change. An increasing axes beb-Jeen 

the agencies of temporal paNer and those of the spiritual 

centres durinq the 11th and 12th cPnturies is to be 

noticed. The outcome of which was the emergence of a 

network of temples all over the concerned region~. The 

Silaharas of North and South Konkan ,_,.erp ard<":nt saivitesc1~ tJtieJ. 'tr 
va.L'd4..t:Lt-h.e\-". pow~ thlt.tH)8-h Sa.\vit'e' ' 
k~1eology and by patronizing the 3r2.h::.anas =.vho repres.::~!1t.ed 

the reli9ion of a group, assimilative and '"'ell-established. 

The dil aharas of Kolhapur patron iz~d .Jai!1 ism but simul-

taneously, extended support to Bu:1dhisrn, Saivism and other 

puranic deities showin9 their tolerant attitud{~. They 

also tried to l·egitimize, sti3i)ilize 5-nd entrench or consoli-

date their rule over their territory by patronizing the 

Brahamanas and the existing rel.igious cults and their 

centres. 
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